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Rackground: Individuals who esplain their success and 
failure experience in the Mastery Oriented attributional pattern 
of ability and sufficient or insufficient effort, experience pride 
in their successes, feel they can repeat successful experiences, 
see a relationship bet-ween outcoine 2u1d effort, and are willing 
to try achievement tasks again. Individuals who explain their 
success and failure experience in the Learned Ifelpless 
attributior~al partern attribute success to luck and ease of task, 
and. failure to inability, experiencing s l ~ m e  in both their 
success and failure experiences. They feel they cannot repeat 
success csperiellces or corl-eci Failure expel-iences. 'l'hey do not 
5c.e 21 relationship bet\hccen outconle and effort; and to avoid 
negLirive en~otio~l~tl  consequences, they are not t\illing to trlr 
arhicvenlent t ii\ks again. 
liecause i t  is desirLible l o  correct the debilitating 
collsccl ~ ~ c n r e  of I,ic-k of pclrsis tence ,~nd avoid,~nce, the 
~-~scl,~rchc~- lo(~kecf at the c,ius,ll l',ictol-s 1 1 u t  bring  bout '1 
c - l ~ ~ ~ n g e  i  CIII indi\..iill~;ii Il-0111 S ~ ~ I I ~  of' I earned IIelplessness fo 
Li stLltcl 01' J I L ~ ~ ~ c l ~ r  Oi-ie~lr~lti(~n 17). st ~lcl>.ing indi\~idu.ils \t9ho 
I L I \ T L ~  c.\y>cil-icii~c.ecl this cllL~ngc ivitllout c~peric~~c'ing rcn\ion,~l 
I-ct I - ~ I ~ I I ~ I I ~  \ t  - , A ~cgicxs. 
ii~dividuals revisiting experici~ces that occurred as a 
consequence of sinlpfy going about their daily lives. 'The 
changc phenomena, whatever they would eventually be found 
to be, were an enmeshed part of each participant's life story. 
Therefore, the researcher chose to use the Naturalistic research 
methodology that provides for observation in the natural 
setting from which the data arises to create joint constructioii 
of reality. 
I;itldings: 7'hrc.e patterns were found to be present across 
the pc~rticiyants: Pat leril One: Accepting Person. Pattern Two: 
(;ri~ical Conscious1~ess-l<,21~ii~g Evcnt. Pat tern Three: Sense of 
l<esponsibility. 
Conclusions: 13,ised 011 the findings it becoines evidei~t 
[hat it is wise for advisors and professors in college settings to 
reevaluate their attitudes toward students ;md to recognize the 
power of n~utually respectful relatio~lships in which students 
can fecl s,lfe ' ~ n d  gi-ocvth ~ ~ 1 1 1  occur. It tvould a150 be ck7ise to set 
up  i-l,lssi-oonl s-.stc~ns in cvIlich students ~ ~ 1 1 1  expel-icnce 
.~i.c-cpt .incc 1'1-o~n their peers, 1e;trtl to ~ 1 ~ ) r - k  cc)~per~ltivc~l>~ i l l  
n o ~ ~ ~ o r n p c > t  itive enviro~~rneilt s, and have a place to yrac tice new 
skills ,111ct ideas. I t  would ,~lso seern inlportmt to become 
i n ~ ~ o l v t d  in student's crisis circumstances and use them to 
tc~irh rcsponbibilit>' a,\rlct ofSer support ~ n d  r,xring. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Adults are returning to college to complete Bachelors 
degrees in record numbers. For some of these learners, their 
past l~istories are rich wltfi success experiences; but for others 
their past histories provide memories, rather, of repeated 
failure. An individual's perceptions (whether accurate or  
inaccurate) of these repeated successes or failures and low 
performance, significantly influence the success or failure of 
her or his current endeavors. 
A quest to understand what motivates some to perceive 
tl-ienlselves as successful lecarners ,and some to perceive 
tl~cinselves as u ilsuccessful learners, not surprisiilgly provides 
no single answer. There are instead Inany different variables 
interacting together to provide imsivers; parts interacting to 
embr;ice truth. One theory that helps us understand a1 
individual's perception of his or her success or failure 
espcricilccs is At tribu tion theory. 
Attri t ~ u  t ion theory's underlying assumption is that 
hunlnns are inotivi~ted to attain a causal picture of the world. 
'1'1~1t is, they ivant to knoiv "cthgr" an event has occurred 
(\"v'eincr, 1989). Their alsiver to "why" is instrulnental in 
assigning meaning to a n  event. 
Individual's make perceptions and assign rnearzirig in two 
basic at tribu tioilal pat terns: Learned Helpless and Mastery 
Oriented. (These two patterns are explained in detail starting 
on page 23.) The purpose of the research reported here was to 
study individuals who have changed from a Learned 
Helplessi~ess (LH) attributional pattern to a Mastery Orier~ted 
(MO) attributioi~al pattern, in order to gain a d y l l i ~ c  
understanding of causal factors that facilitated individual 
movement from one state to the other. (Definitions of the 
ter~lzs Learned Helpless and Mastery Oriented and explanations 
of the motivatioi~ theories are provided in Chapter one.) 
Definition of Atf ributioil Theow 
At1 ributioil theor17 is "concerned with perceptioizs 
[ascripfions] of  usidi id it>^, or the perceived [ascribed] reasons 
for n pal-ticu1,u event's occurrence" (M1einer, 1989, p. 328). 
One's ascriptions form a complex system of thoughts and 
feelings. These ascriptioils are used to "both postdict 
(interpret) and to predict the outcoine of an achievement- 
related event" (Weiner, 1989, p. 328). 
I t  is important to note that "perceptions of cnusdit). are 
,uz ascription inlposed by the pcrcei\,er; cmses per sc 'Ire not 
directly ~hscr\~nble. . . . Perceptions of cnu~nlit)~ arc constructed 
17). the perccii2cr bcc'luce tfic\. reildcr the en\-ironmc~nt more 
meaningful" (Weiner, 1989, p. 280). In other words, they help 
us understand and explain our environment. 
Ascriptions are classified along three dimensions: Locus 
of coiitrol (internal and external), stability (stable and 
unstable), and controllability (controllable and uncontrollable) 
( Weiner, 1986). Generally, individuals ascribe meaning to their 
successes and failures using four reasons: ability, effort, task 
difficulty, and luck (Bar-Tal & Darom, 1979). 
Ascriptioils are also the source of feeling good, bad, or 
indifferent about performance. They a-e systematically related 
to different kinds of subsequent behaviors. For example: if 
one believes one has control in a failure situation, one may be 
motivated to work harder nest time. Idowever, if one believes 
one does not have control, one may give up after failure (Gage 
& Berliner, 1988). 
h,l;~cMill;~n, Keogh, and Jones (1986, p. 703) surnm;x-ize 
the definition of Attribution Theory saying, "attributions are 
vieived 13s efforts to '11lr1l;e sense of' or to interpret the causes 
of cvcnts; these perceived causes are presumed to determine 
subsccluent affcc tive responses, expectancies, and bel~avior." 
(,A detailed esplan;~tion of Attributior~ Theory begins on page 
12.)  
Attribution theory is just one of many motivation 
theories. In the next sectioil the major motivational theories 
are categorized by belief and briefly discussed. 
Overvie\v of Motivation Theories 
All motivation theorists seek to answer the question, 
Why do we think and act as we do? How a theorist answers 
that question places him or her illto one of three broad 
categories of motivation theorists: Need Reduction theorist, 
Expectancy-Value theorist, or Mastery and Growth theorist (see 
Figure 1). 
Needs Reduction theorists believe we are motivated to 
satisfy our basic need. Expectai~cy Value Theorist believe we 
a-e  nlotivated to attAn a valuable goal. Master)! and Grocvth 
Theorists believe hunl~~ns  are motivated to explain tiler~lselves 
and their envii-onment. The follo~~ing sections briefly explain 
these theories. 
Necci Rcduc tion Theories 
Two motivation theorists Lire corlsidered need reduction 
theorists: I;reud ( Freudian p ~ ~ ~ c h o a n a l ~ ~ t i c  theo~-),) I-E ull 
( I Iu l l i~~ i~  dr ve theory). Both believe t hat bel~;~\ ior is caused 
and t1l;lt t l ~ c  nuscs can be identified. Both be1iw.c in [he 
prirlciple of hon~eostasis (~\'e act to satisfy u~lfulfilleci nccds) 
NEEDS REDUCTION EXPECTANCY URLUE MASTERY GROWTH 
Tenslon {needs 
reducl lon l  Is the 
Impetus 01 action. 
F r e u d l a n  Psycho-  
a n a l y t i c  Theory  I 
Freud sees indiwdLuls strivng 
Lo ralffily petsonal nee& 
( H m o s l a s a  - Uedotrsm) 
wllhim a world ol h l e d  anl 
rerlricled tescucer 
I Hu l l i an  Dr lue Theory I 
H J  bdeved physiobgicat 
deficls, ci nee&. 1Mga1a Iha 
organlm lo  underlake 
behaviors that r ~ u t  n the 
oHsel of those needs 
Mollual lon Is a runcllon 
of the enpeclancy or 
goal al lalnment and 
Ihe lncentlue ualue Ql 
Letuln's Fleid Theory r--l 
T m s m  creales a valence 
i e u e m e n t  i h e o r  
cml ld  bdveen a hope of 
success a d  a leal 
Beha& is a hndion of bdh 
Ule pelson and Ihe 
en ionmmL 
Humans slrlue l o  
understand themselues and 
their enulronmenl, and 
g m w l h  processes are 
[ lnherenl to  humans. 1 
I Human is t i c  Theory  
Persona l  Cons t ruc t  
Kelly assates l b l  tunan are 
Mudwe sdpnttilg c o f t i d y  
cmhling tba wald h 
ldosyrrralic w a p  l o  @e I  
I l rnp l l c i t  Psycho logy  I 
and elaborate Lheories, aboll 
whal people are like and what 
rmt~a les  them 
R t t r i b u t l o n  Theory   
F i ~ u r e  1, Nine motivation schools of thought witbin three 
motivation categories. 
and the principle of hedonism (the fulfillment of needs is 
satisfying and results in quiescence) (Freud, 191 5; Hull, 1943). 
Freud (1915) believes individuals try to satisfy their 
needs by adapting their behavior so they can function in the 
world, meet their needs, and return to a state of comfort. He 
feels this creates an internal versus external struggle. We want 
to satisfy our iiiternal needs but can only do so by tapping 
esterilal resources in the world. 
I-Iull (1943) believes lzuinans behave in a way to reduce 
their needs. Hull defines these needs as primary animal drives: 
hunger, thirst, pain, war-n~th, eliminatiotl, rest, sleep, and 
activity. He feels when we experience one of the iieeds, cue are 
in a state of disequilibrium and strive to satisfy this need and 
return to a state of equilibrium. 
Drive theorist did not corlsider the cognitive process and 
its role in n~otivation. Thus, as ~noti\~ation theorists recognized 
that cogrlitioil is a p u t  of the moti\,ation phenomena, Need 
Reduction Theories were replaced by the Expectancy Value 
TIleorics iuld larer the Growtl~ Theories. 
Espec t ;inc\.-Vr11~1e 'I'heories 
Tlzrce r~lotivation tl~eories arc grouped under E s p e ~ t ~ t n c ~ ~ -  
Value Theorics: 1,etvinian Field Theory, Acl2ic\.c1nlent 
blol iirr1t ion 'I'l~eor)~, nnct Soci~ll I c,~rnilzg Tlleor~.. The). are 
grouped because these theorists believe molivation is a 
function of what we expect to attain and the incentive value of 
the goal we seek (Lewin, 1938; Atkinson, 1964; Rotter, 1975). 
Lewiniari Field Theory is the key transition theory 
be tween the needs reduction theories and the expectancy- 
value theories. Hedonism and homeostasis are key components 
of the needs reductions theories as they are in Field theory, but 
they are incorporated in a cognitive way stressing the 
perceived rather tlian the real world. For Example: Lenin 
believes first we wish to satisfy an internal need. Then we 
perceive ail attractive solutioil in the world (Valence). Finally 
our desire to reach this goal motivates us to move in that 
direction until we r e ~ ~ c h  the gold, satisfy our need, iuld return 
to rx state of comfort (Letvin, 1935). 
i2chicven1ent motivation is also ax1 Expect~u~cy-Value 
Thcoi-y, and Atkinson is the major AcI~ic\~ernent hloti~~ation 
theorist. i2chievemer~t 11loriv;ition theory is concerned first 
with the hope of success, rcsuIting in a feeling of pride; second 
tvith the fear of failure, resulting in the feeling of shame; and 
f ina l l~~  with the co~lflict his creates and the solutioll of the 
conflict. \ire either seek to achie\~e success (npproacl~) and 
it experience n iccling of pride, or seek to avoid failure 'ind 
with it i-speric11c.e a fceli~~g of shame (Atkinson. 19631. 
Achievement motivation theory indicates there are three 
factors that determine our tendency to approach or to avoid a 
situation: motive (capacity to experience pride and shame), 
probability (the expectancy of a reward), and incentive (the 
value of success and failure). Atkinson ( f 9G4) feels we will 
either approach or avoid a task depending on which of the two 
factors is the strongest. 
Social 1e;uniiig theorists believe that behavior is a 
fuiiction of both the person and the environment. They believe 
our behavior is influenced by the behavior we have learned 
from others, such as p'xents, teachers, friends, etc. They also 
believe our behavior varies in different situations depending 
on the value of the goal and whether we expect to succeed or 
fail (Kotter, 1975). 
blast err1 and Gro~vtl-1 Theories 
blastcry and Growth Theorist believe ilidividuals try to 
understand tl1er11se1c.e~ and their environmeilt and that the 
~^uastcry groct'th processes are instinctive. Attribution theory, 
I I u  in an is^ ic theory, Personal Construct theory, and Inlplicit 
Psychology are the main blastcry and Growth Theories. Since 
attributio~i theory is the subject of this stud),, a separate 
secliorl is det20tcd to its discussion. 
Ilurnanists such as Rogers ( 1961) and  las slow l, 1943) 
believe that individuals feel an internal pressure to fully 
develop their inherited potential. The main areas of study 
have been self-concept and self-esteem. 
George Kelly ( 1955) is the originator of personal construct 
theory. The theory deals with how individuals attempt to 
predict and control the events they experience. He assumed at1 
iildividual thinks about a situatioi~, assigns meaning to the 
situation according to his or her perceptions (personal 
coi?struc ts), and then acts accordiizgly. Emotions, such as 
anxiety, and guilt, etc., are coizsequences of a.~l individud's 
construct sys terns. Iildividuals evaluate their constructs based 
on the enlotional ~~~~~~~~~~~~es they experience. They decide if 
their constructs are ;idequate or inadequate and change them 
as t l~cy choose. 
11npiici t p~~~chologist s bclicc-e illdividttals create 
elrtboratc thcorics, about  hat people are like and tvhat 
rnot i ~ ~ a t e s  them. Although the theories they create are nlerellr 
'implicit ,' they do influence their social realitj5. bloore ( 1073) 
gives all example of our implicit ideas about children. She 
indicates a motl~er I n q r  say "Hot, Ilot" before placii~g hot food 
in front of her four year old, but would not before scl7.ing a 
dinner guest. ?'he iinplicit understanding of the situ'ltion 
i ~ l l o ~ t ~ s  an indi\,iduLd to give the appropriate tzrarning in the 
appropriate situation, just as the inzplicit understazdiizg of 
what people are like and what motivates them allows arz 
individual to behave appropriately. 
Comparisorzs 
The central theme of all motivation theories is to answer 
the question, \P111y do organisms think and behave as they do? 
Attributioil theorist believe iildividuals attempt to understand 
their environnient by assigili~lg meaning to events from which 
they can predict the outcome of future events (PVeiner, 1989). 
Attribu tioil Theory is most like the Mastery Groivtli theories. 
These theorists believe iildividuals strive to understmd 
tl~enlseI\~es and their enviro~~ineilt and that grocvth processes 
arc inherent to huil~ans. Attribution theory is most unlike the 
Espectixncy Value theories. These theorists be i ie~~e moti\-ation 
is function of the expectancy of goal attainment and the 
incei~ti\~e valuc of the goal. Attributioil theory is also different 
from the Needs Reductioil rheories. These theorists believe 
tension is the impetus of actioi?. 
\Vi t hi11 t l ~ e  broad scope of >I,~stery and Groirth t l-wories, 
;\I tril3ution the or^^ rocuses on indiLridud parterns used to 
assign meming to the etl\-ironmeilt tl~rough personal 
pcrccptions, ~vf i i le  IIum,inistic theory focuses on actu;xlizing ;ul 
incii~~iii~l:xls potentiiil; Implicit Ps~~chologr  focuses 0 1 1  implicit 
motivations that influence social reality, and Personal Construct 
Theory focuses on how individuals construct and interpret 
their environment. 
Attribution theorists have nothing in common with the 
Needs theorists. They do not believe individuals simply 
behave ill a way to satisfy unfulfilled needs in order to return 
to a state of equilibrium or rest. They instead believe that 
behavior is determined by how the cvorld is perceived. The 
Attribution theorist hold this belief in cornmoil with the Field 
theorist and the Hunlanistic theorist. 
At tributioii theory and Humanistic theory a - e  purely 
cognitive theories (using infornlation as the impetus for 
bella~~ior).  Drive theory is purely mech;mist ic (stimuli is the 
ilupe~us of action). The Field, Achievenlent, auld Social 
Lci~rning tl~eorics inix both Cognitive and Mechanistic 
principles. 
In sum, A~tribution rl~eory is most like the Mastery 
Gro~vtl~ theories. I t  is a cognitixle tl~eory beli~\~ing that 
individuals seek to gain information as the in~pelling force for 
their behavior. Attribution theorists believe hurnnns striw to 
~lndci-st~xncl then~selves and their enviroi~rner~t. Their basic 
principle of behavior is that irldividuals seek to g ~ n  
in formiit ion to espIriin their en\rironn~cnt. Their focus is on 
individual patterns used to assign meaning to the environment 
through personal perceptions. 
As will become evident in the section, Explanation of 
Attribution Theory, an individual's perceptions of his or her 
ability, the effort he or she exerts, and the influence external 
forces have on the outcomes of situations, determines how a11 
individual will respo~zd to a situation. Because one's 
perceptions of internal factors (effort and ability) and external 
factors (luck and difficulty of task) are the foundation of 
attribulion theory, the nest section slzows how IIeider, the 
fat her of At tributio~z theory, developed this theory. 
The Found~t  ion of Attribution Tl~eory 
"Attribution theorists ~u-e col-icer~~ed with perccptions of 
causality, or the perceived reasons for a particular e\~cnt's 
occurrence. . . . It is ilnport~u~t to note that perceptions of 
causality i r e  LUI   scripti ion imposed by the perceiver; causes 
per se are not directly observable" (Lt'ciner, 1989, p. 280). 
Perceptions of causalily are co~lsrructed by the perceit-er 
because 21e (11- she ~~ssigns r n e m i ~ ~ g  to the env i ru~~n~ent .  
Fritz Heidel- is recognized 2s the fouildcr of attribution 
t heor!;. Ileider identifies his i\ni-h as an " in\-estigntion of 
con~mo~~-scnse  psi-chology" ( IIeider, 195 8, p. 7 0 ) .  Ilis 
t hc~oi-clt icnl frL~mewoi-k i v ~ s  trongl)~ influenctlci br GestL~ll 
psychorogy and Kurt Lewin. I-feider is concerned about how 
ir?dividuds think about their environment. Heider believes 
behavior is a result of three factors: personal effort, personal 
ability, and environmental forces. A model of the development 
of Hcider's theory is presented below (see Figure 2) .  
The model begins with Lewin's ( 1938) formula: B = 
f(P,E),  which meals Outcome (B) is the furictiol~ of Effective 
Personal Force (P)  and Effective Environmental Force (E). 
Heider believes behavior (Outcome) depends on factors both 
witl?in the person (Effective Personal Force) and hi thin the 
environment (Effective Environmental Force) (Heider, 195 8). 
Ileider ( 1958) further develops the idea of Effective 
Persolltil Force by dividing it into txlo factors: hTotivatio11 and 
Power. fIe explains each of these concepts by again dividing 
then1 into tivo factors. The first factor, Moti~~ation, refers to the 
pul-pose of a person" bel~havior {intention) and to how hard he 
or she tries (exertion). 1 Ieider recon~bincs intention and 
exertion ;11ld calls it  "Tryi~lg." The secoild Power, is 
delined as ability (innate capabilities) and strength (amount of 
ability). 
After TTcidcr colz~bines intention and esertiorl aiid calls i t  
'frying, i t  conrinues to be a factor of Effective Personrll Force. 
flo~\~ever, Po~\~er (abilit). clnd strength), \\.hich is piu-t of 
Effcc.{ i u c  ]>erqln,ll Force, is no\\, combineci \tit11 Ef fe~  t iIrc 
Heider I 
Fiyure 2. Heider's Naive Attribufiond Theory built on Gestalt 
Psycliology and Lewin Theory. 
Environmental Force to create "Can." "Can" is determined by 
how much power (ability and strength) one has and the degree 
of difficulty the eilvironment presents. "Can" answers the 
question, Can the goal be attained? In other words, does one 
possess sufficient ability in the face of environrnei~tal 
challeilges to reach the desired outcome f Heider, 195 8). 
Heider concludes, Outcome ( behavior) is determined by 
two things: "Try" (personal effort) and "Can", a combination of 
power (ainount of ability) and Effective Environmental Force 
(external fi~ctors). Thus, he reasons, behavior is determined by 
the degree of effort one exerts, the moun t  of ability one 
possesses, and the obstacles the environment holds (Ileider, 
1958). 
Further, Neider (1958) shows how attributioi~s to "rTr~f'l 
and "Can" influence success and failure esperieilces (see Figure 
3). If "'Try" (exertion: the degree of effort applied) is held 
constnnt, success is attributed to either high ability or easy task 
while f,iilure is attributed to either low abilit>7 or difficult task 
(IIeider, 1958). 
IIeidcr's \tlork laid the foundatio~~ for the central 
pn-oblel~~s tl2;lt giride the thoughts of all in\*estigators in tllis 
field. First, they consider the pcrcei\,ed causes of behx9ior, 
giving particul:~i- consider;~tion to the distinction bet~veen 
ill  t el-11'11 or per-sonnl C ~ I L I S , ~ ~ ~  t j .  ;ind estern,-il or- en\.i~-c)nnlent:~l 
causality (later identified as locus on colitrol, one of three 
causal dirneiisions). Secolid, they consider the development of 
general laws that relate reasons individuals use to interpret 
their successes and failures. These reason were later identified 
as causal antecedents, the most common of which are ability 
(from Heider's "Can"), effort (from Heider's "Trying"), and luck 
and ease of task (from Heider's "Effective Environmental 
Force") (see Figure 2).  Third, they consider how causal 
inferences have bee11 associated with various indexes of 
obsewed behavior. For example, both high ability and the ease 
of the task c;ul esplai11 success (see Figure 3) (lb1einer, 1989). 
Esplr~nation of Attribution The~i--\-~ 
"i-Ittribu t ion thcorist s are coilcerned ~ v i  th perceptions of 
caus~~lit>~" (lfVcincir, 1989, p. 250). Perceptions of causality ~zre 
simply the I-easons indiiriduais giile to explain their successes 
7 7 
~111cl PL~ilui-es. I hey ,~ssign causes, or reasons, to e\,ents in an 
at tempt to bet ter understand tl~eir environment. Indi\~iduals 
irse this percei~~cd undcrsttu~ding to for111 espectatiol~s about 
the Surure. I'hcy decide hoiv they ~v i l l  feel (good, bad, or 
ii~different)  bout their successes and failures; decide 
~t.hat hejr expect to hL1ppen nest; and the)r decide  h hat actions 
they ~ v i l l  rake. ,411 of these e~yec t~~ t ions  ai-e based on their 
Rttribution o f  Can 
Enuironmen t 
Figur-e 3. Heider's Attribution of "Can." 
per-ceptions they use to esylaiil their successes and failures 
(bt'einer, 1989). 
To better underst~uld attribution theory we cvill e s m ~ i n e  
the f'ollo~ving: Causal Di~nensions (internal-external, stable- 
unstable, con troll~~ble-u1lc011trollable) ; Casual Antecedent s, 
(reasons such as ability, effort, luck, m d  difficulty of task, that 
indiviclui~1s use I o assign ~nc~il~irlg to their success and fLu lures) ; 
and finally patterns of causality (Learned Helplessness and 
Mastery Orientation). 
Dimensior~s of Causality 
Attribution theory is made of three dimensions of 
causality: locus of control, stability, and controllability. Each 
dimcnsion is dichoto~~~ous: Locus of control has both a1 
internal and external locus of control; stability has both a stable 
and unstable characteristic; controllability llas both a 
controllable and u~~controllable chxac teristic. The reason 
individuals use to explain tlie cause of their successes or 
failures will have one characteristic of eacl-r casual dimension. 
The first causal dirnension, Locus of Control, is composed 
of at tributiolls to either ,u~ "internal locus of control," (personid 
causalir y) ; or an "external locus of cor~trol," (environmental 
causaliry) (Lt'einer, 1989; Rotter, 1075; Heider, 1958). The 
reason individuals use to explain ti-re cause for their successes 
or f,zilu~-es ~ c i l l  either have 211 internal locus of coiltrol or a1 
estern,~l ocuq of conrr-ol. In other words, Ihcy \ \ i l l  either 
bclie\,e thej. personizlly are 1I1e cause of an event or  hat 
somelhing in the en\rironi~~ent is he cause of cve11t. 
Sr:zbilitj7 is the scconcl dimcnsion of causditjP. "St i~bili t l r "  
is a11 cverlr a11 indi\,idu:il can depend on l~appeni~g,  repe~xtedl>~; 
"unstr~l>ilit>~" is ,111 eLrcnr an indi\ridunl sees as a one-time 
occurreilce ( Weiner, 1986; Heider, 1958). The season 
individuals use to explain the cause for their successes or  
failures will either be viewed as stable or unstable. In other 
words, they will either believe the event will happen again and 
again, or  they will believe this rnay be tlie only occurrence for 
this event. 
Col~trollability is the third dime~lsioll of causality. 
'Controllable" is the feeling of having the power to direct a11 
event; "uncontrollable" is the feeling of not having the power to 
direct an event (h'einer, 1989; Heider, 195 8; Rosenbaum 1972). 
The reason individuals use to explain the cause for their 
successcs or failures will either be viewed as coiltrollable or 
uncontrollable. 111 other words, they will either believe they 
per~onal l )~  can control the outcome of a11 event or they 
personally ciul not coiltrol the outcome of an event. 
Ca~is:11 i l~~tccc~dci~ts ,  
Causal Antecede11 ts are reasons that illdividuals use to 
explain t hpi I- successcs and failures. The four reasons most 
oft en gi\ren by individuals to interpret their successes and 
ktilurcs are ability, effort, task difficulty, and luck war-TA & 
L>arorn, 1979; Frieze &I Snyder, 1980). A number of other 
re,jsoils are also used but less frequentl),, such as nlood, 
f ~ t  iguc, illilcss, and other pcoplc (\it'einer, 1989). 
Researchers have found that each reason used to explain 
success and failures has one characteristic from each of the 
three dimensions of causality. The placement of a cause within 
the dilnensions of causality depends upon the subjective 
meaning of that cause to the individual. For example, one may 
feel one is a lucky person (internal locus of control) or simply a 
victim of chalce (external locus of control) (IYeiner, 1989). 
There is, however, a general agreement among the attribution 
theorists of the placemelit of causal antecedents within the 
dinlensions of causality (Gage & Berliner, 1988) (see Table 1). 
Tlie first cornmoll causal antecedent, ability, is considered 
to have these causal dimensions: internal locus of control, 
stable, and not controllable. In other words, ability is an 
ascription to persond causality, ivl~icl~ dependably brings about 
repeated results, but is out of {lie coi~trol of the indi\~idual. An 
iilclividual ciulnot chose his or her ability; therefore, the 
 scriptio ion of ability is uncontrollable. Monrever, oilce an 
indi\~idual undcrst,u~ds her or his abilit>, through personal 
experience (ivhcther that ui~derstanding is realistic or not) he 
or she can depend on this pcr~ei\~ed ability to ren~nii~ constant. 
'I'hus, he or slle will expect the success or failure, ~vliichc\~er 
cvent occurred, to continue (Gage & Berliner, 1988). 
'I'he second conlnIon cc~us:d ,~nteccdent, effort, is 
c-ol~sidcli-ed to I~;i\,e t hesc C'IUE'I~ diinensions: '111 interi1~11 locus 
Table 1 
The Four Most Common Reasons Ascribed to Success and 
Failure and Their Corresponding Dimensions of Causality. 
Ability X X X 
Effort X X X 
Luck X X X 
Ease of 
Task 
of control, unstable, and controllable. In other words, effort is 
,ul ascription to personal causality, which is vienred as a one- 
tirl-ie ekrent, and is in the control of the individual. An 
individual call choose his or her level of effort exerted; 
tl~c~rcfore, effort is controll~~ble. Since the degree of effort 
escrtcd is variable and controllable, oiie cannot depend on 
repent cd results uilfcss idelltical levels of effort are exerted. 
Thus, hc 01- she will cspect the success or failure, ~vhichc.\~er 
event occurred, to vary depending on how much effort was 
exerted (Gage & Berliner, 1988). 
The third common causal antecedent, luck, is considered 
to have these causal dimensions: a1 external locus of control, 
unstable, and not controllable. In other words, luck is an 
ascription to environmental causality, which is viewed as a 
one-time event, but is out of the control of the individual. One 
cannot coiltrol "lady luck." Therefore, an individual never 
knows just how a situation will turn out. The outcome is 
controlled by the environment, which may bring vat-ied results 
each time (Gage & Berliner, 1958). 
The third CO~I-LIIIO~I causal antecedent, difficulty of task, is 
coilsidered to have these causal dimensions: a1 external locus 
of cont 1-01, stable, and urlcontrollable. In other words, diflicultj9 
of task is ascription to environmental causality, tt-hich 
depend~ibly brings about repeated results, but is out of the 
control of the individual. One cannot choose how difficult a 
task cvill be, but one ciill depend on the successful completion 
of a11 eas). task and the unsnccessful completion of a difficult 
t,~sk (Gage & Berliner, 1988). 
l)dt rc~-ns of Casunl Ar~tcccdent s
Cnus'11 lln t ccedcn ts ni-c reasons t1lnt ii~di\~idunls u e 10 
assign ruc,lning t o  their- success and fdiures. People tend 10 
assign responsibility for their successes and failures in two 
common patterns. Pattern one, also called Mastery Oriented 
and Adaptive Achievement Behavior, is represented by 
individuals who attribute their successes to effort and ability 
but attribute their failures to lack of effort. Pattern two, also 
called Learned Helpless and Maladaptive Achievement 
Behavior, is represented by iildividuals who attribute their 
successes to luck, difficulty of task, and other external I-easons, 
but their failures to low ability (Weii~er, 1989; Dweck 1986) 
( see Figure 4). 
Su111r11ar-y of Mastery Oriented Individual (Pattern One) 
Mastery Oriel1 ted individuals credit themselves for bo tli 
their successes aild ktiIures. They believe their successes are a 
reluir of both their ability and sufficient effort. Because ability 
is an ir~tcr~lal locus of control, stable, and uncontrollable, they 
belie\re even though the)? cannot control their ability, once they 
undei-stiuld it ,  they CCIII expect success to coiltiilue (Dweck, 
1086). 
r\lastei-qr Oriented individuals belie\.e [heir failures a-c n 
result of insufficient effort. Uccause effort is iul  internnl locus 
of' co~ltrol, unstable, and controll:~ble, they belieire if they Idil, 
they c'xn choose to lr}. harder ne.ir tirnc. Recausc they believe 
l l l c ~ ~  h;i \~i~ r hc abilirq,, :7nd bcc,~use nest time the\-* cLln pro\,ide 
Figure 4. Learned Ilelpless and Mastery Oriented attributional 
patterns. 
increased effort, they call expect success to return. Because 
they view effort as unstable and can increase or decrease i t  at 
 ill, they believe outcome will be either successful or 
unsuccessful, depending on the level or effort they choose to 
exert (Dweck, 1986). 
Since Mastery Oriented iildividuals believe failure is a 
result of insufficiemlt effort rather tllan inabilitjr, they do not 
feel incompeteilce n ~ l ~ e n  they fail. Rather, they feel they just 
need to try harder. Therefore, both successes and failures lead 
to pride, self-esteem, and persistence in both success and 
failure situatioi~s and a nillitlgtless to try achievement tasks 
again (Dweck, 1986). 
Sumr?~art. of L-earned IIelpless I~ldividual (Pattern Two) 
1,carnccl 1 Ielpless indi\*iduals credit themselves for their 
f~~ilurcs,  but credit their successes to a1 esternd locus of 
conr rol, sucl~ as luck, easy task, etc. 'Theq. do not believe 
Iheir success are ,I result of  heir ability, but rather are a result 
of csterilal factoi-s th,~t a-e unstable and uncontrollable. 
Uccause they feel they cilnnot control estern'zl fac~ors, they kc1 
helpless to rcpcrir their success. Since they do not credit 
t 11c.nzscli~es for 111c)ir success, they do not experience pride in 
their ac.c-ornplis1~1~1erlts (Dweck, 1986). 
Learned Helpless ir~dividuals believe their failures are a 
result of their inability. Ability is an interi~al ocus of control, 
stable, and uncontrollable. Because one cannot choose his or 
her ability, Learned Helpless individuals believe any mloun t of 
effort they might exert would not compensate for their 
inability; so, failure is certain. Thus, they believe outcome is 
independent fro111 effort (Dweck, 198G). 
Since Learned Helpless ir~dividtaals believe failure is a 
result of their inability, they feel incompetei~t ctlheil they f-ail. 
To avoid or nlinimize feelings of shame and a sense of failure, 
they stop trying, If they don't try, they seem to feel they have 
a justifiable reason for failure, one that is not as personal as 
inability (D~ieck, 19SG). 
Attribution retraining _r7rogriu11s 
Attl-ibution theorists ( Bar-Tal 1978; deC11,ums c !   she;^, 
197G; Dizlcck, 1075; IYeiner, 1972; Ltieiner, Heckhausen, Me>-el-, 
&r Cool;, 1972) be1iek.e that the reasons indi~~iduals give to 
espl~un an event, determine how they will respond to that 
event. Learned Hclpless indikridu;ds usually respond to failure 
by giving u p  and experiencing feelii~gs of shame. .4ttribution 
'L'heorisr hoped to chiulgc their responses to persistence and 
feelings of pride. Therefore, theorists focus retr;ii.tining program 
0 1 1  cllt~nging ~t person's perc-civeci re,isons foi- their successes 
and failures from m~dadap tive perceptions to adaptive ones. 
These changes would seem to open doors, closed by shame, 
avoidance, and lack of persistence, to a promising outlook for 
the future of pride, self-esteem, and a willingness to engage in 
achievement tasks. 
l'i~i-lx~sc of the St ~ t d v  
'l'he purposc of 111c s ~ u d y  is to gain kitoi\*ledge of rhe 
c ~ ~ i i s ~ ~ l  factors that bring about LI change fro111 a state of 
I,t~ai-nt~l Helplessi~ess to a state of I\llaster>r 01-icntnt ion bqr 
studjring i~ldiviclu~~ls who have experienced this change. The 
population researched Lue adult learners that returned to 
college as nontradi(io11~11 sti~clcnrs to con~pIete college degrces. 
I;tloi\-ledge of 1 1 1 ~ s ~  c h ~ ~ n g c  k~crol-s mighi bet (el- equip  
ciclucat or-s, t hci-,~pists, ~111d ocher professiolls to f,\cili r'lte these 
c-ll,tllgcs in their SI uden ts, pat ienIs, 11i1cl olllers b ~ .  dcsiglling 
I ~ I P ~ - , ~ ~ ~ c ' L I I ~ T  . I I ~ C I  l ~ ~ ~ ~ r i l i ~ l g  ;~cti\'ities illtcn~ied to IIUI-~LII-c  the 
c11,tn;;e 1)i-occss. 'l'lle L ~ n  t icip;~lecl insight re5ul t iilg Ti-om the 
st i~ily \\*oulcl rloi he cspc~-teci to s ~ ~ p p l n l ~ t  thc prcs(wt cl,~\~rooltl 
and r lle~-,lpcutic metl~odolo~ics of (lie educato~-s ~ i l i c l  thcr;~pists, 
131lt l-'l~llcl- sll~3~3lc~lle~lt Ille ll. 
I . \ j t ,  bii t possibly most iii~poi-t ' ~ n t ,  i t  coiilci liclp Le,~l-ned 
I lc.lple$s i1lcliiridri,~ls I',~ce tl1c)il- situ,~tions, str-'itcgize C I I ~ I ~ ~ C  
131*( )c*cj$, L t ~ ~ c l  111oi L) to lL15t01->, O ~ - i ~ ~ ~ t c ~ c l  posi ioll. OII{'C> ~t,c'  
understand the change factors in greater detail, the possibilities 
arc improved for using this information to help this segment of 
tlzc population. 
Importance of the Study 
Retraining programs to date have focused on testing 
variables ivhich rese~~rchers believed would help indiilidu;xls 
ch~ulgc from a state of 1,earncd ITetplessrless to a state of 
bfi~slcry Orientation. These treatment ir~tervencions were 
designed by educators and therapist who are experts in the 
field. hlarzy of the trcatnlcnt variables testcd were found to 
ef'fecti~~eiy Cncili tate ,I transit ion from Learned Helpless to 
h h s  t Oriclll,~t ion. 
zI:~n_\- tilne people i\.ho h,t\.e cxpericnced f i n t  hand an 
t'\,en t or ;I sit11;lt ion, ~i11d 11~ive 211 insider perspectiire, can help 
rhosc r\.llo do not sharc this first h~und experience gain a deeper 
~ll~dcrst ,~nding simpli\~ b ~ ,  shnring their csperiences and 
i~ls igh~s.  This s:inlc re:~so~~ing c,zn bc ayplicd to i n d i ~  idu,lls 
\ \  110 I I , I \ J ~  ill;~dc t hc transition f1-0121 Idearned lIelplcss to 
r\l:~slc~-~* 01-iented, 2nd 1lc~\.e done so \.vithout r11c u ~ c  of 
i13lcl-\~cnt ion st r,llcgieq. The telling of their tr'lnsi lion storics 
,111d ;111)' C ' O I ~ ~ I ~ I O I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C S  in this t -,ulsi t on expel-ience, cL%n 
PI-oi7idc rcse,~rcl~ers \\-ith ;in in~idcr's pel-spec-1ii.c of the 
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I I - I I I ~ ~ ~ I  I .  T l l i ~1111icltlc pcl-sl,cc.~i\~e \ \ i l l  ,ldcJ lo I ~ C  
body of literature and provide a richer understand of the 
transition from LI-I to MO. 
The conmo~ialties referred to above, also called patterns, 
allow the researcher to generalize the findings, with some 
caution, to the LH to MO population. The patterns also provide 
a foundation from whicli to launch further LH to MO transition 
research. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I11 troduc tion 
Much has been written on the subjects of Attribution 
Theory, Learned I-Ielplessness, and Mastery Orientation. 
However, relatively little Ins  been written about retraining 
strategies to facilitate a change from a state of Learned 
Helplessness to a state of blastery Orientation. 
Discussioi~ of Retraining Studies 
A search of the literature found twelve studies (Fo~vler & 
Peterson, 193 1; Dveck, 1975: Chapin & Dyck, 197G; Relicl~, 
Debus, & Lt'dker, 198G; Andrew & Debus, 1978; Supersao,  
Perrez, & Kra-ilis, 1957; Reiher & Dembo, 1953; iZllcn Rr 
Dietrich, 199 1; Guskey, Bcnl~inga, EL Clcuk, 198.3; Wilson & 
Linville, 1982; Perr). C% Penner, 1990; Connell & Kirnmel, 1082) 
~vhich t es red at ~ r i b u  tionill retr,~ining str,~tegies (see i2ppendis 
11 for ;I s u i ~ ~ l ~ ~ n r ~ .  table including author, gradekige of 
pal-t icipan t s, ret raiilii~g met hod en~pluycd, findings, and biases 
of each sl ud).). Of the t\~.cl\-,e studies (referenced above) most 
(A the reseal-chers investigated retraining str,~tegies n1ith 
ele~nen taw scl~ool children ( Firsr through sistll griicles) . Foivler 
,~nci Ijetei-son (1981), Diveck (1975), Chi~pin and DlTck (197G), 
Rclich, Debus, ;~ncl !t7nllicr (I9S(S), .-i\ndrci~~ and l>el->us (1978), 
Supersaxo et al. ( 1987) studied retraining strategies with 
fourth through sixth graders; Reiher and Dembo (1984) focused 
upon junior high students; another (Allen & Dietrich, 1991) 
emphasized high school age students, while Guskey, Benninga, 
and Clark ( 1983), Wilson and Linville ( 1982), and Perry and 
Penncr (1990) studied college age students, and Connell and 
ICi~nrneI ( 1982) studied post -college-age individuals. 
The retraining strategies investigated were: (a)  
reinforcement strategies (involving either verbal reinforcement 
from others, tzrritten rei~zforce~nent from others, andior verbal 
reinforcement from self); (b)  a tangible and exchangeable token 
elemer~t of reinforcenlent kvith verbal reinforcernei~t; (c) 
j ourlz;zlizing and o i ~ ~ n i i ~ g  success; (d) mastery learni~lg 
tecl~niques; (e) the number of successful experiences in the 
face of faiIure that ellcour~lged persistence; ( f )  supportive 
corre~t i \~e instruction; ( g )  videotaped testimony of a 
p r ~ f ~ s ~ o r ' s  success, after failure, resulting from ability and 
cCfort, and videotaped testiinony of a college senior's success, 
after f~~ilure,  r sulting from effort; both exhorting others 
espcricncing failure to persist. 
Si~cc~ssful MI-hlO Tr~tnsition 
In nine of the studies, ch;u~ge from a s t ~ t c  of Lt,~rncd 
1 Icll>lcc(;~~ess to ,I state of hI,~stei-y C>ricnt;jtion, (1.1 1-?IO), ilriis 
reported. Of these nine studies, four did not appear to have 
threats to internal validity: (a) Fowler and Peterson ( 1981) 
tested the effect of teacher positive and attributional feedback, 
( b) Dweck ( 1975) tested attributiol~al reinforcement after 
planned failure situations, (c) Relich et al. ( 1986) tested 
modeling of math solutions with attribmional retraining and 
self instruction of math with attributional retraining, (d)  
Andrews and Debus ( 1978) tested reiilforceme~lt and 
reinforce~nent with tokens. In these studies, the lack of threats 
to internal validity seems to indicate that change occurred as a 
result of the interventiolls used. 
Five of the nine studies that found a chcmge occurred 
fro111 LH-bIO seemed to have iliternal tl~reats to validit).: (a)  
CI~iipin iuld Dyck ( 1976) tested attributional retraining; 
howrever the>, did not assess artributional ~ t>~Ics  prior to 
!reatn~ent and did not control for students in the treatment 
groups who possiblqr felt as if they were getting special 
attention; (b) Supersaso et al. ( 1987) tested written 
at t ri bu t ional feed back fi-om teachers; however, he did not 
assess attributional stjrles prior to treatment a i d  did not 
con t 1-01 for the possible misir~terpretation of the student 
perspcctivc blr (he tc,~cher; (c) in Reiller a ~ d  Zlembo's ( 1984) 
s tucll., st udcn~s ivere taught to recognize and self-nlonitor 
tl~ougl~ts; ho~zle\~cr, one-Sourth of the studerlts dropped out of 
the study; (d)  Allen and Dietrich (1991) tested supporting 
instruction, such as peer tutorii~g, additional worksheets, extra 
help from the teacher; however, attributional styles were not 
assessed prior to treatment and reliability and validity figures 
were not reported for the testing instrument used; and lastly 
(e)  Perry and Penner (1990) tested the impact of watching a 
video testimonial exhortir~g yersistelzce; ho~vever, they did not 
control for other variables ii~fluenci~lg the result. In these 
studies the presence of threats to internal validity leave the 
reader with tile C O I I C ~ ~ I I  that the reported change might be 
instead a product of deficient methodology. 
TTnsuccessful LH-hlO Trar~sition 
In three of the studies, a ch~im~ge did not appenr to occur 
frorn LI-I-h1O. One of the three stuciies did not appeiu- to have 
tllreats to in t e r~~a l  validity: Guskey et a1. (198.3) tested 
m,~stcry lecuni~~g tech~~iques. 111 this study the lack of threats 
to internal validity seem to indicate a change did not occur as a 
result of the intci-i~entions. 
Two of the studies did appear to have threats to ir~ternal 
viilidity: (a)  M'ilson and 1,inville ( 1982) tested a video taped 
intcr\.ie~v ;is a rc~raining stratcglr, iuld they did not find the 
video influenced the results. Ho~vever, maturation of the 
collckgc st udeilt lest ed r~nd or llcr- u~lidcntifi'ied L1llcl tested 
variables may have influenced the results of the study; (b) 
Coilnell and Kimrnel ( 1982) tested journalizing and owning 
success as a retraining strategy; however, a ceiling effect, lack 
of emphasis of retraining, and individual preferences are 
variables that may have influenced the results in addition to 
the treatment variable. In these studies the presence of 
threats to ir~ternal validity seems to raise some question as to 
whether a change may have occurred that wasn't recognized as 
a result of the interventions (see Appendix B for a 
comprehensive discussion of each study that was describe 
briefly above). 
k t  ification for the Stud), 
The purpose of a Iievieiv of the Literature is to report the 
i-t~ost current iilforrnrition on a pr;uticular topic. From that 
unden-standing one can c ~ n ~ ~ y z e  and \aluate the breadth and 
depth of our knocvledge of the topic and can identify a-eds that 
need I'urther study. 
To detcrlllille the sufficiency or insufficiency of the 
breadth of our knowledge, one looks at the irnriety of ideas t11:lt 
11:1\~e been resc~u-ched, ~x~llether the idects haire bce11 tested 
rvith cliffel-ent gi-oups of people, stich as children, ~~du l t s ,  men, 
\voinen, etc., and one cleternliiles whether the ide,is h:~\.c L->een 
tried in different settings, such as classrooms, therapeutic 
settings, work setting, etc. 
An analysis of the current understanding of retraining 
strategies for adults that bring about a change from Learned 
Helpless to Mastery Oriented leads to the conclusiol~ that our 
current knowledge base appears to lack breadth. The evidence 
from the review of the literature that supports this perspective 
is (a)  There are a limited variety of retraining strategies tried 
wit11 the Learned 1-IeIpless population in general, (b) three 
distinct retraining strategies have been tried with adults, only 
one of which brought about an attributiollal change, (c) Those 
retraining strategies that have succeeded nit11 children have 
not bccn modified and tricd [(kith adults, (d )  retraining 
strategies 11~1ve beell designed and applied without appxent  
strategic illput from those ~ ' 1 1 0  have ul-idergone the 
t r-:u~sfornl,~tion from LI-I-PIO. Tl~ese problems will be 
elnboralcd in the p;u:~graphs below. 
First, a limited \,,viet y of retraining strategies have been 
tried [vi th the I-ecirncd Helpless popul~~tion. The kinds of 
retr~tining strategies reported in the reLrie\z: of the literature 
included feedback, estcrrlal reinforcement, mastenr learning 
techniques, s~rccessful experiences, testinnonie5 of others, and 
o~tning successes. This paucity, Lilone, gives weight to the 
consideration that these may well be but a few of the possible 
interventions that would bring about an attributional change. 
Second, of the limited menu of retraining strategies 
available to use to bring about attributional changes in the 
Learned Helpless population, olily three different intersentions 
in four sepxate studies have been tried with the adult 
population. One study tested mastery learning strategies, two 
studies tested video taped testimonials exhorting persistence, 
and a fourth study tested a coil~bination of attribution;. 
pattern ~xnalysis, journidizing, and owning successes. Only one 
of tlic four studies (one of the video taped testimonies) 
reported that the retraining strategy it used produced a n  
at t ributiond ch~mge. 'Thus, the limited variety argun~cnt is 
p;vticuliu-ly cogent if one is collcerlled with retraining the adult 
1,e;'irncd Helpless. 
Third, successful retraining, str,itegies used i ~ i t h  children 
have not been tested to see if the). might also be successful 
~ v i t  h adults. It would seem an), of the reinforcer~lent strategies 
that ivei-e s~lccessful ~ ~ r i t h  children, such as self feedback, 
fcedb,~cl; fro111 others, ~vritten feedback, suppol-tiiJe correcti~ e
instruclion, and successful experiences, might be modified and 
test cd izith the adults. 
l;in,\lly, rese'u-cllers h,nfe not looked at the Idecirned 
IIc.lpless prublen~ or the solurivn to the pl-oblcrn frr~rn thc 
perspective of the Learned Helpless individual. The retraining 
strategies have been designed from an outsider's perspective. 
Although many of the strategies have proven effective, this 
still limits us to a n  outsider's perspective. The insider 
perspective could broaden our understanding of the transition 
process. 
It is felt researchers have not exhausted t l ~ e  possit->ilities 
of retrz~ining strategies (breadth) nor is it felt that the 
strategies that have been identified have been tested in a 
variety of settings across popul~~tions (depth). It is the intent 
of this study to add to the breadth of the understanding of the 
Leariled Helpless to Mastery Oriented change phenomena by 
looking at this c l ~ ~ u ~ g e  from tlle perspective of individuals who 
11ai.e changed from Learned EleIpless to Mastery Oriented. If 
v;~ri:~bles are identified ~ v l ~ i c f i  allow the generation of 
:rdditional str~~tcgies, breadth ill retrainii~g theory will have 
been served. 
Sincc the purpose of this project is focused on e ~ p l o r ~ ~ t i o n  
anci ciiscoverjr of atrributional change variables as d e r i ~ ~ e d  from 
csa~ninat ion of ;I participant or insider perspective, the 
Nal ui-,llistic Reseiircl~ hlethodolog> has been chosen. Chapter 
Ihree provides further- detcuI regarding Naturalistic r-esearch, 
cvhy it  w,ls chosen for this project, and a detailed description of 
1 1 1 ~  incthodoIogjr of the stud),. 
Chapter 3 
rnOD0LOGY 
I11 troduc tion 
The purpose of the study is to identify causal factors that 
bring about a change in an individual from a Learned Helpless 
attributional orientation to a mastery attributional orientation 
(LH-MO). The populatioil researched are adult learners that 
returned to college as non traditional students to complete 
college degrees. 
Choice oC Metl~odology 
A researcher must determine which design for organizing 
the rese,vch best ansnrcrs the questions posed and fits the 
purpose of the research. The questioil asked in this stud), is 
LYhat are the influences that bring about a change in an 
i ndivid ua1 from a l,e~u-l?ed Helpless At tribu'cional Orientation to 
a Mastery Att ri butional Orientation? 
Currently the ur~derstanding of ~ ~ h t i t  causes the chru~ge 
fi-(11~1 LIE to hlO as reported in the review of the literature i 5  
rich success environrncnts, self-feedback, self-instructionn1 
training, mastery lc~~rning methods, ;311d external ~uld  interr~al 
al'firnl,ition. Research to clxe has giircn us a b'lsic 
u n d c r - s t r ~ i i  oC the cll,lnge phenorncna through c~n\~cn t ion~i l  
resecarch methodologies. But, as has been argued in the prior 
chapter, there are grounds for belief that a broader range of 
causes are yet to be isolated. 
Ill  order to explore and/or discover the full breadth of 
change phenomena, the researcher has chosen to explore the 
LH-'10 change through the recollectioiis of iiidividuals and 
stakel-iolders revisiting the experiences that seeded the change 
from LH to MO. 111 other words, the researcher is looking at 
individuals who have changed from a state of Learned Helpless 
to a state of Mastery Orientation as a consequeilce of 
esperieilces iloile of kvhich were formally aimed at producing a 
state of Mastery Orientation. 
Tl-ic naturalistic paradigm is best suited for the kind o f  
inquir>. described abo~re, the kind of inquiry that looks at 
e\rents to construct a theory of causes. 
Orgnnizatio~~ of the Stud). 
The study is orgai~ized into five phases (see Table 2 ) .  
l'llase One: Ins t i t u~ion,tl Peri~~ission, Phase 'I'cvo: Training and 
Idt~~tifying, l3l1;~se Three: Orient at ion, l'hase Four: Data 
ColIec-tion, Pll,~se Five: Knowledge hlaking. 
Table 2 
Organizational Phases of the Pro-iect. 
Phase Description Method 
Phase One - Obtain permission to Signed Informed 
Iilstitu tional contact specific Coilsen t: 111stifu tional 
Per~nissio~z academic advisors and 
professors 
Phase Two - Contact academic Phone contact 
Training and advisor and professors 
Identifying and ask for help in 
finding research 
participants 
Train academic One to One ii~struc tion 
advisors and professors with LI-I and NO 
to identify Learned training materials 
IJelpiess and blastery 
Oriented students 
Identify poteniid Acadenlic advisors and 
p.lrticip,ulls for the professors identify 
i-esc,uch study possible referrals 
Phase Description Method 
Academic advisors and Signed Release of 
professors obtain Information: 
permission to give Participant 
potential participant's 
name and phone 
number to researcher 
and give name and 
phone nunlber to 
researcher 
Phase Three - Overview - Attribution Overview Training 
Orientation Theory with potei~tial blaterials 
yiuticiyazt 
Overview potential Review Informed 
piuticipa~t's Coizsent: Participant 
responsibility 
Potenti~l participatzt's Signed Informed 
decision for Consent: Particiy~u~t 
participt~tion 
Screen potential Autobiography 
participants for Jnterview 
research criteria 
Phase Four - lntervie~v Participant In terviews 
Data Czollection Journals 
1);ii-t icipm t idcntifq' Discussion \xri th 
other stakeholders researcher 
Phase Description Met hod 
Release of Informa tion Signed Release of 
from participant Informatioil from 
Participant for Other 
Stakeholders 
Stakeholder Release of Signed Release of 
Information Eiiformatiol~ from 
Potential Stakeholder 
to Participating 
Stakeholder 
Po tentid Stakeliolder Signed Informed 
Respoiisibility Conscnr: Stakeholder 
Interview Stakeholder Tiztcrviews 
Journals 
Discussioi~ Groups of Signed Infornled 
stakeholders and Conscrzt 
participants 
I'hasc Five - I3~~trerns identilied Tr,u~scripts coded 
Knowledge 
Making Enlergent pat terns 
identified 
Findings Reported Chapter Four 
Phase One - Institutional Permission 
Permission to Contact Academic Advisors and Professors 
The researcher called the academic Deans of four, two 
and four year midwestern colleges and universities, and 
described tlie research project over the phone. The researcher 
asked permission to contact specific academic advisors and 
professors that she is acquainted with to solicit their help in 
identifying individuals to participate in the research project. 
I t  was explSiied to tlie Dean that the institutioi~ had no 
responsibility in the researcll study. The academic advisors 
and PI-ofessors identified illdividuals they felt had changed 
fro112 LI-I-b1O. The advisors arid professors obtained pernlission 
from tlie identified individu~~l to give their nane  and phone 
nun~l->cr- to the resciuc-her. T11nt was the end of the institution's 
respoilsi bili t3.. lZrhcn the Dean gave pernlission, hc/she \\-as 
asl;ed to sign the Informed Consent: Iilstitutional (see 
Appendix C) 
ITt;~se T~vo: TI-riiniillr, and Ider~tif>~ing 
Con tat t Ac;~deniic .4cl\.isors and Professm 
l'he researcher contacted college professors iuld ~icadcn6c 
advisors r~nd solicitecl their help in identif>*ing individuals they 
fcIt haci cll~u~ged from 1,I-I-510. 
Train Academic Advisors a i d  Professors 
When the academic advisors and professors contacted 
agree to help, they were trained to recognize individuals who 
had changed from LI-I-MO. They were trained in one to one 
training sessions using training materials provided by the 
researcher (see Appendix D). 
Identify Potential Participants 
The academic advisor or professor identified adult 
students they felt had changed from LI-I-MO. They used the 
information they leiuned during the training scssion and drew 
upon their memory and experience with students. 
Acadcnlic Ad~~isors and Professor: Permissioi~ from 
Potential Yi~rticipant 
Clnce the academic advisor or professor had sonleone in 
rnind that nlet the rese;irch criteria, he or she contacted the 
potential plrrticip,ult ~u ld  requested permission to give his or 
her rlanle and phone ~lurnber to the researcher. If the potential 
participant agreed to have his or her name passed on, the 
acadernic advisor had the individual sign a Release of 
Infc~rrnation fro111 Potential P;~rticip,-u~t to Academic r\d\lisor 
rtndlor Professor form (see Appendix E).  
By sigiziilg the Release of 111forrnation the potential 
participant did not agree to participate in the research study; 
he or she only agreed to have his or her name given to tfze 
researcher. Later when the study was explained in detail to 
the potential participant, he or she had an opporturzity to 
decide if he or she wanted to participate. Once the Release of 
Information bras signed, the form was given to the researcher. 
The signed form had a space on the bottom for the poterltial 
p artici pa1 t's name and plzone number. 
Phase Tlzree: Oriei~tation 
Each potential participant went through an orieiltation 
process. The purpow of the orientatio~z process was (a) to 
explain each participiu~t's respoilsibility to the stud)., (b )  to 
dctern~ine the pot cn t ial pi~rticipant 's \villingness to participate, 
( c )  to dcternlirle if the potential participant met the research 
critcl-ia. 
Ovcr\~ic\v Pot en tial Part icip~~nl's Responsibilities 
'I'he potentinl puticipal~t's responsibility in rhe re5erwch 
study ~vas discussed in detail. Each potential participant 
workcd ivith the researcher individually to insure he or she 
understood what his or her resporlsibilities ~uould he if he or 
she cllose to parlicipate. The poter-itial par[icipant's 
respoilsibilities were outlined in the Informed Consent: 
Research Particip~tnts form (see Appendix F) . Participant 
resyonsi bilities included autobiography, interviews, journals, 
identify other stakel~olders, group discussion, and sign 
Illformed Consent. 
Autobiography 
Each participant was asked to complete a written 
autobiograyhy of two or three pages or record (a tape recorder 
was provided by the researcher) a brief, 10 to 15 paragraph, 
autobiography (see Appendis G, Aurobiograpl~y Guidelines). It 
was used to provide information from which to begin the 
in ten~ic~v pr-ocess, ;IS one tool to help verify the individual's 
LfI-b1O c h ~ ~ n g e  and bccarne a p u t  of the data for the research 
project.l 
'I'l~e potential participants were asked to talk with the 
I-csc~~rcher four times about his or her lea--niilg espcriences. 
Thcse sessions took one to two hours each. Duriilg the 
in tcnfiews the particip,int and researcher talked about 
l'l'l-tc ~ > ; ~ ~ i c . i l > a n t s '  a d ~ t ' l l i ~ l ~ ( ~ l d ~ ~ - ~ '  reports oi' past C'\.C'IIIS arc ;III 
I I I - ~ I ~  I i s  r c s i  p r o  It is ;I rcsoursc ('or lhc 
aulioI3iog1-apli!., irilcr-\,ic\\,s, jour-nals, ;.11id groL.ip disc-ussio~~s. A I-cport 
of' rcsc.;~~-c.l~ 011 I-ct I-( )spcc.~ i \ .c rnc~ilol-~. ;iiid ; l i i  ; I I - ~ U ~ C I ~ I  1'01-usi 11 g il ;IS ;I 
I-csour-c.c \.or ~ l i i s  ~-cscal-c,l~ proju ' t  is ~.-epot-~etl i n  ,Appc1icii\ I I .  
perceptions of the participant's past and present successful and 
unsuccessful learning experiences. 
Jouri~al 
The participant also was asked to keep a journal or diary 
of his or her thoughts between interviews. He or she either 
wrote or recorded his or her entries. This jourrlal was for the 
purpose of recording memories that came to mind during 
reflective times be tween in ten~iews. These triggered 
memories occurred anytime after the interview itself was over. 
The journalizing process gave the interviewee a c1l;ulce to 
record these me~llories so they could become a part of the data. 
The journal was given to the researcher at the next int-en:iew. 
Iden tification of Otller Stnl;eholders 
'I'hc parcicipiult was asked to identify other people that 
h i ~ l  knowrledge of his or her successfu~ or u~~successrul 
educational experiences (Stakeholder-s). I t  may ha~re been 
soincone like their pa-ents, spouse, academic advisor, or 
counselor. Once the participant decided who, if anyone, to 
contact, 11c or she signed a Release of Ii~fornlatioi~ from 
Part ici~7~1nt for Other Stakel~olders (see Appendix I )  perrnittii~g 
the resci~rchcr to coiltact the potential stakeholder. 
Also the participant asked the potential stakeholders if 
they wished to be contacted by the researcher. If the potential 
stakeholder agreed, he/she signed a Release of Information 
from Potential Stakeholder to Participant (see Appendix J) form 
giving the participant permission to give the potential 
stakeholder's name and phone number to the researcher. No 
one was contacted by the researcher without both the 
perrnissioi~ of the participant and the perrnissioi~ of the 
polen t i d  stdieholder. 
The Researcher then contacted the Potential Stakeholder, 
described his/her respoilsibilities to the research project, and 
asked them to sign an Informed Consent: Stakeholder form 
(see Appendix I(). 
Group Discussion 
The parricipiult was also asked to discuss his or her 
cha.tnge experience ~ v i  t h other participants who had 
experienced a like change andlor had ivatched a like change. 
Iluring this discussioil lze or she was asked to s11,zre and 
compare hocv their esperieilces were alike and different. 
l>ixrticip,ults itrere not required to participate in the group 
experience to pl~r~icipate in the rest of the rcsearch project. 
They also c~~ci-e pcrlnitted to delay or ivithdraw at any time 
tl~clir dc~ision to pL~rtici13,~te in the group discussio~~. 
Potential Participant's Decision for Participation 
Each participant had an opportunity to choose to 
participate or choose not to participate in the study. If he or 
she chose to participate, he or she was asked to sign an 
Informed Consent: Research Participant form (see Appendix F). 
His or her willingness to participate did not mean he or she was 
chose11 to be a research participant. He or she was screened to 
ensure he or she met the research criteria. During the 
screel-~ing process, the poteiltial participant completed a brief 
autobiography and discussed his or her successful and 
ui~successful eaning experiences with the researcher. These 
conlpoilellts of the screening process were described in the 
earlier section entitled Phase Three. 
Screen Poten tiaI Participant for Research Cr-i teria 
After Academic Advisor-s and Professors initially 
identified ii~dividuaIs the17 felt met the resciu-c11 criteria, it was 
nccess;u>. for the rcsear-cher to agree that the rcselsrch criteria 
had been inet. The Research criteria for ycarticipants were (a) 
aduIt ( 2 5 years of rlge or- older), (b)  sought after LUI 
undergraduate degree, (c)  re~urned to college after 11;lvilig 
originr~lly beell n traditiort~~l college student, (d)  cl~mlged fro11 a 
Learned Helpless attributiond orientation to a Mastery 
Orientation. 
The researcher determined that the potential participant 
was once Learned Helpless but is now Mastery Oriented. This 
was done through the interview process and the autobiography 
as described above. 
Merriaim ( 198 8, p.7 1 ) describes the interview process as 
"a person-to-person encounter in which one person elicits 
i~lformatio~l from another." It is a "conversation with a 
purpose." There 2.e many things that the inter-vie\ver cannot 
observe (e.g., historicid happenings, situations that prohibit an 
observer, how one feels about sornethii~g, how one orgcmizes 
their thoughts and feelings arou~ld a particular phenomenon). 
The bray to find these answers is not through obser-vatior~, but 
rhrough inquiry. Thus, the purpose of the interview is to find 
out what is on the in ten:ie\vee1s mind (blerri;'t~n, 1988). 
The intcnJie\v process with each potential pr'irticipant 
begixn by t Ile resea-cher revie\%-ing the autobiography the 
porenti;il participant had prepared. Using this autobiographical 
f o u n d ~ ~ t i o n ~ ~ l  i fol- nation and using the Inten~iectl Guidelines 
(see l\ppendix I,), t lze rese~~rcher asked the poten ti,il 
p,~rlicip,~nt to clescsibe successful past espericnces froin their 
inenlorics. \Yhen ;I r,ipport cv,~s established bet~veeiz the 
potcnt i~l  p:~rticip;lnt and the i-ese;wcher-, she asked him her to 
also describe ui~successful past experiences from his/her 
memories. 
Eventually a relationship was built between the potential 
participant and the researcher, and formal questions and 
answers were no longer necessary. Through the process of 
attentive listening, empathetic responding to the potential 
participant's feelings, and the use of clarificatiorl of his or her 
feelings, a collversatioll occurred enabling the potential 
participailt to reveal their ul~derstanding of their successful 
and ui~successful experiences. This served to validate both to 
the potential pcvticiparlt and the researcher the true nat-ure 
and nleaning ol  his or her experiences. 
The rese~ucl~er  closely watched the potenti~d participant 
as he or she sh,ared perceptions of the reasons for his or her 
successful and unsuccesslul csgerieizces. She rest-ated what she 
as the reseal-cher heard the potential participai1t- report 
\,erL)~llly 21s bot 11 l ~ i  5 'her experiences iu~d feelings. 12'it hin each 
pill-ticipi~nt's espl~u~ation of those occurrences were the clues 
kvhich \\,ould verify the potentiid participant's learned 
l~elplessness, ilzasterjr orientrition, and the L,I-I to b10 
lra11sitiona1 pi-oces~ This inforn.tation tvas used to l ~ e r i f ~ ~  each
pcrson's appropi-i,\teness for par-ticipntion in the rese,~rch 
sr ud),, ~1nd Iatcr, tlte san~c inforrn,ition tvas usccl to icien ti@ 
similarities that occurred across participants. These sirnilarities 
are called patterns in the Naturdistic research paradigm . 
Oi~ce a person was identified as appropriate for the 
research project, phase four of the study was begun. 
Information gathered during the orientation phase became a 
part of the data gathered during Phase four. 
Phase Four: Data Gathering 
During phase four of the research study, the interviews 
with pat-ticipmts were continued. The researcher documented 
the LH to M 0  triulsition reported by the pa-ticip'mts. She also 
verified, when appropriate and possible with participant 
iderl tified stakeholders, that the docurneizted transition was 
accurate from their perspective as well. The permissiorl steps 
were out  lined above in the section titled Ovemiew Potential 
1);~-ticip~int's Iiesponsibilities. 
Phase Five: klowleclne blaking 
l3;lt;i collcctio~l and a i ~ a l ~ ~ s i s  a-e a nearly sirnult~u~eous 
LIC t i ir i  ty. Analysis begins with the first inter~~iew and continues 
with e;lch su bsequcnt in ter~iew as tentative l~ypot heses are 
for-nlcd (hlcrrialm, 1988). 
Iiitervie\vs and journals of t l ~ e  participants were 
tr:~nsc.~-ibcd. 'I'he rcscarcllcr frcqucntljr read and re-read the 
transcript of each interview. As she did so, she interpreted 
par t i~ ip~mts '  words in terms of possible causation of 
at tributional change. These interpretations were verified and 
re-verified with the participants and the stakehoiders at 
subsequent interviews to reach consensus on correct 
interpretation of the participant's experiences. 
The iilterpretations were also discussed in groups of 
pa-t icipa~ts  and stalieholders. Each group validated, refuted, 
changed, and created knowledge that was credible to then1 and 
that gave meaning to their lives. 
Transcripts were coded, and as the patterns emerged, 
they were reported in Chapter four. I11 the Naturalistic 
Research process, at the point where the parterils generated 
across pi~rt icip~u~ts  begin to repeat to the point there are 110 
new pat terns identified, one has reached what is called 
red 11 ndrulcy. IYhen r ed~ndanc )~  is reached, inforn~ation 
g;lthcrir~g is ter~ninated. LVhen no new patterns were 
fort hcorning from the participants' interviews, information 
gathering was ternlinatcd. 
I'rotect ion o f  Ri~hts  of Participants 
?'he proLcction or rights in this stud)? estended beyond 
t h ~ t  o f  tile particip,~nts. 13ecnuse the rese~irc11e1- solicited help 
from i~c~~dcnl ic  ,~dvisors t~nd  professors of rnid~%~estc~-n t~ \ ,o  and 
four year colleges and universit-ies to identify potential 
participants, the rights of the colleges and universities and the 
academic advisors and professors needed to be protected. Also 
since participants identified other stakeholders, the rights of 
the participants and the other stakeholders also needed to be 
protected. 
A series of Releases of Information and Ilzformed Co~~sent  
for~ns were designed to protect all tlzose i~zvolved in the study 
(see Appendix M: Protection of the Rights of Research 
Participants). A Release of Information was used when an 
individual was oi~ly asked permission to give a nanle and 
phone number to the researcher. An 111formed Consent was 
used when LU individual or i~lstitutiorz was asked to p'articipate 
ill the rewar-ch study and, therefore, needed to understand 
what their ful l  respol~sibilities would be to Ihe study. 
N~lrnber of Particinants 
I11 Quiultitati\,e studies, decisioi~s art made to use 
accessible san~ples and to use the appropriate ~lurltber of 
subjects to PI-oiridc statisticd power ;uld yet be mar~age~~hle. 
In Natui-'ilistic studies, decisions are also i ~ ~ a d e  to pro~lide a11 
appropriate number of participants to render meaningful 
infor~nation and jrct renmain manageable because of the \.olume 
of infor-~n~ktion \h,it is gcllcratcd fro111 intc~-vici\~s. 
The criteria for making the decision regarding what is the 
appropriate numbers of participants is when redundant 
patterns across participants occurs. In this study six 
participants was sufficient to reach redundancy. 
Surnma~y 
The purpose of this research project was to identify 
causal factors that bring about a change in an iildividual from a 
L,enrned Helpless attri bu tioilal oriei1tatioi1 to a Mastery 
attributional orientatioll. I'l~is will be accomplished by looking 
at the LH-MO change process through the lives of individuals 
who lived this process. The methodology chosen was one that 
facilitated discovery and exploration, Naturalistic rese'uch. The 
findings of this project were presented in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 
PRESENTATION OF DATA AND FINDINGS 
Introductio~z 
The purpose of this research study is to identify causal 
factors that helped individuals transition from a state of 
Learned Helplessness to a state of Mastery Orientation. The 
data was gathered ill the for111 of interviews. Six very different 
illdividuals participated in the study. Each came from a 
different background, had a different life experience, and was 
currently pursuing different interests. The one thing they all 
had in cornnlon is they were once Learned Helpless and are 
now Mas tcry Oriented. 
Or~arlization for Reporting of the Data and Findings 
This chapter is orgal~ized into five sections: Introduction, 
0rg;ulization for Rcpor~ing of the Data, O\-teniew of the 
Pi~rticiplrt~its, lieporting of the Data, Findings, and Sui~mzary. 
'I'his section, Org~ulizatiol~ for Reporting of t l ~ e  Data, 
explains how the infornlation gathered through the life-story of 
the six p~uticipants is presented. 
Pzirtirip;~nt's Life-s tory 
Each pi~rticip:~i~t n the study is irltroducecl to the reader. 
IIis or hcl- brief life-stor), is presciltcd so the I-eader ITI:I)~ 
become acquainted with each individual who participated in 
the study. It will help the reader understand each participant 
from a Learned Helpless and Mastery Oriented, insiders' and 
researcher's perspective. 
Verification of Prior Learned Helplessness 
The researcher in this study has carefully verified each 
participant's past Learned I-Ielplessness. Unless it is 
deterlnined with certainty that the participants in the study 
were correctly identified as Learned Helpless, the findings will 
be rnealingless. 
'T'o verify the participants' past Learned Helplessness, the 
researcher loolied for evidc~~ce, demor~strated cor~sistently 
t l~rougl~  the participant's beliefs mnd behaviors, that they 
believed their failures were a result of their inability, routinely 
felt situatioils were out of their control, and believed that 
outcome and effort were independent. She looked for signs 
that t11cy gave up in the face of failure, felt shcme and 
humiliation surrounding both their successes and failures, m d  
exhibited avoidance behr~i~iors in bot 11 success and fiulure 
sil utilions. 
'1'0 rnethodicall>- analy~e the Learned Helpless evidence 
for eL1cl1 part icip:~n t ,  the dcfini tion of Le~uncd IIt.lplcssncss ~ v a s  
divided in to four c,~t  cgoi-ies: 1)erception of Successes ~ ~ n d  
Failures, Perception of Control, Perceptions of Positive Outcome 
and Effort Independe~~ce, and Responses to Successes and 
Failures. 
The first category, Perception of Successes and Failures, 
demonstrates how he or she perceived his or her ability in 
success and failure situations. Learned Helpless individuals 
believe their failures are a result of their inability which is 
internal focus, 2nd believe their successes are a result of good 
luck, the ease of the task, etc., which is an external focus. 
The Secoizd category, 1)erceytion of Control, denlor~strates 
how the participant perceived the control he or she personally 
had over situations in his 01- her life. Learned Helpless 
individuals feel situations in their life are out of their control. 
Son~erinles even the simplest choices seem to ext~3rllrdL- 
dcrcl-111ined i u ~ d  persc~n~d choice is out  of the question. 
'The third category, Perceptions of Positi\.e Outcome and 
Effort  Indepcndelzcc, don~ons {rates h o ~  the part icipm t 
ycl-cciveb the ref~~tiorlship betiyeen outco~ne L U I ~  effi3i-t. .4 
Lcarncd I-lelpless indi\-idrial t-tclic~'es outcolne is independcnr o f  
effort. 'The link between success ;uld 1-r;~-d ~ ~ ~ 7 i i - k  is missing. 
The fourth c'ategoi-)., Iiesponses to SU~CPSSPS rxild Fkliluses, 
demonstrarcs the pal-ricip'ult response to his or her- sncc~ssrrs 
;rnd fiiilures. Lurned Iielplcss incli\.icfki;ils f w l  sh~tme !&era 
tilt.) filil beC,~~rse tlle~. .i~-c. I~talnilir~tecl b>. iall l ;~l  t h q ,  yen-cei1.e 
as lack of ability. They also feel s l lme  when successful 
because they perceive success as a result of external forces 
rather than a persoilal contribution through their ability. To 
protect themselves from the pain of sl~ame, they will avoid 
situations, will build protective walls around their emotions, 
will quit trying or exert very little effort, and may be unwilling 
to try achievement tasks again. 
To verify each individual's past Learned Helplessness, 
one camlot use one incident or oilly a small portioil of a 
person's life. Learned Helplessiless is a perception iizdividuals 
hold regarding their successes and failures that is pervasive in 
their Iife perceptions. Therefore, one must exanline the 
individual's life as a whole; a i ~ d  from their life-story, cull 
evideilce that consistently, accurately, and co~zvincingly 
demonst rates their Learned Helpless state. 
As the participant's life-story unfolded ~ i n d  behavior and 
belief evidence surfaced, the researcher and particip,mts 
together analyzed, assigned nle;ming to, and drew conclusioi~s 
fro111 the evidence. Therefore, in this paper, when the 
p~irticipant's behai4ors or beliefs are referenced or anaiyzed, or 
~vhen illustrations Lue offered to den~onstrate Learned 
I-Ielplessness, they were ilo t constructed independently by 
eithci- the researcher or the participate. Instead they are 
mutually coilstruc ted interpretations and uilderstandings of the 
part icipa~ t's perceptions. 
Verification of Each Participant's Current Mastery Orientation 
The researcher has also carefully verified each 
participant's current Mastery Orientation. Since the purpose of 
this research project is to study the Learned Helpless to 
Mastery Oriented transition process, i t  is critical to correctly 
determiile that the participants in the study have made the 
transition from Learned Helplessness to Masteqr Orientation. 
Uilless this is established, the findings will be meaningless. 
The researcher looked for evidence, demonstrated 
coilsisteiltly through the participants' beliefs and behaviors, 
[Elat they believed their successes are the result of their ability 
and sufficient effort, and that their failures are a result of 
i~z~ufficien t effort. Slze looked for signs that they persisted 
even in the or failure, believed that outcome and effort are 
nlutually dependent, and routinely felt situaliorls were within 
their control. She also Iookcd for e\.idence of feelings of pride 
resulting fi-0111 success, and gui l t ,  but not sh~uzle, resultii~g from 
fL~ilure. 
, . I o fac:ifitate PI-ocessing [he Mastcry Oriented evidence 
and link i t  to the part icip;~n t's life-story, the defillitiorl of 
M'tstcry Oriented has been d i~~idcd  into four c,~tcgoric.s: 
I)erception of Successes a ~ d  Failures, Perception of Control, 
Perceptions of Outcoi~lc and Effort Dcpcndence, and Responses 
to Successes and Failures. 
The first category, Perception of Successes and Failures, is 
evidence of how the participant perceived his or her ability in 
success and failure situation. Mastery Orie~lted individuals 
believe their failures are a rcs~ilt of a li~ck of' effort, not a lack 
of ability. Therefore if  the)^ try harder, next time they will 
succeed. They believe they are successful because they have 
worked h~u-d and have ability. 
111 the Second categorjr, Perception of Control, are the 
p~~rticipant s' percept ions of the control they feel they have 
over si!ui~lions in their livcs. _hI;~ster)~ Oriented i~~di\.idunIs 
bc1iei.e they ~ a ~ , ~ l ; c .  tllings h~ippcn by 11?al.;i11g ivise choices and 
ctro 1-1; i 11 g 11 ai-d . 
'I'he thircl category, 1)crceptions of Outcome arid Effort 
Dependc3nce, is c\.idence of hoiv the participant perceived the 
r e l ~ ~ t  ionship be t~recil ou tcoime and effort. hIt~st crjr Oriclnted 
i ~ ~ d i \ ~ i C f ~ ~ \ l s  belic\rc. ou tcoinc is dependcnr on effor!. They think 
a 1in l i  esis ts bcti\~cen it.01-kiilg 11:1i-d ~ ~ n d  being successful. 
Thc fourth ctltcgory, Responses to Successes and Failures, 
is e'iricle~lcc of hoii. the p,u-licipants respond to their successes 
ancl l;~il~lrcs. blastel- Orie~ltcd individuals expel-ience pride 
iipiicln s~tc-cessftll hec-:~uw thq= p~rcc i \~e  [llcil- succ-c5scs ,Ire ,I 
result of their ability and hard work. They experiellce guilt in 
failure situations, but they do not experience overwhelmillg 
shame, because they feel they have the ability and control to 
correct the situation by trying harder next time. Because they 
have a n  illternal locus of control they are willing to try 
achieven~ent asks again. 
To verily each individual's currellt Mastery Orient at ion, 
again, one must col~sider the individual's life as a whole; a l ~ d  
from his or her life-story, cull evidence thar consistently, 
accurately, and coi~vii~cingly dcmol~strates their Mastery 
Orientation. 
As the participant's life-story unfolded and bel~avior and 
belief evidence sur-fc~ced, the researcher L U I ~  particip~ults 
together annl~xed, assigned meaning to, and dreiv coi~clusions 
from, the e\~idcncc.. Joint constructioi~s are quite ilnportant to 
assure th,~t the understanding created is not a product of the 
resc,~rchc~r's perceptions of the pcuticip;ultls beha\.iors and 
beliefs. Therefore, the resc~~rcl~er  fe ls it is iinportailt ro 
I-ci tcl-,~te that cvhen thc participant's behairiors or bcliers are 
rclercnced or nn,~l~~zed,  01- \\*hen illustrations are offered to 
demonst~ace blnsr crjr O~-ic~ltc~tion, thcjr itrerc not constructed 
inilcpcndently by either the researcher or the pcu-ticipate. 
Inst end r11e~- iu-c m u t ~ i a l l ~ ~  conrtruc tcd interpretntions ruld 
uixdc1-st~~nciings of t hc p,~rticip,~nt's pcrcopt ions. 
The next section, Overview of the Participants, presents 
general descriptive information of the six irldividuals that 
participated in the study. This section will give the reader a 
concept ual picture of the diversity of the participants. 
Overview of the Particioants - 
Descriptive information of the individuals ~ h o  
participated in the study is presented in this section. The 
i l~dividuals were referred to the researcher by acade~nic 
advisors and professors from severd illidwestern two- and 
four-year, public and private colleges and universities. After 
each referred individual was screened for past Learned 
Uelplessncss and present hfastery Orientation, six individuals 
met the rcsc;~rch criteria and participated in the study. 
One  indi~~idual ~i~illing to p'xrticipn te ill the st u c l ~ ~  was not 
incltidcd since bo t 11 the r-esc~xrcl3cr and t l?e indii,idunl decided 
she h,td not made the tr~unsition to a state of >4asterqr 
Oricn t :it ion. T'he referring professor and t he I-esearcher 
currcct l~~ identified this individuil 3s cshibitii~g, Learned 
1 lelplcss behaviors and beliefs in the past. 7'11ey also 
speculated t 1 ~ 1 t  bcc:~usc of the Chief Esecu tiLrc Officer (CEO) 
s tiit u s  she hold$ in  her pi-ofession, her 1.0 grdc-point ~IL'crage 
in college, her successful ma-I-inge and family, and because of 
i\.h,it L~ppc;i~-cici to bc. 11e1- pel-ceptions of thcsc sllcccssf~ll 
el~deavors, that she had made the transition to a state of 
Mastcry Oriei~tatiol~. 
During the screening phase of this study, it became 
evident that this individual had not made the transitiolz to 
Mastery Oriented. She did not demonstrate behaviors of 
persistence, or a belief that she had the ability to succeed. She 
has received many prestigious awards ill  her professiorl and 
did not credit her ability for these successes or exhibit feelings 
of pride for these achievements. She attributed her successes 
to external factors, such as her l lusba~d, her colleagues, or luck; 
and she attributed her failures ro her inability. She did not 
be1ieL.c she was in control oC situations in her life. The 
resec~rchcr uld indi\~idual together arxil~~zed hcr beliefs and 
bchi~viors and concluded that she had not made the transirion 
to bli~stcry Oriented. Therefore, she was not iilcludcd in this 
st tidy. 
Of the six parricipants, thcrc are four males and tlvo 
feln~llcs. Thcir ~ g c s  are 26,  26, 38, 39, 39, and 40. L ~ c h  
p,lr-ticip~xnt h,ls rctul-ncd to college to cornplct e a b~lclnclors 
dcgrce after dropping out as a traditional studeilt. Ti\ e of the 
parr icipiunls ore marl-icd; one is cingle. Five 1la\~e children; one 
docls not. 'l'l~ree of the part icipail t s were raised wirhin 
fullctioll,ll f'x~nilics; tlli-ee icere 1-~~iscd ~ v i  t hi11 dysfunc-lion:ll 
Table 3 
Descri~tion of Participants. 
N a m e  1 l : / M  M / S  Child 1:'mploymcnt Iyamily Abuscd  
- r c n  
Jason 26 M M Three Home F No 
Appraiser 
Paula 26 F S One Secretary D Yes 
Jane 30 F M Two Student F No 
1,ai-ry 39 h? M One Teacher& D Yes 
coach 
l h u g  38 A I  M One Student Br F Yes 
Grocery 
Clerk 
Ted 3 9 bf 1Ll Zero Okti~er D Yes 
Security 
families. Four of the participants were abused as children, ltvo 
cvere not abused. Their professions iu-e secret;u)i, student and 
homenl~aker, student ru~d grocery clerk, tc~~cher  and coach, 
home appraiser, and owner of a securily agency (see Table 3 ) .  
Reporlil~~ of the Data 
J5{so~l's Life-s t or-!. 
Jason is 2 6  lre,u-s old, mnl-ried, and h,ls three childl-en: n 
soil fi\,e, and 1wo daughters, thl-ee and one. lason was born 
Jasoii was reared in a loving home tvhere his parents and 
extended family wanted tlie best for him. They took family 
vacations together and had regular quality family time. 
Jason attended a private grade sclzool with rigorous 
entrance requirements. He indicated that he "hated school." I-Ie 
said, " I  didii't seem to fit in anywhere. I was overweight, and 
that didn't lielp." His grades were good; he didn't feel 
successful. He always felt like he "was running to catch up," 
and chat, "I just m'lde it  by the skin of r.ny teeth." IIe said he 
and his peers connpiued grades and his were never tlie best. 
'Therefore, he always felt that the other kids were smarter tlian 
he was. 
Jason cvcnt to a public high school ivherc his grades 
conr i~lued to be good. Ile gr;lclunred in the top one-tllil-d o f  the 
cl,~ss and got a 26 on his ,kncrican College Testing (ACT) 
t;s,imin;ition. tlc 1il;cd nlath and industrial technicnl clt~sses, 
but disli1;ed a11 other subjects. IIc indicated tlmt he 1~~1s  
regl~larly criticized his teachers. He felt like there was no 
reason to tr). \\hen his best efforts gained 0111~~ crit icisn~. He 
eel-tccl minimum effoi-t in high school: and yet he pl-ocesscd 
c l ~ o ~ ~ g l l  information to score ~x~ell on his collcgi' cntr-~nce xams 
.~11ci plilced high in his gi-L~du~Lli~g ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 5 .  
J.lso11 \.r.cnt to college dil-ec-tllJ from high school. IIe felt i t  
\\,CIS i ~ p c c t c d  .wd th.11 he didn't lla\<e other options. Ilis college 
choice was made by his paternal grandmother who was paying 
his tuition. He was quite homesick his freshman year and 
didn't like being 600 miles away from home. Jason acted out 
his homesickness by breaking the minor school rules, not 
getting illto real trouble, but being an irritant to school officials. 
Jason indicated, he "never" studied his freshman year. He 
did write the required research papers, but met only minimal 
requirements. His grades were "D's" and "C's," but hc indicated 
they should have ail been "F's." He did, however, go to class. 
Me indicated fresl~man cl,iss attci~dlulce hias closely monitored. 
He W;IS willing to break other rules because he was rebellious, 
but not the class attendailce rule because that would have 
gc2tteal him "into major trouble." 
-After- his freshman I8ccir. his ~LX-enis 3ccidt"d it i%~>i~Ed be
bct tcr if ilc r-ct tar-nud hrti-r-fe. The>- Feir Baib nr,.demia 
perfr->s-~l-t;a~~ct' ialas good e i ~ o u g h  t o  jasstii~' LX s~~:c!:IL~ .lik+;l,ir r;>f 
out-r-~f-st~tte ~ui l ion.  T h q '  dpr-idcd he ~vou ld  il-nd;rcL1d ~ l L 2 3 e i  a 
~ c ~ i n n ~ t i n i t ~  colIcgc neat h m ~ c .  He did i w - a -  ncll ;ic;iiicrjri;;3Ii>-$ 
brd t < ~ t t  i-ik~ul ed h i 5  ~ U C C ' P S \  to &t. ~ C S S  r-igcjrr:)tls dc,ader-taic 
<>nvirr jnmen~ I i r~ iy~~* i l r ,  I-ie \\as close 10 his frici~ds A E T ~  f ~ t l % i t >  . 
i%.f-ric.h srjlrrcd hi5 I-ici~~lc~it: kncss prohkn~.  
I l i 4  j ~ l t l i ~ r  .~'11-5 Ile ,agLxin s ~ ~ ~ ~ n t  av&:- 10 zixikgt:, k>kri f h i s  
time < j11I>. nini.lj7 miles. ~ I o ~ ~ e ~ ~ v i - .  he I\.%S Lii t~11~ji12g %3 ~~-h t - j f - l l  
~ ~ - ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ L j P ~ - ~ y j  1 0  !-J{? L ~ t - ' L f p j ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ! l ) ~  rigc-:rt:z i\* i*%-!I!..~El hc ii2:t lit? i k -k - l$  
having academic problems (although in reality his grades were 
average) he dropped out, choosing to work in a meat-packing 
p l a ~ t .  His job involved moving heavy hogs at boiling 
temperatures. The heat burned through his protective gloves 
and occasionally he received light duty until the blisters 
healed. 
Jason's shift was from 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. When he 
aid his friends got off work, they would race to their cars and 
on to a coi~veniellce store where they would buy beer. Then 
they would drink until they passed out and sleep until time to 
return to work. 
During Jason's junior year of college he had met the girl 
who later t3ec~u11e llis wife. Jason doesn't ullderstalld tvhyV she 
stayed ivit11 h i ~ n  during his "drinking days," but she did. She 
also beci~nle pregnant ancl deciciecl to 11~1\.e the l~~b} . .  Both 
J;I~OII'S ;~ild 1,a~irec's p;u-en ts insisted their children nl'u-r~.. 
l'he ~lcivlyveds liired ivit  11 Lauree's pcven t s until Jason 
got a full  tiine job, ~ ind  the11 they moved in to a srnall 
ap~~rtnlent .  J'lson indicated that he felt a sense of 
respollsibility to his ~viTe and new son it*hich motivated 11iln 10 
pursue a 171-oSession;d career. IIe accepted a position ns a house 
appraiser-. I t  pi-ovidccl i~.ell for his f"~n~ily, ~ v , ~ s  chnlleilging, and 
alloivecl lor di\,ei-se ;~cri\cities. RecLtuse the nei\7 job required a 
b~i11cl01-s ~lcgl-ce, J'15on I-et urned to college ;uld is eLirning st" 
and "R's," He should finish his bachelor's degree in about a 
year. 
Jason recently changed jobs. The company he worked for 
closed because of legal problems. Jason did not let this 
unfortunate turn of events discourage him. He located a 
similar job in another state, sold his house, and moved his 
family in just a few weeks. Ile and the family are doing well in 
the new location. 
Jason's Verification of Past Learned IIclplessness 
The following sectioil provides a summiuy that 
demonstrates that Jason was lei~rned helpless in the past. (see 
Appendix N for an in-depth analysis that demonstrates his past 
Lea-iled Helplessness.) 
l'erception of Successes and Failures 
JLISOII believed l?c did not have the ability to succeed. I-le 
co~lsistently demonsti-a~ed b>l his pel-ceptions libout his life 
expel-iences that 11e believed he failed beci~use he laclied r~bi l i t j~  
and succeeded because of external fdctors. He initially formed 
this opinion in elemen ta3~ school feeling he "just made it by 
the slii11 of ~ny  teet 11." 
l-Ye conri~lued to feel 11e lacked ability throughout his high 
sc.11001 Jre,u-s in jpitt. o f  the f , ~ t  that he gi-,~clti,~tcd in tht3 rop 
third of his class and earned a score of twenty six on 1lis ACT 
college elltrance exanl. He continued to believe he lack ability 
through out his college experience using a poor freshman year 
as proof in spite of successful sophomore and junior years. 
Perception of Coiltrol 
Jason routir~ely believed l1e did not have control over the 
choices in his life. 111 reality his p~arents and grandp,vents 
nliide nmly of his choices, and he didn't think he could assert 
his personai wishes. I-Iis p,uents chose his c~arcer pal l ;  his 
grmdnlother chose his college his freshnlam year; his pa~-ents 
made the dccisioil he kt~ould attend a comlunity college his 
sopl~onlore year and a four year university his junior year. 
Per-ccpt ions of Positive Outcol~le and Effort Indclx~zdc.nce 
J ,~son viei~ed outcome and effort as independent of each 
o~hei-. IIc l->clicved his best effort in eler~lentar~. school 
produced inferior scores in coi7lpiu-ison to his peers. IIe also 
belie~~cd his bcst efforts in high school pr-oduced reacher 
cri ticisrn. 
J,ison's pel-cei~vcd lack of success, in spite of his perceived 
best elfort, seclned to discour;\gc n belief il l  a link bet\ceen 
t1ffor.t and outcome. f Iis best efforts produced critic-isnl and 
imperfect scores; thus, he reasoned, effort did not produce 
success. 
Responses to Successes and Failures 
Jason's response to his failures was to quit trying and to 
feel hunliliated that he failed. He felt hunliliation because lae 
felt hc Iacked the ability to succeed. To ~ninirnize t-he pail1 of 
llur~uliation, he quit trying. He said, "I just got tired of it 
[failing]. I just did ellough to get by; then I didn't have to deal 
with it." After Jason's junior year of college, he gave up and 
dropped out. I-Ie describe feeling Iike a "complete failure." 
Sur11inar-q of J~~son ' s  Learned I-IeI~lessncss 
Jason col~sistent demonstrated in the tclliilg of his life- 
story that he believed he lacked the ability to succeed, that he 
believed he did not have controi over his life, and that he did 
not see ;I relationsl~ip behzrecn o~itcon~e and effort. To avoid 
feelings of h uiniliation :ind s11,mle after failing, he si111ple quit 
trying. ?'his dcn1onsrr;ites t11,1t Jason ltras L>c,~rned Helpless in 
the past. I f  is 1-eai-ncd I-Iclpless state continued ~lntil 
:tp17rosinlc1tel~ his cL~r-lj7 t\t.c~~tics. 
,Jason's Verification of Cun-en t Mas ten/ Orientation 
The fol lo~ing section provides a summary that 
demonstrates that Jason is currently Mastery Oriented. (see 
Appendix N for a11 in-depth analysis that demonstrates his 
current Mastery Orientation.) 
Jason began to make the tra~~sirioll in his early twenties 
when he begal to believe in and trust his ability. As a result of 
his new perception of lli~nself, l ~ e  began to recognize rhat he 
had options and t l~a t  he had control over the choices lie made. 
He also began to recognize that he was experiencing success as 
a result of his personal effort. IIe began to believe he had the 
ability to succeed. !/Vl~erl he consistently was able to trust his 
ability, talie coil trol of his life, rccogilize the reli~tionshiy 
bet~veer~ outcome a n d  effort, and persist even in difficult 
sitr~:ttivizs, the t I-r~nsition to $laster-)- Orient ation \$';IS complete. 
lie is onlv  tm-ent).-six 1101~ and does not have ),cars of evidei~ce, 
but his neLv perception or his successes 2nd f~~ilures is clearlqr 
Pli~stci-~- Oriented. 
Perception of Succc-s~cs and 17ailures 
Jl15on 11~1s n nci~ '  pcrccption of his abilities. '2s Ilc looked 
bat k to his high schoc~l d;t>.s, he rc,tlized that his pel-cept ion of 
his abilities ivns irr,~tirtll,~l and that he did verjl i~~ell .  He ctlso 
re(-ognizcs his college experience as successful. Althot~gl~ lc is 
not proud of his grade point average, because he feels it could 
have been better, he no longer discounts colnpletely his 
accomplishment. 
Jason currently believes he is successful. He indicates l-ie 
has a successful professional career, his marriage is a success, 
his children are doing well, and he will soon complete his 
bachelors degree. 
Pcrceutioil of Control 
Jason spent the firs1 Iwenty years of his life viewing l-zis 
lice cir-cumstances as out of his control. He currciltly perceives 
that he has control over his personal, professional, and 
acade~nic circumstalces. He has inade wise personal choices 
regarding his career choice, changing employment, maintaining 
a 11c;~irh Cal11il~~ relrttionship, and continuing college. Also. he 
now recogi-iizcs that he did ha~lc o~ t ro l  in the past but C I I O W  
not to escrcisc this control. 
Percevt ions of Outco~ne and Fffort Dependence 
J~ISOI I  noit' ~'ieits ou tcollle and effort as 111u t u~illy 
dependenr. IIc renlinisc-cd about his high sc11ooI ;~nd college 
g r ~ ~ d c s  ~ n d  re~n~~rl;ed,  "As I think about i t ,  if I h ~ ~ c i n ' ~  just q u i t  
~ i - ~ ~ i n g .  I pr-ob:ibllr could 1lL~i7e done \veil." Jason also recogilizes 
his succ*essful f , ~ n ~ i l ~ ,  rcl,ilionsl~ips, his success n ~ n d c n l j ~ ~ ~ l l > ~ ,  
and his successful career 'are all outcomes resultii~g from his 
personal effort. 
Responses to Successes and Failures 
Jason is feeling confident in his abilities and 
demonstrates his coilfidence by not quitting in the face of 
difficult situations. Jason recently lost his job, but maintained 
his Mastery Oriented perspec five and persisted finding a new 
job, moving his family, and continuing his college studies;. 
Surnrnary of ,lason's Verification of Mastery Orientation 
Jason consistently denlonstrated ill the telling of his 
cui-rent life-stoi-~~ that 11e is confideni i l l  his abilities. FIe feels 
proud of his success in his career, his success in his marriage, 
and his success in his college studies. He has taken control of 
his life and is m,-tking wise choices for himself. I-Ie recognizes 
that it is tllrougll his hard work that he is successful and 
continues to ivol-k to\v;~rd his life's goals e w n  in difficult tinles. 
This dc~inonstr;~tcs tllat Jason is curreiltly Mastcry Oriented. 
l'auli~'s Life-s torv 
l ) ; ~ u l ~ ~  greiv u p  in a home kvith tivo p,trents and four 
children, tivo boys and tkvo girls. She WLIS the third child. Tht17 
were a practicing Catholic family, and she still has a strong 
faith. 
Paula's mother stayed at home to rear the children. She 
is what Paula called, "the glue in tlie family." By this she 
means that she kept the family together and fu~ictiol~iilg during 
times when her alcollolic father would physically abuse her 
rno tller and emotionally abuse the children. Consequently, 
Paula's childhood was one of constant emotional turmoil. 
Paula recalls chat in first grade she spent two n~onths out 
of school recuperating fi-om the disease Mononucleosis. From 
then on she felt as if she ivere struggling academically. She 
was rcquircd to repeat seco~ld grade and was ernb~irrassed 
saying, "'I really felt like a failure, so I gave up easiljr. I just 
~~livays ren~enlber feeling like just kind of durn13 and not 
feeling very good about myself because everSrone kneiv I got 
held bacli." She irldicated after that esperieilce she "disliked'" 
school, b u t  lot.cd to be i.~'ith er friends. 
1';iula's parcrlts fought co i~ t i r lu~~s ly .  The children ivcre 
draivn into their fights. Often Patila spent her et.enilzgs and 
i t ~ c l i c l ~ d s  in hcr roo111 i~~orrying. Slte b~olie up durilzg the night 
heal-ing hcr p~~i-eilts fighting and could not go back to sleep. 
?'his worry and 1'1~1; oc sleep caused lrcr to daj--dream in 
(;c-llool. So, \vh,~t \vas ;i11-e;ld_\; a difficult- educational espcrierlce 
bccarne even worse for her. She was unable to focus ilz class 
and had very little interest in academics. 
Her parents divorced when she was in junior high and 
she turned to her friends for atrention and consolation. She 
began to drink and use drug with these friends, and at the age 
of fourteen, she spent two months in a drug abuse treatment 
center. Here she made close friendships with other kids 
experiencing the same problems. After her release, she 
renlained cl~en~ical-free for several years. 
Paula went to a private high school, where she coiitinued 
to struggle acader~lically. One of the high school coui~selors 
befriended her and becarne a11 important person in her life. As 
a scnior Paula cvas one credit short of 111eeting high school 
graduation rcquireinen ts. Her counselor made i t  possible for 
her l o  pizrticipate in graduation cerernoilies and finish hcr last 
credit over the summer at ;I colnrnilnity college. Eitcn t l~ougl~ 
she ixlr~s grateful to pcu-ticipate with her friends in graduation 
ccren~ol~ies, she felt she had not earn her graduation priirileges. 
After graduation, I1aul;l moved out of her house, li\'ed in 
a one room apl\rt~nent, used public tr;ulsportation to get lo 
\jror-l;, ;xrld ~vorkcd toiv:~rcl finishing her high school diplonla. 
l k r  high school counsc.Ior pic kcd her up  every SaiurdL~ll 
morning, someiimcs insisting she ger out of bcd, to take hcLr to 
hcr S;~~ui-dnq.  high scl~ool completion class. She hclic\rcs shc 
would not have completed her graduation requirements 
without his help. 
When Paula was nineteell she became pregnant. This 
was her second pregnancy in that year, the first she ended by 
abortion. Because she was living illdependently and struggling 
fina~~cialty, she needed to make other arrangements during her 
pregniu~cy. Through Catholic Social Sei-vices she was placed in 
a fanlily home with a single mother of three. The two women 
becalm very close friends. This home was very different from 
Paula's because there \vas 110 fighting. Paula says, "I was 
focused. I could think." She worked part-time and went to 
college part-time. Paula indicates she earned the best grades 
of her life. I11 her roo111 in the evenings, she could study no 
longci- preoccupied wit11 fa~niljr proble~l~s. She received the 
first "B" in her life and was verjr proud. 
After- she gi1L.e bil-t h ,  Paula and the b a b ~ .  ~noved back 
h o r ~ ~ e  to live with llcr 111o~her. She ivorked part-tiimc and went 
to ,I com~nunit>~ college part-ti~ne. She did Lrerj. well in scl~ool. 
She :ii~ci her i11other agreed after l\vo years i t  time for 
llaula to move our and becoine independent. She hnd a \ ety 
difficult tirnc fillding 'xlfordable and cippr~priate housing. She 
hoard from a friend at llcr di~ughtcr's day care center of a low- 
rent apartment complex under construction in L\ L I C ~ I I - ~ ~ '  
suburb. Shc ~ \ ~ t l ~ t  to the consti.uction sitc, obt,~intd the n ~ ~ m c  
and phone number of a coiltact person, and put her ilarne or1 
the occupailcy list. She bras the first one to move in and 
continues to live there. 
In February of this year, Paula's mother died of a brain 
tumor. She was diagnosed oiily a few months before her death. 
Paula and her mother were very close. Paula respected her 
nlother for the way she always took care of  he kids in spite of 
difficult situations with her dad. She also respected her for the 
strength she denlonstrated when eveiltually she divorced her 
husband and began to live independently. She had been 
depending on her financially to buy her daughter clothes, b:lbqT 
sit ting, etc. Her death left a huge void in Paula's life. 
Paula was reccntly cvor1;ing in the educa~ion departn~cnt 
for a major insuralce company. She was tei-mi11ated from thar 
job in rhc past fellr tveelcs for being l~abiru,dl>~ late. She has 
t;~l;en this opport ~ i i~ i ry  to pursue her nursing int ercsts full  time 
i ~ n d  is \t.orliing part time through a ternporar). emplo~~ment 
agency. 
I'aul,l's l'erificr~rion o f  Past T earned Nelplessncss 
1'11~ follo~ving scction provides n suIluIlarjr that 
dcn~oilsti-~tcs that P,~[lla L ~ . ~ I S  le;~rlltd helpless in the p ~ s t .  (see 
Appcndix N for a n  in-depth iu~nl>rsis that dcmoi~str~~tes her 
p i 5  t 1.cai-ned I lelplcssness.) 
Perception of Successes and Failures 
Paula felt she did not have the ability to succeed 
personally or academically. She had not been confidel~t of her 
academic ability since first grade when she fell behind after a 
eventually resulrii~g in repeating second grade. She felt 
humiliated, saying, "I  just always remember feeling like just 
kind of dumb and not feeling vcr): good about myself because 
everyone knew I got held bac1.r." She continued to struggle 
through school eventually participating in high school 
graduation ceren~onies one credit short finishing the following 
summer. 
She also felt she ivas a persolla1 failure bec~~usc  he was 
part of a tl ysfunc tional k ~ l ~ ~ i l ~ r ,  because of her chenlical 
depcndei~cy pi-oblen~s, and because of a decision she made to 
have an aborti012. These perceixred failures were confirmation 
to PLILI~LI that she did not h~1k.e the abilit>* to s~~ccccd pcr-soi~all>~. 
l'ci-ccp t ion of Conrrol 
I>,~uln rourinel~. felt shc did not 11,1\.e coiltrol oi,c1- the her 
life. One cs ,~n~plc~ is she felt trapped in a d~-sfunc t ional f ;~ in i l>~ .  
I lei- pl~_\~sic-,~l needs ii-ei-e met, btl t her en~otion;~l needs were 
not melt. l'auln felt she 1 1 , ~ l  no choiccs. She indic,~tcci 11er 
motllci- h i~d told 1 1 ~ 3 1 -  that in spite of her llonle. situation that she 
could make appropriate choice. However, Paula indicated she 
did not see this as a1 option. She said "I'm not trying to put 
the blame anywhere, but it's your house; it's where you live. 
You have nowhere to go. I didn't pick that situation; I didn't: 
pick nly parents. They gave birth to me; that's where I'm at-. 
That's my life." 
13ercep tioizs of Positive Ou tconle and Effort Independei~ce 
Paula viewed outcome and effort as indeyeildei~r of each 
other. She was pl-eoccupied with her f,mily situation, and it 
took all her effort just to sunrive emotionally. She was drained 
of strength and thus was unable to exert much effort in 
achie~,ernent situations. Because she never intell tionally tried 
to achieve, she did not associate effort firilfi success. She mid, 
"I just thought i l  [fl~ilure] ivris especled. I didn't expect 
;injrmore or all). less." 
Rcsponscs to Successes and Failures 
h u l a  responded to failure situations in her life by giving 
up. liecnuse she did not see a relatio~lship bctivecn outcome 
and cf'foi-t, she did not inlenlionfllly try to nchie~~e Ltcndc~nically 
for m ; ~ n j ~  Jre;Irs. She felt en~barrassment and s h L ~ n ~ c ,  
embtu-ri~sseci to be retnined in second grade and for failing 
nc~idcmic..llly 1l11-ou~hout her life. Shc also felt shd~ne \\hen 
hospitalized for chemical dependence and for a decision she 
made to have an abortion. 
Summary of Paula's Learned Helplessness 
Paula coi~sistently demonstrated in the telling of her life- 
story that she believed she lacked the ability to succeed 
academically or personally. She believed she could not change 
her r~bili ty or gain coilt rol over her family situation. Since she 
did not see a relationsl~ip behtreen outcome and effort, she did 
not feel that a~ytll ing she did would correct the situation. To 
avoid feelings of hunliliation and s l ~ a ~ l e  after failing, she 
sinlpljr quit trying. This denlorlstratcs that Paula was I,earned 
Helplcss in the pas(. This continued until approsinlately her 
ct~i-ly t\venties. 
Paula's Vcrificaon of CLI~I-ent i\Iasteqr Orientation 
'I'lle Sollo~villg section provides :I sunlln:u-)r thr~t 
demonstr;~tes that Paula is currently Mastery Oriented. (see 
i2ppenclis N for a11 in-depth an~~lysis that demonst I-atcs his 
curl-ent klastery Orientation.) 
Paula began to mitke the trailsitioil to ?lastel-y Oriented 
in he]- c,1r-131 ttve~lties \vhon she began to bel ic~~e in and trust 
her abililj;. As n result of her ne\r perception of herself, mhcn 
shc LY'IS freed Si-0111 P , I I I ~ ~ ~ > ,  tul-nloil, she could rcLilisticLlll>- view 
her ability. She also gave birth to her daughter and was 
respo~lsibly providiilg for her. She began to focus on her 
studies, to work llard, and to succeed. This gave her evidence 
that she had ability, and that effort and outcome were 
mutually dependent. Wheii she consistelitly was able to trust 
her ability, to take colitrol of her life, to recognize the 
relatio~~ship betcvee11 outcoll~e ;md effort, and to persist eve11 in 
difficult situations, the transitioit to Mastery Orientatio11 was 
co111plete. Eve11 though she is just 2G and does not 1-rat.e years 
of experiences to use as illustratio~ts of her iiew perceptions, 
lier i ~ c w  perceptions clearly dentoilstrate that she is Mastery 
Oriented. 
T'erccplion of Successes and Failures 
l'aula gnincd a ne\v perception of her abilitic~ dciri~tg llcr 
prcgnuncy niltile living ~ \ ~ i t l t  a caring adult role model. She 
experienced and rccogni~cd her success personally, on iltc job, 
and ~~cadcnlically~ nhile liviiig in a safe and comfortable 
envirol~nlent wi tlt struclure a t d  guidance. 
She continued lter success after her baby Lvas born. She 
continued in college; she continued to work; she continued to 
care Cor her child. Iler attitudes about lter abilitlr ltLiire become 
consis~en t ly positiirc. 
Percention of Control 
Paula began to take coiltrol of her life at about the age of 
eighteen or nineteen. She now recognizes that she did have 
choices in the past saying, "I thought I had no choices; now I 
realize I made choices 'and the wrong ones." She also 
recogilizes that she made cvise choices to continue her 
pregi~ancy and rear her child, to contilluc her college education 
part-time, and to support herself and her child through full- 
time employment. 
Perce~tio~zs of Outcome and Effort Dependence 
Paula now iriews outcome effort as mut-ually 
dependent. Paula began to see that if she worl.;cd ha-cl, the 
outcollle L G ~ Y  usu;~lly succec;sful. She recogrlizes that through 
her hnl-d wol-li, she is getting the best grades in her life, is 
successful on the job, i(; responsibly caring for her daughter, 
and is happy. 
Ilc5ponscs to Succc.sscs and Failures 
I\aula is feeling confident in her abilities and is 
dcmol~st r~~t ing  11er conCidence bqr perstirering in the face of 
dil-ric~ilt situ;~tio~ls. She no longer gives up kvhen adifersitjr 
occul-s b u t  rather anal>-zes the situnt ion and then takes 
appropi-Lite stcps 10 n ~ ~ i k c ~  posi tiire c l ~ n n g ~ .  
Summary of Paula's Verification of Mastery Orientatio~z 
Paula coilsis ten tl y demonstrates in the telling of her 
current life-story that she is coilfident in her abilities. She 
feels proud of her personal and academic successes, and 
par t i~u l~u ly  proud of her success as a mother. She has taken 
con~rol  of her life and is making wise choices for herself. She 
recogi?izes that i t  is t111-o~igh er oitrn l~a rd  work tlxit she is 
successfuf and co~lti~lues to work Io~vard completing ail 
Associatcs of Arts Degree. This demonstrates tliat Paula is 
cur-ren tly illas tery Oriented. 
Ja~?e's Life-story 
J a i~e  is 10, rnarricd, txrith two children. She ~z~ris born and 
rcarecl ill Necv York City. JLme has older identical hvin sisters. 
She felt her parents had cspccted hcr to be either 11 t\vin or a 
son. liecause she ivlis neither, she felt like inadequate 
f ~ n l i l j ?  rnenlber. She viewed her sisters as perfect, seeing 
I~crself in co~npctition with them to achiekre the sane  status. 
As identic-;II t\.xrins, thejl recci~rcd ;I lot of positive attention 
froin parctlty, te;~chei-s, and othei-s, attention t11:it .JL1ne did not 
I-ccci~~c r~nd  could not compete to receive. They ic'crc escellcnt 
students and 1301 11 gradun ted fi-on1 college ~ x i t  h tcLiching 
clcg1-c3cs. 
Jane did not view her grammar school experiences 
positively iildicatiizg she, "always felt dumb." She received 
average grades but viewed them as inadequate because her 
sister always received above average grades. She felt 
humiliated during recitation, and nlanipulated situatioils to 
avoid verbal reading or other activities that might bring 
criticism or ridicule. 
In high school her closest friends were excellent students, 
tc&ing advanced placemeizt classes. Because of the contrast 
between her perception of them a d  her perceptioil of herself, 
she continued to feel academically inadequate. 
Jrule graduated frorn high school and attended one 
selnester of college iiz Ne~v York City. She dropped out, stating 
she "flclnked out." I11 reality. she passed three classes and 
failed only one class. She vie~vcd her decision to drop out as 
the only oplion she had at the time. 
After dropping out of college, Jane ixVent o ivork for 
Macy's Departmenr Store and moved inlo a1 apartment wit11 a 
girl i'riend. She left Plncy's to accept her first career secretarial 
position. Because of poor job attendru~ce, she was fired from 
this job. Initiall~~ she blamed this on lacli of abilitJr, but 
su hsccl uen r l>. re;~lircd this \\as misplaced bliune and that she 
needcci to atrend ~voi-1; rcgu1'1l-ly. 
J a ~ e  met her husband through friends. He was from 
Iowa, and after they were married, they moved back to his 
home state. They have two children, a girl, 13, a ~ d  a boy, 7. 
She loves her role as wife and mother. They have a good 
marriage, and she says her husband is her best friend. Her 
l ~ u s b a l d  indicates that he was surprised by Jane's insecurities 
because he has always see11 her as someone who could do 
anything. He said when their group of friends were "hxlging 
out together," and they all wanted to do something, she was 
always the one ivho took control of the situation to make the 
reservation or get the tickets, etc. 
As she matured, she began to realize that her sisters 
espericnccd the same uncertaintics and fcars as she did 
growing up. This 11'1s helped her not oilly view the past 
differently, but has giLren her ~7 Innre realistic view of thc 
present. She indicates that in adulthood she and her sisters 
face m:7rljr of the sanle problems. 
JLIIIP decided to go b,~ck to college last year cvld is 
~vo~-king ~ ~ ~ ' a r d  ail ,Assocint~s of Arts degree. She is attending 
a conurnunity college and has n close friendship with an 
inst]-uctor- in the Ienrlliilg center. This friendship has Ilelpcd 
JLlnc> 1-c'11ii.e th,~t she 11~1s ur~t,~ppeil academic potenri,;ll. She is 
doing k.cr-4.  ~ ~ c l l  in college rlncl cspccrs to graduate in a )'ear. 
Jane's Verification of Past Learned Helnlessl~ess 
The followiilg section provides a summary that 
dernolzstrates that Jane was learned helpless in the past. (see 
Appendix N for an in-depth analysis of her past Learned 
Helplessrzess.) 
Perception of Successes and Failures 
Jane felt she didn't have the abilit-y to succeed. She saw 
herself as a hiture as a faillily member because she was not a 
twill or a boy, slze felt she was a failure academically because 
she received lower grades than her sisters, auld she felt size was 
a failure professioi~ally because she was fired fr-on1 her first 
job. 
Percept ion of Cant rol 
Jane felt she did not have control over her life. The most 
prominent roles Jane played ixhilc groiviilg up wrci-e those of 
child and studeilt. She felt  helpless to play either of these roles 
adequately. She could not be the twin or the son her pirents 
expcc-ted, and she could not be the quality of student she 
expected l~crselk to bc. 
Perceptions of Positive Outcome and Effort Independence 
Ja le  viewed outcome a d  effort as illdepelldtl~t of each 
other. When asked if she ever worked for a grade of "A" or "B" 
she said, "What for? I couldn't have done it." Convinced that 
she didn't have the ability to do well academically, she saw no 
value in trying. When she was fired from her first professional 
secretarial job for poor job attenda~ce, she reasoned the 
termination n7cis for lack of ability. She did not see the 
rel;~tionship between  itt ten dance and coi~ti~zued nlployiliel~t. 
Respollscs to Successes and Failures 
Jane's response to her failure ivas to quit trying. She also 
felt shame because she belie~~ed she lacked abilit17. Lt'llcn .Jane 
had 10 recite in scllool, she vieived her perfornl;ince as so poor 
t11;1t she espericncd hun~ilic~tion. She felt she didn't ha~re the 
ability to do better, nor did she feel extra effort would produce 
better results. She said, "I  thought I could never get better 
[gr;tdes] t11;ul I did, so I just didn't bother to try." She learned 
lo get by 111rougl1 minin1;11 effort. She snid. "I  figured out b\' 
111~11 r 1 ~ 1 r  I could stnJf out of trouble if I kept 111y rnoutl~ sl~ut 
~ m c l  handed in m). honzework. So I did. That's all I did." 
S ~ m s n q  of fane's Learned Helplessness 
J m e  consistently demonstrated in the telling of her life- 
story that she believed she lacked the ability to succeed 
academically or personally. She felt she could not change her 
ability or change herself in order t o  fit into her family of origin. 
Since she did not see a relationlship between outcome m d  
effort, she fert there was nothing she could do to col-1-ect the 
situation. Therefore, she gave trp ir-n the face of h i lure .  This 
demonstrates that Jane was Learned Helpless in the past. Her 
Learned EIelpless state continued unt-il approsi~natelj~ her early 
thirties. 
Time's Ver-ificat ion of Current blr~ster \ ,~ Oritn tation 
The Polloiving secrion proirides a sunull~u-y that 
den~oilstrnt es thrtt J ane  is current l~~ blnster-y Oriented. f see 
Ap1)cndis N for an in-deptl-i ~~n:rl~.sis of her current h3astery 
01-icnt~ition.) 
Jane began to nlcake the trimsition in her early thirties 
\ / fhe~l  s lc bcgcul to bcl ie~~c in ~ ~ i t d  trust her abilit~,. A s  a result 
of 11~1- ileiv perception of herself, she beg~~il  to Look at some of 
her old belief ~ ) ~ s t e ~ n s  differen[l~l. She began to acl.;no\zledge 
the ~ ~ 1 s t  successes s11e had ignored and began to be1icL.e in her 
~~bi l i ty .  LVhen she was consisteiltly able to trust her ability, 
take c.ontl-ol of hel- life, r-ecognizc the  relcxtionsllip bel\vccn 
outcome and effort, and persist even in difficult situations, the 
transition to Mastery Orientation was complete. 
Perceptioil of Successes and Failures 
Jaze has a new perception of her abilities. As she 
reviewed her feelings regarding her ability, she indicates that 
slze is now a corz~petent azd capable woman and was probably 
a collzpetent azd capable clzild azd young adult as well, but at 
the time she "just didn't recognize it." Her relatio~zship with 
her sisters is izocv mature and placed in the appropriate 
perspec t iire. Slle also views her academic success realis tically 
basing her pcrceptio~z on performxzce azd knowledge rather 
thail feelings of inability. 
Pcrccntion of Control 
Jane spent the first thii-t), ye'il-s of her life believing her 
life cii-cun~s(:~nces ivere o u t  of her control. Slle currcn tl). feel 
shc has control over her personal and acaden-Lic circun~stances. 
Pcrcep t ions of Out come u ~ d  Effort Dependence 
Jane I IO~L,  ~ ' i e i ~ ~ s  ou (come and effort as rnutualljr 
dcpcndent. -I'his is a-idcnccd by her new attitude ~oivi~rd 
effor-t and ou(comc in 11cr p ~ s t ,  iuld the effort she inlcnlionally 
invest in success currently. She attributes her personal and 
academic success to h a d  work and wise choices. 
Resnonses to Successes and Failures 
Jane is feeling coilfidei~t in her abilities and denloilstrates 
her confidence by consistent effort and pride in her 
accomplisl~n~enrs. She recogllizes that her old feelings of 
inability and lack of coi~trol were debilitating to the point that 
she just quit trying. She indicates that she feels a great deal of 
pride in her achievemer1ts in collcge and in her life in general. 
Su~~~n l ;~ i -y  of Tane's Verification of Mastery Orientation 
Jane began to recognize her potential in her ez~rly thir~ies. 
LYith lhat calne two major realizations. The first was that she 
]lad value because she is a unique individual. She also realizes 
shc had untapped abilities. CVi111 these realizations came a i~ew 
perception of her successes and failures. She learned that her 
failures \\.ere not a res~ilt of incxbility, but rather the result of 
lack of effor~, while her successes were a result of her ability. 
J;me consis tentl~) dcnlonstratcd in the telling of her 
current life-stoi-J, that she is coilfideilt in her abilities. She 
feels pl-oud of her success in her ~llarriage and ra11ily anti in 
her collcgc studies, She has taken control of hei- life and is 
making \tfisc choices for hersclf. She recognizes t11,lt it i~ 
through her own hard work that she is successful. This 
demonstrates that Jane is currently Mastery Oriented. 
Larry's Storv 
Lxry is 39, has been married for 1 G  yecars, and has a son 
who is a high school sophomore. He is a special education 
te~~cl-ier of science a-id history in a Self Contained Mrilh 
In tegrr~tion Classroorn. 
Larry was boi-11 and reared in a mid-sized midwestern 
city. Larry's dad died when 11e was six months old. His mother 
moved the farnily to California where she pro~~ided for them in 
a rllanner that esteildcd far-r~ily members disliked. As a result 
Larry and his older sister were relmoved from the Ilonle. His 
sister nxs rexed b>- grandparents while Larry was reared by 
a1 aunt and uncle nlho adopted him. He has several half 
siblings th~it lived with his birth mother, a-id four siblings thar 
tli-c tl-lc nL~turnl children o f  his aunl and uncle. 
Larry indicntcs 11c \\.as occcision:~lly beaten a ~ d  regulrulj- 
"taken ~ i d ~ ~ a l t a g e  of." tarry snjTs, "I kind of felt used because 
they made rlle do n lot of the work and chores that they didn't 
m:ike the other ones do." Larr), says because he ivLts 
responsible for 111,u1>~ cllores :ind the care of his )rounger 
siblings, h c  iv;~s foi-cecl to quit sports ; U I ~  jobs to meet these 
respoi~sibilitics. Ifis c~ciopted p.11-ents \vere di\.orccci when 
L x r y  cvas in eighth grade. He indicated that was hard for 11im 
emotionally and increased his house chore responsibilities. He 
had saved over $800 for college and senior social activities, but 
his adopted mother needed the money to pay bills. She 
borrowed it and never repaid him. 
Larry always did well academically, but he did not give 
himself the credit for this achievement. Rather, he achieved to 
avoid severe punishment from his adopted parents. I-le says, "I 
only got a "D" once and I was illdefinitely grounded." 
Larry says he, "sassed" his adopted nlotl~er on one 
occasion. The next weekend he found himself in a new city 
living with his adopted father. I-Ie was a senior in high scl3oo1, 
torn alvay from everything he I;ne~v. Larry's adopted father 
belic\,cd Larry shotlId pro~ridc for hinlself and conseclucntly 
did not give hinl an). spe~lding ~noney for schooI actiL7ities, 
social activities, or clothes. Larry felt abandoned. His survival 
technique included it;orl;ing rniuIu1)- hours at ptut time jobs to 
rebuild his savings and traii~iitg extremely h i ~ d  for wrestling. 
His hnl-d work resultecl in his winning tlte state \zrrestling title. 
,.Is a sports hero, h e  gLxined [he respect of his peers and M ' C ~ S  
dc.fighted M-hen college recruiters sougl31 hirn out. 
I Ic \veil t to college his first t\vo years on 11 tx7rest ling 
sc'l~ol~irship. IIc I\~LIS c?c,~dcrnicr~lly successful 11t this rime, but 
1.31-1-3' did not ,I~II-iburc his success ro his c ~ h i l i t ~ p ,  bur r,~rhe~- to 
nurturing teachers, coaches who supported him, and a frie~ld 
that gave him spiritual insight. 
The11 he transferred to a college with a more prestigious 
wrestlil~g program. He worked out with the wrestling team, 
but did not wrestle competitively because of academic 
iileligibility. Larry encounter a series of problems: failing 
grades, lack of fiumily support, his girl friend's u~lplall~led 
pregnulcy, and their marriage; so he left college and joined the 
<army. 
I.ai-r)i found himself firrestling again and this time for the 
a-my. I-Ie worked out at the Olympic Training Centers in 
Colorado Springs, Hawaii, and West Point. He nTon several 
Oljrlnpic regionids beginning in 1974, but did not compete in 
the Olyn~pics becittise of injuries ,uld illness. FIe cwestled 
conlpetitivel y represe~~ting the LJ~litcd States, in many 
i l l  t ernational coi-npe t i tio 11s and often recei~led first, second, or 
third placc nlcdals. I t  was i~liuly years before I,arl-]. 
~1cl;nocvleclgcd his L\-restling talent. IJe said 11e denied his 
rtbilirS1 for years L->crause he did not earl1 cu~ Ol>nlpic gold 
mccial . 
After five ,e;trs, Ltlrr!~ received a1 honorable discllarge 
;~ntl \vtlnr to :I large mid~\.estei-n university. He exned  a 
B,~chelor's clcgrec in Ph~~sical Educ,ition 21nd a kindergartel? 
through t~\~elfrll-gl-ndc teaching ccrtilicate. 
His first teaching job was in a mid-sized midwestern 
town as an in-school suspelzsion teacher, head soccer coach, and 
head wrestling coach. It  was a good first job experience, but  
after a few years he decided to move closer to his extended 
family. He enjoys his teaching, is currently studying for a 
special education endorsement, and plans to earn a master's in 
counseling. 
1,ari-y's Verificatioll of Past Learned I-Iefplessness 
The followillg section provides a su i~un~uy that 
dcn~onsti-ates [hat La-ry was learned helpless in the past. (see 
Appendix N for an in-depth analkrsis of his pas1 Learned 
Nelplcssness. 
Percept ion of Succesres and Faif ures 
La-1-3- felt he  didn't have the abili t17 to succeed personally 
or ncadenucally. IIe initially formed this opinion at the age of 
sc\fen 01- eight after he i v a s  taken from his inotller and adopted 
bjr a11 nbusi1.e aunt and uncle. I-Ie felt he did not have the 
ability ro be succt.sslu1 as a member of his adopted fanlily. He 
continued to feel he did not l ~ c ~ i ~ e  the abilitlr to succeed ill 
school, in ccrllcgc, or in ivrestling. He at t~ibut~cl  his succeses tO 
estcl-nnl forces but his failures to his inabilitlF. 
Perception of Control 
Larry routiiiely felt he did not have control over the 
choices in his life. In reality, he was expected to comply with 
the discipline and rules of his adopted parents even when they 
were brutal. While growing up he felt he did not have choices 
of who he would live with or how he spent his time or his 
r ~ ~ o i ~ e y .  As a young adult, he felt he did not have control over 
his choice of college, wllether he was eligible to conzpete in 
wrestling, and under what circumst;ulces he would m'xry. 
Perceptions of Posi t-ivc Ou tco~ne and Effort Independence 
La-ry viewed outcome and effort as irldepeildcizt or each 
other. When Larry was i~ttending the university his junior and 
s e ~ ~ i o r  year, w~rliing long hours, practicing ~vith the wrestling 
[earn, and dating, he had no time left for studyiilg. He was 
acadenlically ineligible to tvrestle n.ith the team. He did not 
see a relationslzip bet~vecn the lack of stud), time and poor 
grades, but r:tthcr, reit his poor grades !\'ere a result of his 
innbili t 11. 
Responses to S~lccesses and Failures 
hlost 12cc~rned IIclpless indi\jidu~xls simply g i ~ ~ e  u p  when 
the). kc1 thcjf ni-e unsuccessful. Larr)., on rhc other hCind, w~ls 
not pel-mirtcd h j r  his adopted p;trcnts to simply qu i t .  \Ir11c11 
Larry received a "D" in high school he wis severely punished. 
So he did e110~1gk-i to make at Ieast "C's" to avoid punishment, 
However, when he found himself in college in 'cvhat he called "a 
hopeless situation," he no loliger needed par-eratai permission to 
quit nor feared their reprisal. He dropped out of college and 
joined the a - 1 7 1 ~ .  
Su~nrnary of La~r>~ ' s  Learned Helplessrsess 
La-ry corlsiste~~tay derllonstrated in the telling of his past 
life-story that he bciie\~cd fie lacked the ability to succeed 
personi11ly and academicmliy. He belie~lcd he tuas successful 
because otlsers let him slip by and that fie w s  Failing bccc~t~se 
lie did not have the ability. He believed situations in his life 
tvere not [\.it hi11 his control, and he did not see a relationship 
bet~vcen outcome and cffort. Eventuall~~ he just quit trying, 
dropped o u ~  o f  coilcge and joined the army. This demonstrates 
tll;it Larry wits Learned Helpless in the past. His Learned 
llelplcss state continued ~lntil approsirnt~tely his late h,~.enties. 
I arry's L'erification of C~lrrent klastery Orientation 
The follo~ving section provides a surmniu-J- that 
denlollst rates th~at Jason is curreil~ly hl,~stery Oriented. (see 
1211pendiu N for ;ul in-depth ,inidysis of his current >lasterjr 
01-ic1i1 Ltlio11.) 
Larry began to make the transition in his mid to late 
twenties when he began to believe in and trust his ability. As 
a result of his new perception of himself, he begal to feel 
successful. He experieilced success in the army, success in his 
marriage, and finally academic success in college. He began to 
believe he had ability and was experiencing success that was a 
resuit of his persolla1 effort. When he consistently was able to 
trust his ability, take control of his life, recognize the 
relatioilship between outcome and effort, and persist even in 
difficult situations, the rrmsition to Mastery Orientation was 
coil~ple tc. 
Pel-ceptioil of Successes and Failures 
Ltirry 11~1s a neiv perceptioil of his abilities. A s  Larr-1. 
looks back, he can nacv ac1;rloivledge his success in lligfi school 
and crul ci-edit his abi1itlr for tllis success. I-Ie noiv credits his 
freslz~nc~n and sopho~nore college success to his ability, not just 
t o  a nurturing professor. Also, hc no lollgel- bltm~cs his lack of 
'~bilit jr for his acadenlic k~ilur-e his junior and senicli- > r ~ ~ l l -  of 
college. Ire ~ickno~tllcdges t I ~ r i t  he failed becLiuse he did not 
mnlie time t o  study. L,a-1-jr 111so recognizes t11~1t his il-restling 
cnl-eel- ixrns a tromcnciotls success. La-ry feels successful il l  his 
life. Iie ii~dicares he has LI good mitrri~tge, a ivt~nclcm-ful son, c ~ r ~ d  
a career he really enjoys. He is a successful teacher and 
successfuliy continues his education. 
Perceptioi~ of Control 
Larry spent the first twenty years of his life feeling that 
many of his Iife circurnsta~?ces were as out of his coi~trol. He 
curreiltIy feels he has coiltroi over his personal a i d  academic 
c i r c u l ~ ~ s t ~ ~ i ~ c e s  a ~ dha a new view of past corltrol issues. 1,arr-y 
now trusts his abiIities and trusts himself to make wise choices. 
Perceptioi~s of Outcolne aid Effort Depei~dence 
Larry now views outcome and effort as mutually 
dcpel~delzt. TIe sees his college ineligibility as n result of 
insufficient studli timc, 11c sees his cvrestling success as a result 
of training, he sccs his successful family rel;~(ioi~ship a result of 
making his family a priority, and he sees lzis successful career 
as a result of sufficient te:~cller preplu--ation time and devotion 
to his students. 
Res~?ol~scs to Successes and Fnilurcs 
La-ry feels collfideilt in his abilities ,and derlionstr~xtes his 
coiifiderlce by not cluitling in the face of difficult situatiorls. He 
ivorks to btiild a strong relilt ionships even in difficult 
ci~~ployinenr situalions. Ile feels a great deal of pride in his 
successful marriage and career. He is continuing to pursue 
additional certificatiolls and a graduate degree. 
Summary of Larry's Verification of Mastery Orientation 
L a r r y  consistently demonstrated in the telling of his 
current Life-story that he is confident in his abilities. In his 
late twenties, he began to recognize his potential. He had 
wrestled successfully for the army, he had a successful family 
situation, and he had returned to college and was esperiencii~g 
success. He felt he was nlidring wise decisions and had control 
of his life. He could see the rcli~tionsl~ip between outcome and 
effort, and liis efforts were rer~pirlg success. This dernons\rates 
that La-ry is cui-rcntly 3laster)- Oriented. 
Doug's Story 
Doug is 39 >-ea-s old, has beet1 mcarried for fourteen 
years, has one son, seven years old. IIe is a full time student 
mrorl;ing on a Bachelors in Social Science at a privi~te four-)(ear 
collcgt. Doug ~vol-1;s part-time as a grocery- store cashier. 
Lloug worked a number of full time jobs after finishing a 
one ),car- tcchnici~l program, until he returned to college to 
finish ;I lx~cllelors degree. IIe w;~s a comn~ercial printer, a retail 
p l~otogr~~phcr ,  stL~1-ted his oijrn photographlp busiilcss \vl>ich 
i',~ilcd, ~voi-kecl rc[,~il s,~lcs, and ~vorl.;ed direct s,~lcs for t ~ v o  
tech~lology companies. He was successful at each job; however, 
he indicates that he had difficulty from time to time with 
paperwork, job stress, and cotvorker personality conflicts. 
Doug experienced abuse from his teachers in first throug11 
third grade. His first-grade teacher physically abused another 
first-grade boy by breaking steel tipped yard sticks over his 
back at least once a day. Because of this ruler incident, he \vas 
~tfraid to disobey even 1~11en his request 10 use the restroorn 
was ignored. He the11 would hide under his desk, el~lbarrassed 
by wet pants. He was retained i12 first-grade, was assigned 
again to the sane  abusive teacher, and experiei~ced another 
very difficult year. 
I-Iis second- and third-grade teachers mentally abused 
Doug. 'TPley ridiculed him for his reading ability befor-e his 
c- l~~ssm~~tes  sa~~ing ,  "Don't rend as Doug reads." I-Iis put~ishnlcilt 
for far-k of achieverncnt (not for behavior) was st~lnding with 
his nose in ;I cii-cle on the black board. This elicited laughter 
fro117 tile class, and Doug felt I?umiliatiorl. 
Lloug nei7er I-epol-led his first througll third-grade 
classroom experiences to his parents. He was too humilin~ed. 
Tie s'lid, " I  neirer told because I tl~ought i t  Lvas all 111)~ fault 
because I was stupici." The second semester of third grade a 
clnsrrnnrc ~eiufully {old her n~othcr how Doug w.1~ treated nt 
school. 'This p~li-cn~ told Doug's nlother, the siru~~tion \vent 
before the school board, and the teacher was fired. Four years 
of humiliation was nearly impossible for Doug to overcome; 
however, he does remember his replacement third grade 
teacher fondly. He says, "she made me feel like I could do 
soille thing." 
Doug indicates he was passed dong from that point on. 
We graduated with his class, but he feels he received his 
diploma under false pretei~ses aying, "I really hadn't done the 
work, Even if I did graduate, it  wasn't the same as the other 
kids." 
Doug remembers two triumphs in school. One was in 11igl1 
school speech class. Doug coi~lrnuilicates well 2nd speech class 
alIowed hiln to demonstrate this ability. The other triumph 
Lvas in German class. IIe ~vas not permitted to take music or 
lalguage classes because of his acadenlic difficulties. Doug was 
in s u d y  hall the same period German class rnet across the hall. 
I le  TV,IS bored \trit1l stud>' hall and ~ t ~ u l d  sit in 011 Gernlan. ile 
did so \%.ell, the instructor e\,entunlly got hinl credit for htro 
scrnes t ers of Gel-lni~n. 
13oug 11'1s been tcsrcd se\,eral times to determine his IQ 
and to determine whcrhcr his difficulties were the result of 
1c;lrning discibilitics. Iris IQ~t.cls determined to be in a rallge 
Sr-om 1 1 5 to 1.50. His diagnosis of d1,sleSia resulrcd in his 
p~rticip~ition i  c\ n ~ ~ n ~ b c r  of orrective thcr&pic5. 
Doug says "he wants more in life." He isn't satisfied to be 
labeled "stupid" or to have boring repetitive jobs. tIc decided 
to return to college a t ~ d  finish a bachelors degree but was 
somewhat fearful, in light of his past academic problems, of 
stepping back into the academic arena. 
He still struggles academically, but he is doing OK. Doug 
planned to coinplete an e1enleilti.y education degree, but 
encountered several ol~stacles; so, 11e decided illstead to finish a 
Bachelors of Social Science degree. He should finish his 
bachelors degree soon and may ultimately seek t'cachcr 
certification. 
Douz's Verification of Pa5t I_er~rt~ed Helplessness 
The following section provides a sunm;uy that 
cfcrnonstra.ttes that Doug \t3,is Learned IIcIpless in the p,~st. (see 
Appcndis N for a11 in-depth iu~alysis of his pist Lea-ned 
NcIplessncss.) 
I1erccption o f  Succcss~s and Failures 
Doug felt lle didn't iiil~re the ability to succeed. He 
formed this opinion in pal-1). elcrnentiuy school whcre he L ~ L I S  
emo~ionnllj~ itbuscd .inil in,~ppropriatel>. punished bj- scverd 
te,~chc~-s. 1Ie felt he \v,~s i~buscci becttuse he was "stupid." Doug 
vicivs his educational espcricnce as 11 failure. IIe Sclt hc \trcxs C I ~  
expert at academic failure. He said, "This has been going 011 
since first grade." 
Perception of Control 
Doug felt he did not have control over the circumsta~ces 
in his life. He felt he was a victim of abuse in the educational 
systern and was a victim of his otl7n inability. Because he saw 
himself as a victim, he felt he had no co~ltrol over his life. 
Perceptio~is of Positive Outcome and Effort Independence 
Doug vietved outconle cvld effbrt as indepeiiderlt of each 
other. Because hc viecved his academic failures 2s a result of 
his inability, he Lvas u ~ ~ n b l c  to see the value of trying, beca~ise 
his pel-ccived inl~bility would prevent a successful outcon-le. 
His best efforts produced failure, verifying to hinl that outcorne 
and effort are ii~dependcnt. 
licsponses to Successes and Failures 
170~lg's I - C S ~ O ~ I S ~  to his failures was to quit tqring. He 
\vent through the mc~tions of school, was passed iilong, but 
didn't W y  again. He simply quit believing he could coiltribute 
ni~)~thiiig to his success, cud thus he felt shi~~ile  and humiliation. 
Surnr~~~ary of Doug's Lecvned Hel~lessness 
Doug consistently demonstrated in the telling of his past 
life-story that he believed he lacked the ability to succeed. He 
also believed he could not change his ability; therefore, he 
believed he had no control over his life. He did not recognize a 
relatioilship between outcome and effort. To avoid feelings of 
humiliation and shame 'after failing, he simple quit trying. This 
dernoilstrates that Doug was 1,e;zrned Helpless in the past. I-Iis 
Learned Helpless state continued until approsimately his mid- 
thirties. 
Doug's Verification of Current blasten: Orientatioi~ 
The following sect ion pro\.ides a sununary that 
demonst rates that Doug is curren~ly Mastery Oriented. t see 
Appcildis N for iul in-depth iulalysis of his current blaster). 
Orien tatioi?.) 
Doug begal to mL&e the transition to Mastery Orietlted in 
his pcrsonal life in his mid-twenties tvheil he began to believe 
in and trust his abilit),. .As ;I result of his nc~v perccption of 
hilnself, he beg~111 to cspcrience succt.ssfu1 empIo)-ment. He 
tr~insitioned acnden~ica l l~~  i n  his inid-thirties, ag,~in ivhen he 
beg~ i l  t o  believe in his abilities. and as a result began to 
experience ac-adcmic success. Ile was so ccrtain that hc could 
ilot be succcs.\ful n~c:tdcrnic:ill~. bclc~iuse of his lcL~rning 
disabilities that it took him longer to believe in himself 
academically. When he could consisteiitlp trust his ability, take 
control of his life, recognize the relationship between outcome 
and effort, and persist eve11 in difficult situations, the transition 
to Mastery Orientation was complete. 
Pel-ce~tion of Successes and Failures 
Doug has a new perception of his abilities. Ile has 
returned to college to corllplete a bachelors degree and is 
experiencing success. He indicates that even though 
occasion~~lly he has academic difficulties, that overall he feels 
co~~f ident  in his abilities. I-Iis perception that he does have the 
abilitg~ to succeed ill  spite of some difficulties is ec.idence of his 
present Orientalioi~. 
13ei-c-epr lo11 of Coilt rol 
Doug spci~t rhe first twenty gfears of his life viaking his 
life circu~nsrailces as out of his control. He currentIy percei.ilcs 
t ha1 11e h;~s control o\.er his personaI and academic 
circii~ns~ar~ces. 
13erccp tions of O u  tconle a1c1 Effort Depe~ldci~ce 
Doug 1 1 0 \ ~ ~  \.ie\vs oil t come and effort ,is mutually 
dependent. IIc I-c-cognizes that his 11,ii-d \vork c,~ri~cd him thi> 
outcome of a satisfying and successful career and that his 
efforts to Iearn adaptive le~v~ling strategies earned him the 
outcome of successful academic pursuits. 
Res~onses to Successes and Failures 
Doug believes in his abilities, recogi~izes that he has 
coi~trol over his life, and recognizes the relationship between 
outcome and effort and thus persists in his current endeavors. 
Even when situations are difficult academically, he coi~tinues to 
coi~lpei~sate for the difficulty a i d  does not give up. Ile feels 
pride in his academic success and anticipates graduation. 
Suinrnary of Doug's Verification of Mastery Orientation 
Doug consis~eiltly dcnlonstrated in the telling of ltis 
current life-story that lie is confident in his abili~ies, ~vhile 
recognizing and co~npens~it ing for his learning disabilities. 
I i e c a u ~  l ~ e  undcrstiu.ulds his past academic problenls, m d  has 
expericilced success ill his career, he trusts his abilities. He 
feels in control of his life and acknowledges his efforts :-ire 
1-ewxded with success~ul outco~ncs. This delnonst rat es that 
Doug is currently Mastery Oriented. 
Ted's Story 
Ted is 39 years old, has been married for two years, and 
has no children. He was born to single parents who gave him 
up for adoptioii as a newborn. He was adopted by a middle- 
aged couple. 
His adopted father was an alcoholic who abused Ted 
physically. On one occasion Ted was hospitalized ill a coma as a 
result of a severe beating. When Ted was five, his adopted 
parents were divorced, aid he lived with his adopted mother. 
Ted's adopted maternal grandfather was a r ~  important 
part of his life. They were very close and did many things 
together. He  is t l ~ e  only faillily member that Ted said "loved 
him." He always spent time with his "grandpa." 
In first grade Ted was called from class to the principal's 
office. His adopted fatl~er, kvho had just bccrz granted custody, 
took Tcd ro live ~vith 11i1li. This  as a surprise to lzim and his 
flit her offered no cspI;ulat ion. 'Ted ran aczray and ret urncd to 
the ho111e of his adopted mother where he learned she didn't 
ik7;111t him, saq.ing that he ivas "too much responsibiIit~'." The 
police returned him to his adopted father. IIe M'LIS se\#erely 
punished for run~ling iuld ~ l r ~ s  i ldefinitelq. grouncied. IIe 
lived ixri1l1 his adopteci fi~ther until he married cvho Ted 
re i~cmbcrs  as "'I'he ~,vo~ll,~n froill E-iell." 
At ~ ~ g c  scven Ted beccmle ,z ward s f  the State, Ted lix.er2 
in thir-teen foster hi-1rnt.s iuzd three institrreians during his 
c hildlzuad and adolescence. Ssrrre o f  the tt'jster homes ~ e r e  
good, some bad. some a ~ ~ a ~ u l .  IIe lived with one fasrer f~mifq- 
wllo had a son ahour Ted's age. This son would stpal money 
from his parents, and Ted \vds blamed for it. The  parents 
poured 'Tabasco saute dint-11 his tf~rsaa until EPF ~0ti1d adnGe 
ste~xlim~g the rmoney, ix2d then h? avils pul~ishcd urilh "CindereLIal' 
type cl-mrcs ~\*hile the other chi1drer.n pli~j~ed. 
Ted ixrcts placed itith solale faenilks that .st.erhs good to fli~r.n, 
b u t  bl- 110iv he ivas a Lrery sad ck~ild. Ted s,rid, "Kids, ].ohm know 
;ire ,a lot of work ~uld hopefully kf-Lr11 the ivork J ou get sorane f u n  
bark, like rIley are happy, and I just -r \asi~'~ hrtpyy." EIc w s  
passed from f'~nlil>. to fan?ily i n  search of an appropriate 
pl:~c-enlent. Ted renlenlbers never feeling that he [tTas a part of 
a fil~nil).. I-Ie sa).s, "Their ow11 cf~ilclren \tvould get t rc,~tecf 
differently txnd better consisrcntly.'" 
Ted indicates he \\';IS not doing \\re11 in  school. IIe was 
unable to concentrate. Ile sabrs, 'TI'n silting in clctss 
d u ~ ~ - d ~ - e ~ u ~ ~ i i ~ g  about how I bvish things were." Even in high 
school aftel- he \v,ls i11 n much better fhster care ssitiiaiion, he 
bv,~s dLiqpdrcL~nling i  school simpl~. out o f  habit. Ted had not 
lc,irned the fundL~n~entiils, so l-ligh school was Lrery difPicult for 
him. Even the simplest tasks overwhelmed him. He felr 
"hopelessly" incapable. 
Ted lived wit11 a foster family in fourth and fifth grade 
and again in eight, ninth, and tenth grade. This family was 
quite abusive to Ted. They deprived him of food, beat him, and 
restricted him from any activities outside the home. Feeling 
like a prisoner, he ran away a number of times, and warrants 
were placed for his arrest. H e  was found ,and returned to the 
same fionle. 
W11ei1 Ted was ten, his grandfather became ill and died. 
Ted did not learn of his death for several months. He was 
denied seeing him one last time, or saying good-bye to him at 
the funeriil. He reacted b ~ r  destroying the 110111e of his current 
foster- famill? a i ~ d  ste~~ling loney, 'and consequen~l~~  he was 
rcmo\wi from this honle. 
\tihen 'red was in eighth grade he was returned to tlze 
hornc of rhe foster he was removed from iii fifth grade 
after cshibiting dcstructi\.e bel~~ivior, acting out the pain he felt 
surroundii~g his gr,uldpals death. IIe again was abused and felt 
"imprisoned." Ile met '1 policeman wllo yatrol!ed the school and 
neigllbor-hood. This police officer befriended Ted and picked 
him u p  elJcl-y morning at 1101ne iuld every af~cr-noon fro111 
schoo). 'l'l~e police officer 1;ileil; Ted \vL1s stealing f(1oc1 bccause 
hc dic1~1'i get cnough to c'al in his foster home. They iwuld ride 
around together, he would buy him breakfast a i d  snacks, and 
he  would talk to Ted about honesty and integrity. The time 
they spe i~ t  together kept Ted out of trouble, supplemented his 
diet, taught him about ethics, and instilled in him a love for law 
enforcement. 
Ted met a girl in high school coilcert choir and they 
~vantcd to date. His foster mother would not perrnit him to be 
a part of after-school activities iilcludiilg choir ac tivilies 2u1d 
would not permit them to date. Iiis girl friend (the daughter of 
a physician) would go home 2u1d tell her parents about this nice 
guy  who was being abused by a foster family. Among other 
things, she told them he had contracted a sei-ious skill disease 
m c i  his teeth were rotting because of the neg1ecr he was 
suffei-ing in his home. Her parents were syinpathetic to his 
pligllt, and they bcc~ul~e his foster parents. 
Things were much better in this holne, but Ted knew he 
bras "messing up" the d j ,ml ics  in the new foster fanlily and 
s;xici, " I  CliCill1t c;xre.'' Ted said, " I  was l~a\~ing ses with their 
olclcst d~tughter, . . . I ~ ~ 3 s  rude, I was crude, and 1 was worldly 
. . . and this LVAS upper middle class hn i ly .  The~l  weren't 
use to sorneone ~vho snJore, ivho sornetinles got into fights, and 
told people to screw off'." 
'I'he phj?sicilul's rC~,lmily was divided on whether to let Ted 
sea). in  Ihcii- home, and Ted manipulated the f'oster mother to 
insist that he stay. Ted says, "Certainly I had every reason to 
believe that I was going to be sent away. Finally, for the first 
time in my life I felt really cared about and that felt so good, E 
was scared to death that it would end." fIe remained cvith this 
family until he was old enough to be on his ow~l. They are still 
close today. 
Alter high school Ted went to a community college and 
took two law enforcement courses. He did not have ihe 
academic foundarion he needed to be successful. I-Ie quit 
college and worked for the Sheriffs Department for a short 
while, \tlol-lied in private security for a short while, ;u~d then 
started his own business. Ted continued his education fir-st in 
Ei~~ergency bledical Ti-~ui~ing (EMT), then nla-t ial arts, then ixrith 
the ,\rnerican h1,111agement Association, and then a Dacl~elors 
degr-ce in nl,ul;~gcn~ent and ps>~chology. 
I11 the nlid 80's Ted's busiiless went into Chapter Eleven- 
Ileorgalziz~~tion Bi~ l l i l -up t~~ .  1Jc said they were illixking money, 
but clients were just 1101 paying their bills, and he did not have 
in\.entorqr to use as collt~tei-~d, so he could not L~orro\v n~oney to 
nlcet pt~>,l-oll. I-Te realized during this period of tiillc that he 
rleedcd inorc eclucation in order to bc a success in business, so 
he cvcnt b ~ ~ c k  to college for 11 bachelors degree. Ted is 
successfully completirlg ti do~ible mr~jor in business and 
l~-,\~cholog>.. Soon hc ~ v i l l  gr'iduat c and wit 11 ho~lors. 
Ted's Verification of Past I,earned HeIplessness 
The following section provides a summary that 
demonstrates that Ted was learned helpless in the past (see 
Appendix N for an in-depth analysis of his past I,exned 
I3elplessness.) 
I'erception of Successes and Failures 
Ted felt he didn't have the ability to succeed personally 
or acadeil~ically. I-Ie felt untvortliy to be notified timely of his 
grandhtIzer's death. IIe felt he did not deserve the 
unconditional love of an adult parent figure. We felt he did not 
have rhe ability to succeed acade~nically. 
I+r-cegr ion of Corltrol 
'I'cd rou(iilel>, felt he did not have control over llis life. 
TIc expel-iclnced 1x1;  or control regul~u-l>~ as his residence 
ch tu~ged, his school chalged, his social worker chiii~ged, his 
fi-i'nds changed, ctc. 
1'c.i-ccprions of Posil ive Outcome and Effort li~depcndence 
'TcJci \picived outcome ;ud ef'forf as independent. 
eCfor( Ilc 111:1dch to better his situ;~tion or even get r1\\?'3y from a 
b ~ c i  s i ~  u;l(ion i -e~~~rc le i i  i~rith punishrnen t. 1Ie either ivas 
subjected to police intervention, relocation, or other forms of 
punishment. He soon learned that his efforts did not produce 
favorable outcome. Thus an interdependence between positive 
outcome and effort was not established. 
Responses to Successes and Failures 
Ted felt he was a persoilal failure. He felt his life 
situation was "l-ropeless." I-Ie never put forth any effort in 
school, but his school changed so often that i t  didn't seem to 
matter. He also experiei~ced sl-ranle resulting from feeling he 
didn't belong anywhere. 
SL~IIIIII~U-y of Ted's Learned Helplessiless 
Ted consiste~~tl>~ demonstrated in the telfing of his past 
life-stoiy that hc believed he lacked the abilit). to succeed 
person:dlq. or acade~~~icdly .  I-Ie believed he had no control oLrer 
the cir~unlst~mces in his life. He did not see a relationship 
between outcome and effort; he simply tried to sunfive from 
one nevv situation to another. IIe dso esperienced shiune as a 
result of his perception of inability and his lack of beloi~giiig. 
This dcnlol~strates t11c.t Ted Lea-ncd Welplcss in the past. 
I l i 5  ldc;irned Helpless state continued until approsirn,itcl~~ his 
c,~rly I\vcllt ies. 
Ted's Verification of Current Masterv Orientation 
The following section provides a summary that 
deinoi~strates that Ted is currei~tly Mastery Oriented. (see 
Appendix N for an in-depth analysis of his current Mastery 
Oriel1 tat ion.) 
Ted began to make the transition to Mastery Oriented in 
his early twenties when he began to believe in and trust his 
ability. As a result of his new perception of himself, he became 
willing to tcke risks and experience success in his business and 
in leiu-nirlg situations. PV'l-ien he consistently was able to trust 
his ability, tidie coiltrol of his life, recognize the relationship 
behveen outconle and effort, ;uld persist even in difficult 
situations, the transition to Mastery Orientalion was complete. 
13crccp t ion of S~icce5scs and Failures 
'Ted has a new perccptiorl of his abilities. fie fecls icorthy 
as a child ~ ~ h o  was part of a difficult i~lstitution s>rstern. iIe 
now sees hi~nself as intelligent. 111 f x t ,  xvhen I asked l ~ i n a  how 
11c lricivcd his intelligence 1 1 0 ~ ~  he said, "Wll, I ' m  iil MENSA." 
He Aso see his husiiless as a success and attributes ;dI of these 
succesyes to his ability. 
Pel-ce~tion of Control 
Ted spent the first twenty years of his life viewing his 
life circumstances as out of his colztrol. He iildicated he decided 
not to be a victim. He took contraf of his life, began a busirless 
with $5,000 of capital provided by a foster parent. and began a 
college education. 
Percen tions of Outcorne and Effort Dependelace 
Ted now views outcome 'and effort as mutually 
dependent. This is deillonstrated by his new attitude tot~;xd 
effort m d  outcomc. I-Ic recognizes that tllrougfl his II;u-d work, 
his business and his education are successful. 13s business is 
flourishing and he nil1 soon graduate cvith honors with a 
13achelor's degree. 
liespoilses to Successes aild Failures 
'Ted is feeling confident in his abilities ~uld dernonstr,~ting 
his confidence bqr not quitting in the face of difficult situations. 
IIis busilless in the lare 80s ivas in Chapter Eleve11 Ba~kruptc),. 
1Ic could have \vc~llied away at that time, but didn't. Instead he 
persisted, receivcd i\-ise fin~~ncial council, follo~ved the council, 
mcl turned his business around. FIc feels pride in his abilities 
and i l l  his accomplisl~n~el~ t s. 
Summary of Ted's Verification of Mastery Orientation 
Ted coilsistently demonstrated in the telling of his 
current life-story that he is confident in his abilities. He feels 
proud of his success in his career, his success in his marriage, 
and his success in his college studies. He has taken control of 
his life and is making wise choices for himself. He recognizes 
that it is through his hard work that he is successful and 
coi2tinues to tvoi-k toward his life's gods even in diflicult times. 
Tliis demonstrates that Ted is currently Mastery Oriented. 
Findings 
Each of the individuals in the study tralsitioned to 
Mas tcry Oriented. They trailsitioned at different times in their 
lives, b u t  they had some common influences that were assistive 
in their transition. The co111mon iniluences called patterns are 
presen t ed below. 
Pat tern One: Accentinp Perso11 
All of the participants had specific indi\?iduals in their 
live5 that played XI in1port;lnt role in their transition to 
b l ~ ~ s t e r y  Orientation. l'lloe individuals cared deepllr nhour the 
pnrticip,unt iuld saw the pa-ticipant's untapped potenti'11. 
Ilotvever, the  impoi-ta~ t role they played that influenced the 
tr,un\ition \\*as more that just caring for the participltnt and 
having insight into the participant's potential. The participalts 
had a number of iildividuals in their lives that c a e d  about 
them and saw their potential, but did not influence the Learned 
Ilelpless to Mastery Oriented change. There was something 
more this individual dcmoilstrated t h a ~  just caring 
First, there was a relationship between the accepting 
individual that influenced a change from LH to b10 aid the 
pc~rticip~ull. Not only did the accepting individual care about 
the pa-ticipmt, but the participant also cared about and 
respected the accepting individual so a relationship could be 
establisl~ed in cVhich caring could be both given and received. 
Because the participants' relationships with their 
accepting individu;ds \xfas one of mutual respect, I l ~ e  
p~ii-licipalts were able to recei~~e cLuing from the accepting 
person. The pa-~ic ip~~nts  began to feel safe, ~ulcl the]' began to 
fccl 11c~1l-d ~1nd under-stood. 
The ~~ccepting person in the participants' Iix~es proxrided 
u11condition;d belief in \he p~~rticipan~s. They did not require 
p;ll-ticip;ull to bc sc,~nething t l 1 ~ ~ 7  \\ere not, could 1101, or- did 
not \\,'lnl lo be. ?'he>- accepted the p:~rticipants cornpletelq* 
\zrithout contingencies. 
'I'Ile accepting per-sons accepted the participants 
unconditionnl1~-, estLlblished a rel~~tionship of r n u ~ u ~ ~ l  respect, 
ancl l~elpeci the indi\.idu.lls mcet IICCC~S they IWI-O i in~blc to 
meet for themselves at the time, such as transportation, food, 
etc. 
Because the accepting person unconditionally believed 
and trusted in them, the participants began to believe and trust 
in themselves and were then willing to take risks to try 
activities that had been failures in the past. As they continued 
to receive uiicoiiditiond belief from their accepting persons, 
they began to accept ttlernselves. As trust in themselves grew, 
they were enabled to attribute their successes to themselves, 
internal Cocus, believing they had the ability to succeed. 
I'his new perception is quite different froin their old 
perceptioils that their successes were a result of external 
forces, such as an easy task or the result of another's effort. 
Because the accepting person's unconditiond belief in tl~ern and 
accept~ulce of them, they were able to beliexTe and accept 
t heinsclvc~s. 
'I'l3e undcrl>.ing t he111e of uncondi tiond l~elief kvhich ~vas 
present across [lie lile-stories of rhese p x t  icipants Lvas 
manifest in various ways \vithin each participiult's life. 'I'he 
Sollo~\ing vignettes represent a1 iIlustratioil of these 
n~anifestations. 
J,lson also had one accepting individual in his life who 
dcnlon r tr,~t ed uncondi t ionill belief, his girl fr-iendiivire. I-Ie 
sabPs the loved him \\rhen he c ~ a s  failing and droppcd out of 
college and when he worked at the packing plant; times whell 
Jason felt very "unlovable." He says, he doesn't know why she 
stuck with him during this time, but she did. He says, "she is a 
wo~lderful girl and loves me the way I am." 
Paula had two caring individuals in her life. The first M I ~ S  
a high school guidance couilselor who befriended her, listelled 
to her problems, gave l ~ e r  wise counsel, provided 
tr~ulsportation, encouraged her, supported her, and ~llotivated 
her sornetirnes firmly. 
Paula dso  had an individual in her life who provided her 
a hoille when she tvas pregnant. She gave her an environnlel~t 
in ~vhich she could flourish. She gave her a place to live, 
provided for her physical needs, gave her adult friei~dship and 
supcwision, provided structure, imposed rules, eilcouraged her, 
and gave her hope for the Suture. Paula said, "She believed in 
nle cthcn I couldn't believe in rnyself." Such behaLqiors and 
beliefs delnonstratcd by both Paula's l ~ i g h  school guidance 
counselor L U I ~  her adult friend rcpreserl ted the ouixrard 
nlanifesta[ion of unconditional belief. 
Jane h;ld tivo caring individuals in her life ~ ~ h o  
deinons trated ui~condi t onal belie[. 'The first C V ~ S  her husbar~d. 
I-Ie belie\ied in 11c31- L ~ n d  Ivas quite surprised after they Itsere 
111~x1-ried \o d i sc~ \~e i -  llcr ii~securities about her abilities. 1-Ie 
bcliC\.ed qhe c-ould ilo l ~ n ~ ~ ~ h i n g ,  and J m e  indicatcd after- fifteen 
years of mxriage, "{hey [her husband's beliefs] rub off on you." 
I-Ie believed in her when she did not believe in herself. 
When Ja ie  returned to coIlege, she encountered an 
i~lstructor in the learning center who has helped her develop a 
belief in her abilities. She treated her as an equal. For 
esarnple, when Jane would thank her for her help, she wouId 
~dtvays respond, "Th'mk you for letting me." Such urr&~u-dly 
respcc tful and cariing behaviors offered by the accepting 
persons in Jane's life were demonstrative of unconditio~zal 
belief. 
Larry indicated, when he was a fresh~zxuz iuld sophomore 
in college, his roommate was not experiencing the s m e  
difficulties lie was. L%'lien Ile qucstioiied him aborit this, his 
r o o i i ~ l ~ ~ a t t  indicated the reas011 was because of his faith in God. 
That iziade a profound impact on Larry, and over the next ten 
years, he read books iilcluding the Bible, attended seminars, 
and tool< classes at a Bible College, dl in an attempt to 
tinders tand better the phenomena he obsen7ed in his 
roommnte's life. LXI-jv indicates he receives fecliilgs of 
unconditional acceptance from God and that hcts given liirn new 
perceptions of himself, Althougl~ this may raise sonle 
rolltroversy in [hat God is certainl). izot a person, perhaps i t  
was 1lis acceptance by the congregation of his churcln or other 
interactions with individuals in a religious setting that gave 
him feelings of acceptance. 
Doug had four caring individuals in his life which 
demonstrated unconditional belief in him; his substitute third 
grade teacher, his college advisor, and his parents. Doug's 
substitute third-grade teacher was the first teacher that Doug 
remembers that made him "feel like I could do something." 
Although her acceptance came long before Doug actually 
transitiorled to Mastery Oriented, her impact on him was 
importcant enough for him to remember his perceptioils of her 
many years later and reported it as uilconditiorlal belief. His 
parents were also very accepting of Doug and always provided 
a learrzing atmosplzere for him. Finally, his college advisor wl~o 
urzderstood d>.slesia (his learning disability) provided an 
understanding cn\.ironrnent and intercened with his professors 
when necessary. Tllerefore, Doug had an er~vironrne~zt in his 
classes in tvhich he could succeed. Such behaviors and beliefs 
d~nzons t rn ted by these accepting people represell ted the 
o u  tw;ud rnalifestat ion of uncondition;zl belief. 
Ted also had sever;d individuals in his life who offered 
unconditional bclier in him nxulifcst in the following ~v.t.a>~s. The 
first was a social worl.rer tvho taughr him to be nppreciatitrt for 
the things others did for hinl. Next was a foster father M ~ O  
l augh t  11inl 10 finish ~vl-~at he started. Nest was a policen~i~n 
who taught him integrity, provided a place with him to stay out 
of trouble (his patrol car), provided extra food for a teenager 
who never got enough at his foster home, and gave him a love 
for a career in law enforcement. Lastly was a foster mother 
who gave him unconditional belief, a home, an environment of 
love, siblings, atld cared that he learned to present himself 
well, so tirelessly corrected his grammar. She provided a safe 
and loving environment in which Ted could finally begin to 
co~ice~~t ra te  on things other than sumival. Such behaviors and 
beliefs derlzonstrated by Ted's last foster mother, the 
policemarl, one foster father, and one of his social workers 
represcn led the outiva-d manifestatioi~ of uncoi~di tiond belief 
in him. 
Par tern Two: Crirical Consciousness Raising Event 
Five of the participants had one or more critical 
consciousness raising events that triggered an a\vakening into 
their persolla1 insights. These were en~otionally powerful 
signific~xnt events that triggered and or confronted the 
participiult nit11 the opyortuility to actively make a choice. 
Because of  the strength of the event, it was not possible for the 
pa-ticipnnt to ignore or side-step making an active decision. 
Each part i~ip~ult  ivas faced i%ith rn;&ing a critical decisioil that 
ivould reap either positive or negati1.e coilsequenccs. The 
folloMng vignettes represent an illustration of these 
manifestations. 
Jason had several critical consciousness-raising events. 
He dropped out of college his senior year. He took a meat 
packing job that was one of the most distasteful in the plant. 
His girl friend, now wife, became pregnant. This combination 
of events got his attention, which helped him focus on actions 
lle needed to take. He chose to get married, seek a professional 
career, and finish college. 
Paula's critical consciousness-raising event was her 
pregnancy at nineteen. When she decided to continue the 
pregnancy, she was faced with a coiistant reminder that she 
must care for ,and provide for her child. She respo~lded to this 
crisis by n~aking the decision to move in  with a women 
recommended through Catholic Social Senrices, to work part 
t irne, and to go to college part time. 
Larry had several critical consciousness-raising events. 
I-le \\as making unsatisfi~ctol-y academic progress his junior and 
senior years of college, he was academically ineligible to 
tt.1-estle in collegiate competirion, and his girl friend became 
pregnant. This combination of events got his attention. which 
helped hi111 focus on actions he needed to take. We decided to 
drop our of college, gcr married, cmd combine his athIetic 
abili t3. ~ ~ n d  career choice b ) ~  t\restling for the Lirnl:'. 
Doug had two critical consciousness-raising events. The 
first was when he got fired from a sales job. He said (talking to 
himself), "if you go on like this, you aren't going to have 
anything. You aren't going to have a family, you're not going to 
be able to achieve the things you want to do." He indicated he 
had a choice to either try a new profession and start at rhe 
botton~, go back to retail and that "1 didn't want to do," or go 
back to sclzool. He chose to return to college to ecvn a Bachelor 
degree. 
The second critical consciousness raising event cvas when 
he was diagnosed ~ 4 t h  dyslexia. Although his educational 
psychologist began to suspect Doug was experiencing dyslexia, 
he was scill in the early stages of understanding this Ieariliilg 
disability. Although he could give it a n ~ m e ,  there nras no 
l;no\vn effective treatment ii~terve~ltioll at that time. 
Nevertheless, it allowed Doug to explain his academic 
difficulties in specific terms so that he could stop belicvillg he 
didn't have ability. 
Ted's critical conscious~~ess-r~sing e ~ ~ e n t  was when he 
was entrusted with $5,000 from his foster parents to start his 
security business. IIe did not want to fail in  his 
entrepreneurial effort and disappoint them. Ile chose to buy a 
used car and typewriter, do all the selling of his security 
sc\~-\,ic.cs to business hi~llself, and also work a11 the secur i t~~ 
duty. He said, "Because I had been so secolld rate all my life. I 
wanted to be first rate for a change and nothing was going to 
keep me from doing that." He chose to work extremely hard, 
and use his borrowed resources wisely. 
Jane did not share a critical consciousness-raising event 
in her interviews. However, when the research findings were 
discussed individually with her, she indicated she did 
experience a critical consciousness-raising event. She chose 
however, not to share the details of the event with this 
researcher. I t  was apparerlt that even though she experienced 
growth from being faced with making a ~ i s e  choice, that she 
tzras still experiencing a great deal of emotioilaf pair1 associated 
with this memory. 
Pc\ttcrn Three: Sense of Respo~~sibility 
Five of the pru-ticipanrs begall to feel a need to tc*e 
rcspoilsibility in their l i~~es ,  to ivhich they each respo~ided 
approprint ely. In cl~oosing to accept this respoi~sibility, the 
beh:i\riors thejr exhibited were mature and growth-producing. 
I'hey begail to derno~lstrate discipline in their approach to 
responsibility iuld began to recognize that the consequences 
they would espericnce were the direct result of the dccisioils 
the), made and thc actions the)' ~ooli. They began to re,tlizc 
that their hopes and dreams could become reality, thus they 
were able to participate in realistic goal-setting activities. 
Jason accepted the responsibilities of a wife, a child, and a 
career. Paula accepted the responsibilities of a child, escaped 
from an abusive relationship, and returned to school. Larry 
accepted the responsibilities of a wife, a child, and being a 
soldier. Doug accepted the responsibility to provide for a 
fiunily and change careers. Ted accepted the responsibilities of 
starting a new business and using the investors' money uisely. 
S ~l m nl2-U~~ 
Each of the participant's life-story is unique. Each came 
from a different fanlily backgrounds. Some were relu-ed h-lith 
their birth plirents ~vhile others were reared by foster or 
adopted parcnts. Some had academic difficulties ivhile others 
did not. Some are married, some ,are single, and some have 
children; some do not. 
Despite dicfergen t backgrou~~ds, there ivere common 
influcnccs  cross pa-ticipmts that assisted in their transitioi~ 
from Learned Helpless to hIastery Oriented. They Lverc, lul 
accepting person providing unconditional belief in the 
p'wticipar~t, a critical consciousness-raising event, and a sense 
of responsibility. Each of these illfluellccs created self- 
Ltwarcncss in the pitrticipant s. Through self-,~ivarencss they 
were able to make wise choices resulting ill success. Their self- 
awareness also enabled them to appropriately assign 
responsibility for their success to their hard work and ability. 
Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 
Introduction 
This study has considered the transition factors that have 
influenced an individual to change from being Learned 
Helplessness to Mastery Orientation. Six individuals were 
studied through their telling of their life stories and their 
personal perceptioils of promiileilt events in their lives. 
Discussiorl of the findii~gs 
Three patterns were evident in the life stories of the 
participants: an accepting person who provided urlco~lditional 
belief, a critical consciousness-rzsi~ig event, and t;ikiilg 
respoi~sibility for self. 
Pat tern One: An Accep tin2 Persoil 
'The first pattern Lk7ns labeled, "An Accepting Person.'" 
E;IcI~ one of these acceptil~g people demonstrated his or her 
belief in the yLuticipanr through their caring beha~iors and 
respectful at tit ucles toivard the participants. Such acceptance 
given by parents in childhood is thought to be rn,mdatory for 
Ilcalthy emotional development (Rogers, 1957). 
hrlost of the participants lacked this early nurtura~ce and 
iict-cp[c~ncc and, as a result, secmcd unable to establish a 
positive sense of self-acceptance. \Vithour positive self- 
accepta~ce gained during rhildhc~crd, t l ~ e  &3a-ticipa2~s s e i n e -  ro 
doubt their intrinsic value, aud hence, subsequent 
bevelopmetltia tasks prwed difficult. The need that s.ms met 
by the important person seems to haw been the offering of 
unconditiend bsf ief, whicf3 had I~ernl absent fj-ona the 
pa-ti~ip~ai~t's cf-nildhood. 
In this atrnosph~re, the participant gr-ax7 to fee1 cared [or 
aicf accepted b>- the inlyortant person. From this ca-ing mtl 
acceptance the pa-ticiyacrat seemed 10 bepirn to c:u-c fc3r and 
tjccept himself or herself* This belief of being wvorthg7 and 
xq&uable seemed to %e3d to the courage to take risks necessiq- 
for posi~ive grojvth and change. Tf the risk raking w%s 
successful, tile pcarticipant could attribute positive results to his 
or her 01~11 skills or effort as opposed to luck. The acceptance 
offered b). the accepting persoil seemed to help faciJitate the 
change in the participant's self perception from that of being 
helpless and dependent on others to that of being ail individual 
that is hlastery Oriented. 
I';~ttern '17~tro: A Cri t icai Consciousness-R~si~~g Eiren t 
The second pattern was labeled "A Criticd Consciousness- 
Raising Event." 111 each indi\~idu;d's life, a single or cornbinaliol~ 
o f  crir ic'il c-onscioiisi~c.ss-raisil~g e \ r e ~ ~  ts took p l ~ ~ c e  in which a 
participant was act i~~ely confronted with the need to make a 
conscious choices to alter his or her life circurnsrances and 
make informed decisions based upon assessment of positive 
and negative consequences. The actions that were then taken 
seemed to lead to a positive result and the restructuring of 
each participar~ t's belief system concerning one's positive 
perceptions of his or her OWTI ability. 
Pattern Three: A Sense of Respoi~sibilitv 
The third pattern was labeled "A Sense of Responsibility." 
This pattern, which appeared to be present across five of the 
przrticip~mts, was a need to t'ke respoilsibility in one's life and 
thcn the wiIlingiiess to do so. Through acceptance of this 
responsibility, the participants exhibited mature and growth 
prod~lcing bel~aviors lvl~ich led to positive outcomes. As a 
result of their disciplii~e acceptance of responsibility, they 
see~neii to begirl to learn that col~sequences followed fr-on? the 
decisions and actioils they took. 
liecoming aw,ue of tlleir responsible behaviors appeared 
10 then llalre led to a valuiiig of self ; u ~ d  oi~e's potential. 
Su bscqucn t l ~ . ,  more risl; taking seemed to be initiated and 
carricd through bjr the parricipa~ls. Realizing that tllcir 
responsible behaviors resulted in successful outcor~les, the 
internal perceptions of each participant seemed to change from 
Learned Helplessness to Mastery Orientation. 
Variation Within Patterns and Interrelationship of Pat terns 
- 
The participants all identified unconditionally caring 
people that were involved in their life during the time they 
experienced a Critical Consciousness-Raising Event. The 
participaits agreed it was the belief the accepting person 
exhibited toward them that helped them believe in thelnselves 
and transition to a state of Mastery Orientation. 
Three of the participants identified "Accepting Persons" 
that were i~lvolved in their life during difficult esperiellce that 
oc:curred yr-ior to the Critical C o ~ ~ s c i o u ~ ~ ~ e ~ s - R c i i S i ~ ~ g .  Even 
though this accepting person was not involved during the 
Critical Consciousness-R~sing Event, the participants were 
urlwilling to clin-tinate thern from their list of accepting people 
in tlieir lives. One might speculate that the rnemory of this 
unconditionally accepting person influenced their current belief 
in themsclves and thus influenced their transition. 
Each part icipcu~t felt the need to cake responsibility for 
his or her life and responded ~ippropriiitely. This need seemed 
t o  arise from \he CI-itical Co~~sciousness-Raising Evenr situation 
in ivhich he or she found his or l~erself. 'fhe strength received 
fl-0111 the accepting pcrson's belief in them coupled ~ ~ ~ i t l l  the 
awareness wllich occurred as a result of the Critical 
Consciousness-Raising Event seemed to enable them to make 
and then follow through on the participant's life changing 
positive choices. 
The transition process itself seemed to occur at different 
times in the participants' lives. Three of the individuals 
seemed to mL&e the tra~sition to Mastery Oriented in their 
early twenties, one in his mid to late twenties, one in his 
personal life in his mid hventies a ~ d  academically in his mid 
thirties, and one in her ecvly thirties. 
The trailsitioll from LH to MO happened quickly for some 
of the participai~ts and over a period of time for others. The 
rcla I ionsl~ip between time and t 1-msi tioil doesn't seem to 
contribute to our urldei-stal~dii~g of the LH to blO transition 
phet~omcl~a. 
As one corltinues to ponder the learned helpless 
phenomenri, the cluestioll that co~ltillues to plague those who 
~ r o u l d  idealisticall>. like to see every learned helpless 
indi\.idu;~l transition to mastery orientation is ~ ~ h y  one person 
is able to make the tr;ulsirion from 1-N to MO ivhile ar~other is 
not. This is apparent from simply looking around. One can see 
individuals almost d;til>r ~vith learned helpless perceptions who 
al-c in crisis, nrho are surrounded by people cvho care about 
them, ' ~nd  \L~IIO elTen ciesperately want to behave responsibl~~ 
and initiate change, but who are unable to bring about such a 
transition. Why? There must be factors that prevent 
transition as well as factors that promote it. 
Summary of Transition Patterns 
Each of these three patterns increased the participant's 
awareness of himself or herself. Self-awareness is very 
important in effective decision making as it leads to rational 
thougl~t processes. Once self-awareness is obtained, the 
individual has a choice as to whether to continue the Learned 
Helpless behavior or choose to act in a more Mastery Oriented 
Cashion. 
Each one of the participiu~ts iiz this study sce~ned to 
develop self avvrireness through ;m accepting person(sQ) belief 
in 1 hem, through critical consciousness-raising elren t (s), and 
(five of the six) through accepting the need to take 
rcspo~lsibility and follow through with one's efforts in order to 
reitlize positive outcome. Their self-awareness was manifested 
in their perceptions of their abilities, their view of their 
personal coiltrol o\-cr [heir lives, their \.iew of the relatioilship 
between outconle and effort, their responses to their successes 
and f'iilures. 
They seemed to no longer iriew their successes as n result 
of cstcrn:~l influences but r;ither proudly vieitled them as a 
result of their personal ability recognizing they did have the 
ability to succeed. They seemed to comprehend a relationship 
between outcome and effort and thus felt in control of their life 
circumstances, using degrees of personal effort as the 
mechanism to reach their desired outcome; success. They 
seemed to demonstrate pride as a result of the success 
achieved through their effort and ability. 
They seemed to no longer view their failures as a result 
of their inability, but rather viewed their failures as resulting 
from lack of personal effort. They appeared to comprehend the 
relationship which exists between outcome and effort, 
recognizing that failure situations could be corrected tl~rough 
additiolzd personal effort. A sense of guilt could still be 
csperieilccd by the participants when failure resulted from 
their insufficient effort, but they 110 lor~ger felt the 
o\~er-c\rhelnli~ig shanle which existed previously. The 
ac kno\\rledgl~zen t that success is collti~lgerzt upon the 
il~dividual's increased effort, helped combat any ilcgative self- 
Discussion of the Findin~s \vith the Iicview of the Literature 
-- 
'l'hc researcher had ttlro coilcer~~s wilh educational 
intewen~ion strategies used by resexchers in the pist to 
laci1it;tte ,I changr i ro~n 1.11 to h10. The i i r s~  concern \\:IS the 
lack of available strategies for teachers for use to facilitate the 
chLwlge process. The second was the concern that individuals 
could learn correct Mastery Orientation overt responses 
without changing their introspective, covert Learned Helpless 
perceptions. In other words, although they may appear 
outwardly to be Mastery Oriented, they may continue inwardly 
their Learned Helpless belief system. If both covert and overt 
behaviors are necessary, then survey or other research 
procedures e~npl~asizing just one could make false 
idei~tificarions of the individuals. 
The researcher now has a different perspective of the 
past intervention strategies based upon the conclusio~~s of this 
study. Briefly the past intervention strategies included 1) 
reinforcemei~t strategies; either verbal reinforcernci~r from 
others, it?-itren rcinforcement from others, and/or verbal 
reinfol-celllent fro121 self 2 )  a tc~ngible and exch~u~geable token 
ele~ncn t of reiilforcernent ivi th \lei-bal reinforcement, 3) 
joui-n~ding and o\vning success, 4) mastery lenrnii-!g techniques, 
5)  llunlber of s~~ccessful experiences, 6 )  supportive corrective 
instruction, 7)  \ridcot:~ped testjlnony of a professor's success 
resul~ing from ability and effort, and videotaped rest imony of 
college senior's success resulting li-om effort. 
1:ach of these past i11 t ervcntion str-'~tegics had some 
element of the c11~111ge influences identified in this stud?.. This 
study found that unconditional belief of another person is a 
important factor in facilitating change from LH to MO. 
Unconditional belief might have been felt by the stude~lts who 
received the retraining strategies and hence might have sewed 
as a confounding variable in previous studies. For example, 
students receiving reinforcement strategies, such as verbal or 
written reinforcement from the teacher (Fowler & Peterson, 
1981; Chapin & Dyck, 197G; Relich et al., l98G; Aldrews & 
Debus, 1975; Supersao et d., 1987), may have construed this 
as unconditional belief by the teacher within the coiltext of the 
reia tion ship developed. Even s tudei~ts receiving token 
reinforce~nents could have coilstrued the relatio~lsl-~ip built 
between the teacher and student as unconditional belief. I t  
nlight h~1l.c been the unconditional belief within the 
rcli~tionsfiip th,tt contributed to the change process along with 
the cluctn ti t atilrelq' measured rescarcl~ variables. 
This study also found that critical cconsl-iousness raising 
events ill-e iinportant factors to facilitate a ch,lnge from LH to 
&lo. Certainly failing grades in college that the students were 
cspci-iencing in Perry '~nd Penner's (1930) and Wilsoil and 
Lin~rille's (1982) studies could qualify as a critical 
consciousness r,?ising e\?ent and inten~entions in the form of 
vicieo tnycd testimonials could have been interpi-cted as 
solncollc. c-L~ring enough  bout other students klcing the s,~il-te 
crises to take the time to offer encouragement through their 
taped testimonial. 
This study also found that a sense of responsibility was a 
important factor to facilitate a change from LH to MU. The 
studies that employed mastery learning techniques (Guskey et 
a1 1983 ), or successful experiences (Dweck, 19751, or even 
supportive cori-ective instruction (Allen & Dietrich, 1991) were 
probably assessing, in considerable part, the degree to which 
the students were developing a sense of responsibility for their 
oct.11 learning rather than measuring the effect of the 
ii~terven tion strategy. 
The reselu-cl~er dso  belie~tes, based on this study's 
findings, it rnay be better to focirs transilioi~ in tenren t ion on 
providing opportuilities for individuals to beco111e aware of 
their abilities, to niake wise choices, and to accept 
responsibiiity for these cl~oices, all while in ai environment 
~ v l ~ e r c  uncoi~ditioi~al belief is demonstrated. 
1rnplic:itioiis of the Study 
'I'his study has irnplicatioiis for professionals and 
individuals that are involved ~vith Learned Helpless adults both 
iiiride and outside the eclricatioi~al arena. Based 011 pattern one, 
An Accepting l'crson that belie~red in the participant, college 
instructors and others need to rrnderstand that unconditiol~al 
belief is extremely important. Once aware of its importance, 
they can assess their personal attitudes toward the students in 
their class, and if they find themselves lacking, rake steps to 
make improvements. I t  may be that in some students' lives, 
their instructor is the only unconditionally believing person. 
Also based on pattern one, it is important for teachers to 
set up accepting systems within their classroorn in whicl? 
students can learn to respect and accept each other. A 
suggcstio~l to help instructors implement accepting systems in 
the classroom might be systems that discourage classroom 
competition. Several of the iildividuals in this study while in a 
state of Learned IIelplessness were unable to recognize or 
Liccep t their successes because their successes were not the 
"highest score" or the "best grade," etc. Competitive 
cnvironrneizts seem to encourage" us to assign self-~~alue based 
on our pl;~cemcnt ?trithin !lie competitive system. This kind of 
s>:tem does not provide for acceptance at level of 
accornplishlment. 
hnot hel- suggestion help instructors imple~nent 
accepting sSrstems in the classroom might be to provide 
students with an opportunity to work in cooperative groups. 
The best skills of each group n~ember can I-re utilized to 
contr-ibu te to it  111utual1y successful project. Once !,ou are 
a(-ccpted in a small group and experience a s~lcccssful earning 
experience; one might feel better about o~zeself and one's 
abilities. This is a way to promote acceptance behveen 
students. 
Based on pattern one and two (Accepting Person and A 
Critical Consciousness-Raising Event), it  might also be important 
for students to be iilvolved hlth accepting people outside the 
classroorn. Mmy institutions of higher learning provide 
coullselors to assist the student with crisis situations in his or 
her lives. This rnight be an opportunity for the student to be 
involved with another accepting person aid also might provide 
then1 t l ~ e  opportunity to be involved in small group activities 
urith acceptiilg peers. I t  could also be a time when cour~selors 
could help the individual focus 011 internal factors for his or her 
successes and failures racher than external facto1-s. 
h l o ~  t Cur-ren t Le~irned Helpless Researcl-1 
Leruned IIclylessness co~ltiilues to be the subject of much 
resc.~vcl~ because the phenonlena continues to debilitate 
indi~~iduals  and at t~-act he a t ten t io~~ of researctlers. bIuch of 
the ongoing I-ese;u-ch loohrs. at the Le~~rned Ijelpless pllenomena 
and hotv i t  is manifested in diffeerent settings, such as 
multicult ural e~npowerment, e~~~otional'bchtl\~ioral disorders, 
clepressio~l, alld lc~uning disabled to name a few. 'There 
c.ontinuc.s to be n lack 01' resc;\rch t11,lt identifie5 or tests the 
effectiveness of intervention strategies that change an 
individual's perceptions from LH to MO; although, researchers 
do speculate strategies that might be effective. 
Recommendations for further Research 
Further research is suggested ro further our 
undcrst,u~ding of the learned helpless phenomenon in general 
and specially the transitional process to orienlation. 
With this purpose in mind, this research plans to conti~lue this 
research looking at a case study of an leaned helpless adult 
w l ~ o  is personally, professionally, and academically successful, 
but has not made the transition to Mastcry Oriented. Possibly 
understanding the perceptions of this individual ivill lead us ro 
ur~dcrst~ulding more about why triu~sition does not occur. 
This researcher also plans to continue researcll in the 
Lu--e,I by studj-ing individuals in other life situations than those 
cvho have  returned to finish bachelor degrees as non- 
tradi t ion;il studen~s. Some of those life situat-ions nligl~t be 
adulls ivho ;ire not and do not plan to atrend college, adults in 
professional positions, or adults in major life rrauma, etc. 
7'11is researcher plans to continue rese,-irrh in the area by 
cornpal-ing the perceptions or Master); Oriented and Leal-ned 
Ilelpless adults in successful and ullsurcessful life experiences. 
it.isl~cs 1 0  furrller- obsei-\!e the mr111ifest;ltion o f  expected 
difference of learned helpless a i d  mastery oriented 
individuals' perceptions. However, she also wishes to uncover 
unexpected differences and si~nifarities of learned helpless md 
mastery oriented individuals' perceptioi~s whatever they might 
be. 
And finally this researcher plans to search for factors 
that prevent LH to MO transition as well as factors that 
pronlote it. 
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Table A 1  
Summarv of Review of the Literature 
attributioiial 
altrihutional feedback. 
3. Success-~cacher positi1.c 
feedback and sclf 
atlrihutional I'cedhacL. 
I3ilur-c-~eac-her neutral 
fcedbac.h and sclf 
a ~ r  rihutionul fecdba(.k. 
2. Up to three failures, 
absence of attributional 
success; absence of 
attrihu~ional retraining. 
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Appendix 3 
Presentation of Review of the Literature Articles 
Fowler arid Peterson (1981) found that an attributional 
retraining program had a positive effect on changing students' 
debilitating attributional responses. They divided fourth 
through sixth graders into four groups: three treatment and 
one cor~trol. The treatments were as follows: 
Treatment method one: The teacher provided positive 
feedback for correct trials ("That was very good.") and neutral 
feedback for incorrect trials ("No, you didn't get that .": Fo~vler & 
Peterson, 1981, p. 252).  
Treatment method two: The teacher provided positive 
and attribution feedback for correct trials ("That bras very 
good. That means you tried hard.") and neutral and 
attribcilional feedback for incorrect trials ("No, you didil't get 
that. That meals you have to try harder."; Fowler & Peterson, 
1981, p., 252).  
Trei~trnen t method three: Students were taught tliese 
attribution statements; "I got that right. That means I tried 
hard." "No, I didn't get that right. That means I have to try 
harder." Following correct trials they were provided positive 
fcedbr~ck from, the teacher ("That was good.") a ~ d  self feedback 
(They were asked 10 tell themselves the attributiol~al feedback 
stat erncnts I hey were raught to use after successes). Following 
incorrect trials Chey were provided neutral feedback from the 
teacher ("No, you didn't get that.") and self feedback (They 
were asked to tell themselves the attribution feedback 
statement they were taught to use after failures; Fowler & 
Peterson, 1981, p. 252). 
In comparison to the control group, Fowler and Peterson 
( 198 1 ) found significant attributional changes occurred after all 
three treatment methods; however, they did not find one 
method significantly better than another. They coi~cluded that 
es te r r~d  affirmation (from the teacher) and internal 
caffirmation (from the student themselves) both positively 
changed at tributioil patterns. 
Dnreck (1975) found that an attributional retraining 
program had a positive effect on changing student's debili(ating 
at t ribu tio~znl responses. 
She divided Learned Helpless fifth grade children into 
bvo groups: a treatment (attribution retraining) group and a 
conlrol (success only experiences) group. The success-only 
group recei\red a series of trials each resulting in a plmned 
success.  he retraining group received a series of three trials 
t~vo f ivhich were pl~u~ned failures. In the retraining group 
w1lpll the cllild failed, he or she was told by the researcher, 
" ~ l ~ a r  means one should have tried harder" (h reck ,  1975, P. 
1079). 
The success-only group cotltinued to display debilitating 
pf rformance following failure. The attribution retraining group 
maintained or improved their performance folio~illg failure. 
The attributioll retraining group dso  d e w s t r a t e d  increased 
eillphasize on effort over ability. The children in the success- 
only treatment showed no such increase f Dweck, 1975). 
Chapill and Dyck (1976) found that at1 ;attribution;,tl 
retraining program had a positive effect on changing students" 
debilitating attributional responses. The researchers selected 
30, fifth-, sixth-, and seven tlr-grade cllildren who were reading 
below grade level. Their attribution2 styles were not assessed. 
The methodology included a pretest, three traii~ing days, and a 
posttest (Chapin & Dyck, 1976). 
The researcfiers established four treatment conditions: 
t-\vo levels of partial reinforcement (e.g., a failure always 
fbIloured by a success, up to three failures in a row), paired 
with the presence or absence of attribution retri~ning; and a 
control group, success-only condirion (Chapin & Dyrk, 1976). 
Rctn~lling consisted ol  the follo\%ing: after success trials 
children were told, "That was very good; that means you tried." 
After  failure trids, they were told, "NO, ).ou didn't get that; that 
me;uls you should have tried harder." Groups ~ i l h o u l  
clttrihutioll retr;~ning se re  simply told. "That's rigllt," or "Kol 
thllt's \\l-ong" (Ch;rpin & D~~ch. 1976, p. 5 1 2 ) -  
Chapin and Dyck ( 1976) foulld that partial reinforcement 
(sometimes succeeding and sometimes failing) and attribution 
retraining enhanced children's persistence in achievement 
situation. The children's effort attributions increased i i ~  their 
reading behavior as a result of both length of failure trials and 
attribution retraining. 
The children in this study were identified as slow 
readers, but they were not identified as Learned Helpless. 
Therefore, although the attributional retraining produced 
statistically significant results, possibly the students were 
already Mastery Oriented and simply improved, rather than 
changed from a L,earned Helpless status before retraining to 
Mastcry Orientation status after retraining. 
Also because of tlze phrasing of the attributional 
retraining, i t  is possible the children in the treatment group felt 
the resc;xcher was collcer~lcd about them and the children in 
the control group did not feel the same level of concern. 
Because of the different concern levels the children might have 
experienced and the fact that the Learned Helpless status of 
the group was not determined before introducillg the 
treat mcnt v;u-iable, the internal validity of the study mily have 
been conlpron~iscd. 
Relich, Debus, and Walker (1986) found that an 
at t r ib~t ional  retraining program had a positive effect on 
changing students' debili rating attribu tional responses. 
Relich et al. ( 1986) administered at-tributional retraining 
treatment to Learned Helpless sixth graders. Eighty four math 
students were placed in four groups: Group one (M)  Modeling 
(e.g., The teacher verbally explained division while modeling 
the solution. The teacher provided feedback indicaring only 
the accuracy of the solution); Group two (MA) modeling with 
attribution (e.g., The teacher verbally explained division while 
modeli~lg the solut-ion. The teacher provided attribu tioilnl 
feedback); Group three (SP) self instruction (e.g. Students 
reviewed an illstructiorl booklet for sofvirlg division proble~~ls. 
Thc teacher provided feedback indicating the accuracy of the 
solution only); Group four (SPA) self ii~struction and 
at tribut ional feedback (e.g. Students reviewed iul instruct ion 
bool;lclt for solving divisioi~ problems and recciwd 
riL-ut iond feedb~~cli from the teacher); Group five (C) was the 
con tr-01 group. 
Relic11 et al. ( 19%) administered at rributiorlal retraining 
treat mcnt to 1,exned IIelpless sixth graders. Thc teacher- made 
effort/nbility attribution statements after success and f;xilure 
trials. Statenlents made after success trials were, "That's 
correct; see, ~ ~ o u  ha\.e the ability to do di\r isio~~s \\hen ).ou tr>, 
hard" (p. 204); The statements made after failure trials were, 
"That's incorrect: I know you have the ability but you just have 
to try harder" (p. 204). Students attribu tional statements were 
solicited. Most of the students attributed their success and 
failures to ability and/or effort. The control group feedback 
was simply: "Yes, that's right," or "No, that's wrong" (p. 204). 
Each treatment produced significant differences beween 
pre- and post-test scores on the index of heIplessness scale. 
The control group's index of helplessness scale pre- and post- 
test scores were not significantly changed. There were no 
sigllifica~t differences among the treatment groups (Relic11 et 
A,, 1986). 
hdrecv uld Debus (1978) found that an attribution211 
retraining program had a positive effect on changing students' 
debiii tatiilg at tri butional responses. 
Andrew and Debus (1978) studied 42, sixth-grade males 
to set if all attributional retraining progran would significantly 
change their success and failure ascriptions. The subjects were 
divided into three groups: coiitrol group, social reinforcement 
group, and social reinforcement with token reward group. 
The control group completed a set of tasks and recei~~ed 
no training. The Socid reinforcement group completed the 
siune set of tasks after inecl~anically indicating 011 a scale of 
zero to ten (0 - 10) h o ~ v  \\rll the). espccted to do on the task 
k~hyhy, followed by a verbalization of their expectations. The 
teacher reinforced the students successes saying, "Tllat's 
good!"; "Very good (John)! "; "OK! "; "Good!" For a failure trial the 
teacher said, "Very good (John), we usually fail because we 
don't t v  hard enough, don't we?" If a student did not make an 
attribution to effort after four success trails, the trainer said 
casually, "It looked as though you were trying pretry hard that 
time" (Andrew and Debus, 1978, p. 157). 
The social reinforcement plus token group was the same 
as the social reinforcement group with the exception that it 
added a token exchange procedure. The children received a 
token for each reinforcernei~t trial. They were asked to count 
them and were eventually able to exchanged them for 
tangibles (Andrew & Debus, 1978). 
Alldrew and Debus (1978) fou~ld on the post-test both 
trentmellt groups attribured success and failure to effort 
signific~ultly n1or-f often than the control group; however, the 
treatment groups were not significantly different from each 
other. 
Supersaro et al. ( 1987) fouud that an attribut-ional 
retraining program had a. positive effect on cllailgiilg students' 
debilitating attrihutional responses in some situation and not in 
cl t 11~1-S. 
Supersax0 et A. ( 1987) investigated if sixth grade 
students' attributions to success and failure would change as a 
result of their teachers giving written feedback on the 
students' tests. The teachers attempted to look at the results of 
the test from the students' point of view to determine if the 
student would think his or her test was a successful test, an 
average test, or a failure. 
For extremely successfuI tests (from the student's point 
of view) the teacher would respond with written statements 
such as, but not limited to, "Look what capacities there are in 
you"; or, "Your ideas are substantial and inventive, as so often." 
For average tests (from tlie student's point of view), the 
t-eaclzer would respond wi t f i  written statements such as, but 
not limited to, "Your ideas aren't worked out \veil cnough 11ere"; 
or, "Considering your abilities, you gave up too quickly this 
linle." For failure tests (from the student's point of view) the 
teacher would respond wit11 written statements such as, but 
not limited to. "Too bad you've made too little an effort this 
time"; or, "I'm sorr)., you just didn't focus your attention 
enougll Ilere" (Supersa~o et al., 1987, p. 6). 
He found written feedback increased attribution to 
nbilit y, decreased attributions to ease of task, decreased failure 
attriburion to ability, and found no change in  hilure 
attributions to effort (Supersaso el al., 1987). 
Supersaxo et al. (1987) like Chapin and Dyke did not 
identify Learned Helpless children to participant in his 
research project. Therefore, although the attribu tional 
retraining produced statistically significant results, it is 
uncertain if the same significance results would be observed 
with Learned Helpless children. 
Reiher and Dembo (1984) found that an attributional 
retraining program had a positive effect on changing students' 
debilitating attributional responses. They believed self 
illstruc tional attributional training given to seventh and eight11 
graders would change urldesirable attributional patterns to 
desirable ones. 
'The self-instructional ilraiiliilg was a three phase process. 
First, st udents learned to recognize and self-nloni tor their 
current thoughts regarding failure situations in t i ~ o  treatment 
groups: one focusing on intrinsic methods and selr-instruction; 
the other focusing on extrinsic methods, ester~lally oriented 
behaviorislic approach. Second, they were taught to setf- 
instruct with botli effort statements and positive 
reinforcement. Third, thej7 vvere prolrided academic tasks on 
which they could practice their new self-monitoring and self- 
reinforcing skills (Reiher L% Dembo, 1384). 
These s;llne reseiu-chers found a11 attribution rerr~linil1g 
1x-ogr.un emphasizing effort did change students' success and 
attributiond. patterns to attributions of effort. They 
also foulld that intrinsic (self instruction&) m d  extrinsic 
(externally oriented behavioristic approach) self-monitoring 
tecllniques are equally successful (Reiher and Dembo, 1984) 
Approgmately 25% of the 30 students who began the 
study dropped out. Attrition was attributed to scheduling 
difficulties, teacher resisra~ce, subject confusioil with reference 
to the thne and location, and illness (Reiher and Dembo, 1384). 
Attrition is one aspect of the study which may have biased the 
findings. 
Allen and Dietrich ( 1931 f found that attri butional 
retraining program had a positive effect on changing students' 
debilitating attribu tioilal responses. They investigated if 
certain supporti~~e corrective il~struction (i-e., peer tutoring, 
additioilal worksheets, extra help from the teacher) would 
c l ~ ~ ~ n g e  at tributional patterns in ninth grade science students. 
They found it  was possible to challge undesirable 
attribution pat terns ro desirable attributionc~l palter~ls through 
supporlive corrective instruction while encouraging students to 
acllieve one hundred percent mastery (Allen 8. Dietrich, 1991)- 
'There are t~yo biases to iilteri~al validity that Seer- to be 
present in this study. First, reliability and validity figures 
Miere 1101 repor[ed for the i~lsrrumenr created used by the 
rcsenrcllcl-. Tl~ereforp, is difficult to feel confident that 
instrumellt truly measures attributions correctly aid 
consistently. Second, student attributional changes were 
measured for all students. Those with dysfuncriollal 
attributional patterns were nor studied separately to see if 
they, as well as those with functional attributional patterns, 
made attributiollal changes. Therefore, the functionid students 
increasing to even better levels may have raised the average of 
the group enough to account for the statistically significant 
differences. 
Guskey, Benninga, and Clear-k ( 1983 ) found that master 
learning techi~iques had no effect on changing students' 
debilitating at tributioi~al responses. 
Guskey et  d. (1983) tested changes in uildergraduate 
college students' attribution patterns after ins~ruction usillg the 
mastery learning teaching method. Students received regular 
checks o n  their learning progress through short quizzes and 
"forn~ative" tests. Students who did not achieve ~lincty percent 
nlclstery were given corrective activities. 
Gushey et al. (1983) did not find significant differences in 
atiriburjonal patterns belween studellts in the lnastery 
leal-ning trenmment group w ~ d  sr udents in the control group. 
I-{o\ye\rer, [he test scores of students pi~ricipating in the 
mastery lcamillg techniques did statistically improve. 
7'hrrcforc, one might conclude that succeas only through 
mastery learning techniques does not improve attsibutional 
patterns even though it seems to improve achievement. 
Wilson and Linville (1982, 1985) found that an 
attributional retraining program sccmed to improve 
achievement scores on standardized tests but did not change 
attributional patterns. 
Wilson and Linville's (1382, 1985) study tested a11 
attributional retraining program that consisted of a one time 
videotaped interviews with college seniors. They talked about 
how their GPA had improved over their four year college 
experience. The attribution retraining (videotaped t estirnonies) 
was intended to change attributions for performance from 
stable (you can depend of a repeat performance) to unstable ( i t  
may be different nest time) causes. I n  other words, just 
because you got off to a rough s ~ u t  in college doesn't 
necessarily n ~ e a i ~  this hill continue. 
IYilson and I,in\.iIle (1982, 1985) found that after 
at rri bu tional retr,uning, the student's achievetnent score on 
str~iidardized test and their GPA inlproved. However, there are 
many things in a college student's life, such as m~~lurotion, 
study groups, caring professors, etc., that could account for his 
or hel- academic impl-ovement. Since the impact of These other 
variables could not be eliminated, the statistically sigllificantly 
could be a result of any One, or any combination, of the 
variables and not the video done, 
Perry aid Penner ( 1390) showed that an attributional 
retraining Program using a videotaped testimony of a college 
freshman benefited students with attributions to external locus 
of colltrol (failures attributions to a source other than 
themselves). 
They studied 198 college student enrolled in an 
introductory psychology course. Attributional retraining 
consisted of an eight minute color videotape in which a male 
psychology professor described his freshman year in college. 
H e  recounted a critical period in his college education when he 
was ready to drop out; but, because of the persisteilt urging of 
a friend, he remained in school and eventually continued on to 
graduate school. 
The speL&er on the tape encouraged students to persist, 
saying persistence (effort) is an importai~t part of success, and 
that long tern1 persistence enhances ability. He indicated that 
effort is riot stable; it is con~roliable (Perry and Pell~ler, 1990). 
Perry and Pellner (1990) found studellts who mahe 
attributiorls to external locus of coi~trol bellefited from 
attributio11d rctriuning. They learned more during 3 lecture 
and llladc better use of study materials then the).' did before 
rhe training. 
Students enrolled in an introductory psychology course 
are likely to be lower classmen. A great deal of maturity 
occurs during most student's freshman year. Thus, changes in 
achievement for these students could be attributed to 
maturation, rather than the testimonial. This is one aspect of 
the study that may have biased the findings 
Coilnell a i d  Krmnel ( 1982) found that an arrri butioi~al 
retraining program did not change the individual's attributiollal 
pat terns. 
Coi~i~ell and Kirnrnel (1982) coilducted a tell day institute 
designed for adult women with leadership potential. They 
focused on organizational theory, management techniques, 
career developlnent, raising aspiration, and increasing attitudes 
toward expanding women's roles at work and in society. Two 
hours of the ten-day training focused on attributional 
retraining. It co~isisted of a presentation 012 current 
attributional research, e.g., the ascription patterns of high-need 
achievement males and feiz~ales. Parlicipxlts were encouraged 
ro analyze their attributional patterns and to make changes so 
that  heir pat terns might Inore closely resemble those of high- 
need achiel-erncn t males. 
High-need achievcmenl male attributiollnl patterns were 
defined as: high inilid expectancies for success, atrributions of 
snc-cess to the inlci-nal and stable element abilit)?, and fL1ilures 
to lack of effort. On the other hand, female attributional 
patterns were defined as: lower initial expectancies for 
success, attribution of success to the internal, unstable element 
effort, and failure to lack of ability (Connell and G m e l ,  1982). 
The women developed personal objectives for the 
institute and kept logs of their progress. They were asked to 
"owi~" their successes and analyze their failures, and then to 
share these attributioils with another person (Connell and 
finmlel, 1982). 
Conilell and Kimmel (1982) found their retraining efforts 
did not result in a shift of attributional patterns. The findings 
Lvere possibly a result of a ceiling effect (most of the women 
attcncting the institute afready demorlstrated a desirable 
a t t  ri b11 t ional pat tern) and to the insensitivity of the instrument 
used to measure attributional changes. A lack of emphasis on 
attribiitional retraining nvo hours of tell days) may also 
explain the failure to see attl-ihutiond pattern changes. Efforts 
~vcre  not undertalien to verify that the women at the 
collfercilce vie\ired high-need achie\*einent male attributional 
pat terns as desirable. They siinplq. may have decided that 
their current pattern was their pallern of choice. These aspect 
of the study may have biased the findings. 
Appendix C 
INFORMED CONSENT: INSrFITUTIONAL 
Purpose of this study 
The purpose of this research project is to investigate 
what factors have influenced adult students' perspective 
regarding how they feel about their successful and 
unsuccessful learning experiences. Please sign below if you 
give permission for the researcher to contact academic advisors 
and professors in your iilstitutio~~ to solicit help in identifying 
participants for this research project. The insti tutioil lias rio 
otlier respoilsi bility i11 the research st-udy. 
Responsibilities of Inslitution 
Once iiidividuals who fi t  the research criteria have been 
ident-ificd, tlie inst-it-ution will be asked to give perrnissioil for 
the sanie advisors and professors to get signed releases of 
iiiforn~ation forms from the ideilt-ified i~idividuals and to give 
these forms showing the individual's name and phone number 
to the researcher. 
Renefits to the Institution 
The findings of the study may translate into improved 
;~c l~ ic \ , emc~n  t of adults rcr urning to college. 
Confidentiality 
The l i m e  of the institution will be kept confidential. 
ReTerences to the institution in the research study Mill be as 
following: public and private rnidwestern two and four year 
colleges and universities. 
Voluntary Permission 
Your permission is completely voluntay. 
Report Research Findings 
If you would like a copy of the completed researcli 
project, you may request one from the researcher. 
Researcher Information 
The researcher is a Drake liniversity doctoral candidate 
and the resc~uch project will be presented to The Scl~ool of 
Education in partial fulfillmei~t of the requirements for the 
Degree of Doctor in Iiducation. If you have m y  questions about 
this research project, or if you nrould like to reach me a ~ y  tirnc 
durillg the project, 1 can be reached at the followii~g nulnbers. 
Cindy Green LVorh: 515-225-1800, Home: 515-255-8146. 
Call an). time. 
The  Faculty Advisor for this project is S. Pike Hall. His 
phone number  is 1-5 15-279-3497. 
Name: Date: 
Witness: Date: 
Appeudix D 
TRAINING MATERIALS 
Explanation of Attribution Theon/ 
"Attribution theorists are concerned with perceptions of 
causality, or the perceived reasoiis for a particular event's 
occurrence . . . It is important to note that "perceptions of 
causality are an ascriptioil imposed by the perceiver; causes 
per se are not directly observable" (Weiner, 1989, p. 280). 
Perceptions of causality are constructed by the perceived 
because they render the environrnei~t more mealingful. 
"The key to this model is the assumpti011 that causal 
beliefs about success and failure experiences have important 
cor~sequences for subsequelit feelings, espectmcies, and 
behavior" ( h d r e w s  c !  Debus, 1978, p. 154). 
Attribution theorists attempt to esplaiil behavior by 
investig:xting 110~2: individui~ls assign resporlsibility for their 
successes and failures. These assignments, urllike performance, 
arc n o t  dircctllr observable, but rather 'are percept ions ascribed 
bq7 the perceiver. 
Gage and Berliner ( 1988, p. 342) describe it this way: 
Per-forrn~~l~ce is only the visi bIe indicator of achiever~lent 
r ~ o t  kration; it is supported by a comple~ s~~stcrn of 
thougl~ts and feelings. IVl~en ~ v c  succeed or fLlil at a task, 
we llaturally think about who or what was behind our 
success or failure. We look to assign responsibility, to 
understand the causes of our performance. That is, we 
make attributions about who or what was responsible for 
how we performed. 
Since observation doesn't reved this complex system of 
thoughts and feelings, one must rely 011 the teslirnony of 
ilidividuals who sh,xe their thoughts and feelings. A n  
iiidividual's testirnoi~y regarding who or what was respoilsible 
for a student's success or failure on a geography test nzight be 
as follows: 
Testimoily for Success 
I really studied hard for the geography test. 
I CWI good at- rememberiilg geographical facts. 
7'lze geogi-aphy test was so easy. 
I really got lucky today and guessed a lot of questions 
correctly. 
Tes t in~ony for F~ulure 
I didn't study for the geography test at all. 
I ~ ~ 1 1  llot good at rernemberiilg geographicd fdcts. 
The geography test b\f~js so difficult. 
I redly  am unlucky today and guessed m a l y  
questioi~s iilcorrec tly. 
These ascriptions are an attempt by individuals to 
understand their environment. This understandi~~g is one 
source of feeling good, bad, or indifferent about one's 
accomplishment. This understanding is translated into 
meaning, and thus, one is able to make prediction about 
subsequent consequences. 
The organization of this sectio~t (Explanation of 
Attribution Theory) is as follows: first- the discussiort will be 
about Causa3 Dimensions (internal-exterrzd, stable-unstable, 
co~~trollable-~~~confrollable); second, Casual Antecedents, 
(reasons such as ability, effort, luck, and difficulty of task) that 
individuds use to assign meaning to their success and failures; 
and finally, the patterns of causafit)l and their descriptions and 
co11sequences. 
Dimensions of Causality 
Attribution theory is made of three dirnensiol~s of 
causality: locus of control, stability, and controllability. Each 
dimension is defined by two opposite characteristics: locus of 
con~i-01 has both 'an internal <and external locus of control; 
stability has both a stable and unstable characteristic; 
controllability has both a conrrollable ,and uncontrollable 
c11~~~1c1cristic. 
Locus of control is composed of attributiolls to "internal 
locus of control," (i.e., personal causality, a persorl senses 
herself to be the cause) and "external locus of control," (i.e., 
environmental causality, a person senses something in the 
enviro~lnle~lt to be the cause) (Weiner, 1989; Rotter, 1975; 
Heider, 1958). A person can make attributions to either a11 
internal or external locus of control. 
Stability is the second dirnensioi~ of causality. "Stability" 
is something one can depend on happening repeatedly; 
" unstabili ty" is something one sees as a one-time event. 
(Weiner, 198G; Heider, 1958). 
Colltrollability is the third dirnensioil of causality. 
"Coi~troIlable" is the feeling of having the power to direct an 
event; "uncontrollable" is the feeling of not having the power to 
dircc t an evellt (Weiner, 1989; Iieider, 195 8; Roser~baum 1372). 
Cas~~a l  Ant  ecedcnts, 
Causal A~ltecedents are reasons that ii~di\~iduals u e to 
assign ~ne;u~iling to their success and failures. The four reasons 
most oftell given by individuals to inlerpret their successes &-id 
failures are abilily, effort, task difficulty, and luck (Ba-Tnl R. 
Da-om, 1979; Frieze (e Snyder, 1980). A number of othcr 
reasons are d s o  used but less frequently, such as mood, 
fatigue, illnesc, and othcr people (Weiner, 1989). 
Researchers have found that each reason used to explain 
success and failure has one of the characteristics of each of the 
three dimensions of causality. The placernellt of a cause within 
the dimensions of causality depends upon the subjective 
meaning of that cause to the individual. For example, one may 
feel one is a lucky person (internal locus of control) or simply a 
victim of chance (external locus of control) (Weiner, 1989). 
There is, however, a general agreement among the attribution 
theorists of placement of causes within the dimensions of 
causality (Gage & Berliner, 1988) (See table C l ) .  
Ability is considered to be an internal locus of control, 
stable, and not controllable. In other words, ability is an 
ascription to persolla1 causality ability that dependably brings 
about repeated results, but is out of the control of the 
i~ldividnal. One cannot choose one's ability; therefore, the 
ascrip(io11 of ability is unconlrollable. However, once one 
undcrs t~inds herihis ability through persond experience 
(whetl~er that understanding is realistic or not) one can depeild 
on this perceived ability to remain const'mt. Thus, repeated 
results, whether successes or failures, will prevail (Gage & 
Berliner, 1988). 
Effort is considered to be a1 internd locus of control, 
trllsr:~Ltlc, and contr-ollrtble. I11 other words, effort is a11 
ascription to pel-ronnl causali t ) ~ ,  ~ ~ h i r h  is \.iewcd a s  a one-time 
event, and is in the coiltrol of the individud. One c a ~  choose 
one's level of effort exerted; therefore, effort is a controllable 
causal dimension. Since tile degree of effort exerted is variable 
and controllable, one cannot depend on repeated results unless 
identical levels of effort are exerted (Gage & Berliner, 1088). 
Luck is considered to be an external locus of control, 
u~lstable, and not corltrollable. In other words, luck is ;m 
ascriptio~i to ellvironmen tal catisali ty, 'ctrllicl? is viewed as a 
one-time event, but is out of the control of the indi\lidlral. One 
cLmnot control "lady luck." Therefore, one never knows just 
how a situation will turn out. The outcome is coiltrolled by the 
envirorlinent, which may bring varied results each time (Gage 
R. Berliner, 1988). 
Difficulty of task is coilsidered to be an esterllal locus of 
control, considered to be stable, aid collsidered to be 
uncontrollable. I11 olller words, difficult). of task is an 
ascription to en~~il-onmental c usality, which dependably brings 
about repeatcd results, but is out of the control of the 
individu;tl. One callnot choose how difficult a task be, but 
one can depend on the successful cornpletioil of rm easy task 
and the unsuccessful coinpletion of a difficult task (Gage 
Eel-liner, 1958 ). 
Table C l  
The Four Most Common Reasons Ascribed to Success and 
Failure and Their Corresponding Dimensions of Causalirv. 
- 
Ascription Locus of Control Stability Controllability 
Control- Uncon- 
Internal External Stable UiistabIe la ble trollable 
Ability X X X 
Effort X X X 
Luck X X S 
Ease of 
Task 
1)at t erns of Casual Antecedents 
Causal Anteccde~lts a-e  reasons that individuals use to 
assign 111ea1ing to their success and failures. People tend to 
assign responsibility for their successes ,and failures in hvo 
conllnon patterns. Patter11 one, also called Mastery Oriented 
and adaptive achievement belxivior, is represented by 
individuaIs who attribute their successes ro effort and ability 
but attribute their failures to lack of effort. Pattern &so, also 
cr~lled 1,earned Helpless alld maladaptive achic~~erncnt 
behavior, is represented by iildividuals who attribute their 
successes to luck and difficulty of task but their failures to lo\\7 
ithility (Weiner, 1989; lliseck 1956). (See Figure C1)  
Figure C1. Learned Helpless and Mastery Oriented attributional 
pat terns. 
Summary of Mastery Oriented Individual 
A Mastery Oriented individual credits her/l~imself 
(internal locus of control) for both her/his successes (effort and 
ability) and failures (lack of effort). Because effort and ability 
are internal, she feels competence and pride when she 
succeeds. Since she attributes her failures to effort (rather 
than low ability), she dues not feel incompetence when she 
fails. Rather, she feels she just needs to tr)/ harder. Therefore, 
both successes and failures lead to pride, self-esteem, and 
yersistei~ce in both success and failure situatioils <and a 
willingness to try achievement tasks again (Dweck, 198G). 
S t r ~ ~ ~ r n a t y  of Learned Helpless Individual (Patter11 Two1 
Failures and mistakes arc a natural part of the learning 
process. The consequeilces of these failures can be tither 
motitrrttii~g or disruptive depending on how students perceive 
the reasons they failed. Children who routinely give up in 
failure situations perceive failure are a result of variables 
outside of their owl control (Dweck, 1975). They are identified 
as Idearned I-Ielpless because they believe that outcome is 
intiependent of effort. They attribute failure to poor ability, to 
the difficulty of the task, to teacher bias, or 10 other forms of 
bad luck. They believe inspile of how hard they rry the 
out cornc will  be failure. Therefore, to avoid 01- rnininlize a 
sellse of failure, stop trying. If they do not try, then at 
least they can 'fail wit11 honor' rather than risk uncovering 
additional evidence that they lack ability by trying and failing 
a n p a y  (Covington & Berry, 197G). 
A Learned Helpless individual credits herself for her 
failures (low ability that is an internal locus of control) and 
credits external forces (luck and easy task that are external 
locus of control) for her successes (Dweck, 1986). Observe the 
iilcoilgruity in the ascriptions of a Learned Helpless oriented 
individual. If she ascribes causality for her failures to internal 
factors (ability), would she not ascribe causality for her 
successes also to internal factors (ability)? (Gage & Berliner, 
1988). 
Because luck and difficulty of task, (ascriptions of 
success) and low ability (ascriptior~ of failure) are all three 
ui~coi~trollable (see figure C I ) ,  a Learned Helpless individual 
feels she has no control over her successes or failures. She 
feels she is a victirn of her own genetic misfortune (ability), 
fate (luck), or teachers who assign a difficult task (difficulty of 
task) (Gage (e Berliner, 1986). 
The dilncnsion of stability impacts l10\v responsibility is 
assigned by influencing the certainty or uncertainty of the 
futul-e. Because luck is unstable, she expects to succeed or fail 
accol-ding to the r~hims of "lady luck." She is uncerrain from 
minute to minute whether the next achievement task will be a 
success or a failure. Because difficulty of task is stable, she 
feels certain she will only succeed when faced with an easy 
task, and certain she will always fail when faced with a 
difficult task. Because ability is stable and she feels her ability 
is low, she feels certain she will fail (Gage & Berliner, 1988). 
Because of their maladaptive attributioi~al patterns, 
Learned Helpless individuals experience shame, avoidance, 
md/or  lack of persistence in both success and failure situations 
and are unwilling to attempt achievernei~t asks again (Gage Ei 
Berliner, 195 8). 
Appendix E 
RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
from Potential Participant to Academic Advisor and/or 
Professor 
I give my perrnissiol~ 
(name of potential research participant) for you 
( r m e  of 
acadenlic advisor or professor) to give my name and home 
phone number to Cindy Green. She is coilducting a research 
study and can call me to explain her study. 
I understand I have not: agreed to participate in the 
study. I have only agreed that my name and phone number 
may be provided to Cindy Green and that she may call me a i d  
explain the study. 
The researcher is a Drake LJr~iversity doctoral candidate 
a ~ d  the rese;wcl~ project will be presented to The School of 
Education in partial fulfillinei~t of the requirements for the 
Degree of Doctor in Education. 
N~XIIIC' Date: 
IVIt'ltness: Date: 
l'otential Participant Narne: 
Potential Participant Pllolle Nurnber: 
Appendix F 
INFORMED CONSENT: RESEARCH PARTIClPANTS 
Purpose of this study 
The purpose of this research project is to investigate 
what factors have influenced your perspective regarding how 
you feel about your successful and unsuccessful learning 
experieizces. 
Responsibilities of the  Participant 
If you wish to participate, you will be asked to write or 
record ( I  will provide a tape recorder for your use.) a brief 
autobiograpl~y. Since the purpose of the autobiography is to 
help us get acquainted, it doesn't have to be long. Simply 
describe yourself I~owever you would like to and talk about 
what >.ou coi~sider to be the highlights of your life. YOU may 
write your autobiogr:~phy or use the recorder. Two or three 
written pages or tell to fifteen minutes of recording are enough 
for us to get acqu,~inted. 
You will also be asked to complete a survey called the 
IAR. It is n paper and pencil, multiple choice hind of survey 
that wilt help identify how you feel about your current 
successlul and ul~successful educational experiences. There :ire 
34 questions. I t  t,lkcs about 1 5  nlinutes to com~~lcte .  
You will be asked to talk with the researcher four times 
about your learning experiences. These sessions \yill take olle 
to two hours each. We will schedule them at times and places 
that are convenietlt to you. During these times, we tvili talk 
about your perceptions of your past and present successful and 
unsuccessful learning experiences. 
You will also be asked to keep a journal or diary of your 
thoughts between interviews. You may either write or record 
your entries. This journal is for the purpose of recording tl~ings 
that come to mind between the times tve meet together. For 
example, when we meet, you may mentior1 that you remember 
vividly taking a college math test and you were the only one 
that didn't pass it, and you chose to cut the remainder of your 
classes that day. After our interview, and possibly even 
several days later, you may recall otller feelings or things that 
happened that day that you wilt to add to the irlforrnation you 
ha\.e already reported. You will then record your thoughts ~ lnd  
feelil~gs and give the tape to the researcher at your nest 
meeting. 
you may fiild you have nothing further to report and 
spend no time at d l  recording your thoughts. you find 
tlljll~s do Cojlle 10 mind, a id  )IOU may wnnt to spend fi\.'e or ten 
rninutcs recording your thuugl~ls as they Occur to 4'ou. 
You will be asked to identify other people who have 
knorvledge of your succe~sful or unsuccessful educatiollal 
experie~lces. It may be someoile like your parents, spouse, 
academic advisor, or counselor. You do not have to identify 
anyone you don't want to. The individuals you have identified, 
with your consent and with their consent, will be contacted by 
the researcher. Once we agree which individuals to contact, 
you will ask each one if he or she agrees to be contacted bqr the 
researcher. If he or she agrees, s h e h e  [till sign a release of 
information form giving you permission to give the researc21er 
his/her rlcme and phoile number. No one will be contacted 
witl~out both your permissioil and their permission. 
You will also be asked to discuss your chailging 
experience ~vith others ~ ~ 1 1 0  have experienced a like change 
and/or have watched an individual change. During this 
discussioi~, you will share and compare how your experiei~ces 
are d ike  and different. You will not have to participate in the 
group experience to participate in the rest of the research 
projecl. Check below wrllat you wish to do about group 
participation. Ilnless you ;are "hugely" against or for the idea, I 
m70uld advise wailing to decide (option 8 3 ) .  Your feeliilgs about 
pilrticipntioil ma). change during the course of the intenriew 
process. YOU may like the idea now and hate it later, or hate it 
now and like it  later. I t  is your choice, and you may change 
your choice at any time. 
1. I wish to participate in a group setting to discuss 
my experiences. 
2. I do not wish to participate in a group setting to 
discuss my experiences. 
3. I have not decided if I want to participate ill a 
group setting to discuss my experiences. I will 
decide later and amend this consent form at that 
ti me. 
13enefits to the Participant 
I think you will enjoy reminiscing about your past 
learning experiences, especially when you see a chi-onological 
record of how many positive changes have occurred in your life 
despite sorne of the set backs you may be remcrnberiilg. 
Another benefit is that sharing your experiences car1 end 
up  helping others make positive changes in their lives, as you 
did. 
Confidentiality 
Your identity will be kept confidentid. A typist will be 
transcribing your journals and our interviews, but only first 
names will be used, so only the researcher will know who you 
are. Neither your first nor last name will appear in the final 
written project. Specific places, such as the name of your high 
school or thc i i ~ m e s  of other people, such as your p~veiits, 
advisor, or teacher you refer to, will NOT appear i11 the final 
w ~ i  t ten project. 
You may cl~oose the type of use to which your 
illformati011 is put. Check one of the uses listed below. 
You may directly quote me, but not lneiltioil my 11me 
or the ncmes of others specifically. 
You may describe my situation, but you may not 
n~ention my name or the names of otliers specificdly. 
You rnny describe my situation in general, but not so 
spccilically that anybody could identify me. 
You may not describe my situation at all. It is for your 
informalion onl).. You may only use i t  to draw 
co~~clusions about tllc study. 
You may change the type of permission you are giving at 
any time during the project. In other words, if you initially 
choose "you may directly quote me" and later change your 
mind, you may amend the form crossing off this original choice 
and making a new choice. 
Voluntary Participation 
Your participation is completely voluntary. Should you 
decide during the project you no longer wish to colltinue your 
pcarticipation, you may stop at any time; you are under no 
obligation to complete the project. You may withdraw at any 
time. 
Should you choose to participate at any level, choose not 
to pa-ticipate at all, or choose to discol~tiliue your participation, 
),our sfatus ~ I I  school or your acadenlic standillg nil1 not be 
affected. 
Report liesearch Findings 
Once the project is finished, we will meet one fast time so 
we can discuss the finding of this project. This rnee[ing will 
take about one hour. I will also give lrou a pl1oto copy of the 
final project. 
Researcher Information 
The researcher is a Drake University doctoral candidate 
and the research project will be presented to The School of 
Education in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Degree of Doctor in Education. If you have any questions about 
this research project, or if you urould like to reach me any time 
during tlze project, I can be reached at the following numbers. 
Cindy Green Work: 5 15-225-1800, I-Iome: 5 15-255-8 146. 
Call any time. 
The Faculty Advisor for this project is S. Pike IIall. His 
plio~ie liurnber is 1-5 15-279-3497. 
Please sign below, if you wish ro be a part of the project. 
N a n e :  Date: 
h ' i t ~ ~ e s s  Date: 
Appendix G 
AUTOBIOGRAI'HY GUIDELINES 
Please dictate an autobiography of yourself. InclLtde: 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone (both work and home): 
Age: 
Marital status: I-low long 
Children: How rn~my, ages, gender. 
Are you employed? Where, for how long? What kinds of 
jobs have you had since high scfiool? 
High School 
Where did you go to high school? 
When did your graduate? 
Favorite subject, ~v11y. 
Least favorite subject, ctlI~y. 
Approxinzate GPA. 
'Tell me about a successful high school experience. LVhy 
was it successful? 
'Tell me about at1 unsuccessful high school experience. 
LVhy  was i t  unsuccessful? 
Did you go on to collcgc after high scllooll 
If no, why not? 
If yes, where did you go and when? 
Why did you decide to go to college? 
What did you take? 
How did you do? 
I-Iow long did you go? 
Did you drop out? If yes, when and why? 
Why are you back in college now? 
When did you come back to college? 
What  are you taking? 
How are thiiigs going in school? 
Are  they going better than you thought, why, why not? 
Whnr else (-an you tell me that would help me understand your 
educatiolial experiences, both past and present? 
Appendix H 
Accuracy of Historical Memories 
The accuracy of memories may be questionable. One 
need only listen to family stories at a holiday gathering to see 
the differences in each person's report of the events. However, 
the importance of accurately rememberi~lg a1 anecdote for fun 
with relatives is not as important as remembering accurately 
past experiences from which one forms current attitudes a l ~ d  
behaviors. 
When a researcher uses past events as a source of data 
for a research project, tlle researcl~er must be coi~cerned about 
how accurately one remenlbers these past events. 
Research has relied heavily on retrospective reports for 
evidence of the impact of the past upon the present. "From the 
time of Freud, retrospective reports have provided much of tlle 
subst~ulce in studies coilceriled ~vith the role of early 
experiences" (Field, 1981, p. 1). Similarly, Field ( 198 1) saj7s in 
her researcl~ on the retrospective reports of the elderly that 
researchers have necessarily placed coilsiderable faith in data 
collection . . . through recollectioi~s and reminiscence" (Field, 
1051, p. 1). 
Mead 1992 ) looked at retrospective reports of teachers. 
1 - l ~  compares these reports, which he called 'teacher Tales' 
(remcrnL-ra~lces of a te;lche~-'s personal ~~ar11illg es~eriellces ill 
scllool), to the teacher's present practices and beliefs. Re deals 
with the accuracy of the teacher's recall by saying, "The details 
1 am unable to recall from 30 years ago do not detract from the 
utility of the story. . . . The significance [of a retrospec~ive tale] 
does not lie in speculating whether it  happened but in what it 
tells the listener about my present belief." He goes on to say, 
"whether the informants report the past with veracity is 
inmaterial. Instead, these teacher tales represell t accurate 
reports of present beliefs and attitudes."h other -words, 
interpretation is reality. 
Field ( 198 1) says we know very little about the 
rctrospcctive report, i~lcludi~lg its accuracy. She says, "only a 
longitudinal study, it1 which the rerrospective reports can be 
verified against data collected at earlier times, can determine 
\itbat topics tend to be reported accurately" (p. 2) .  
There have been oilly a few studies concerning the 
accuracy of retrospective reports (Field, 1979). Most of these 
de,d with the reports of rnotl~ers about their young children 
(DouglLjs Kr Blondield, 1956; Pyles, Stolz, R- Macfarlane, 1935; 
Ynrrobv, Campbell, K. Burton, 1970) or the retrospfcriol1 of 
)%oung ndul t s (Cherry Q. Rodgers, 1 979; Livso~l R- Mch'eill. 1 962; 
Weisll;lus, 1980) or the rnemory of the elderly 011 public events 
(Squire, 197-1). p~lblic faces (\Varrington & S;u~ders. 197 1 ), 
objcccs in cornillon use (Poon i;- F07ar-d. 1978 j ,  or e\,et~ts of 
limited persolla1 significance (Baddeley, Lewis, & Nimmo-Smith, 
1979; Gekoski & Kerrigan, 1980). 
All of these studies have found inaccuracies in the 
memory of individuals over time. "Factual information is 
recollected with more consistei~cy than attitudiild information. 
Many studies found a directional shift as well, for information 
was recdled as 'better' t l~an  it  in f , ~ r  had been: the baby 
walked and talked earlier" (Field, 1981, p. 2) .  
There seems to be little support for the accuracy of 
retrospective memory. Since there is little support for the 
accuracy of memories in the literature and since the accuracy 
of nlemories is a conceri~ of this study, it is necessary to look at 
ways to validate the accuracy. This validatiotl can occur 
through triar~gulation (verification by other stakeholders) and 
using the hermeneutic methodology (creating imd recreating, 
an~llyzing and reanalyzing, evaluating and reevaluating). One 
must also remember, Rogers (1357) believes that how people 
see things is, for t he~n ,  the only reality. 
S u n l m u  
-- 
We callnot be absolutely certain that research 
participants will reme~nber past events one l-iundred percent 
accura~ely. I11 fact, we can no^ say with any certainly what 
Percentage of past memories are accurate. Field, Mead, a d  
other res€?archers would agree with this statemelit. 
Even though this sounds as though we have little reason 
to believe anything recounted from the past, it would be as 
illogical to discount all past reported memories as completely 
inaccurate as it ~\~ould be to accept all past reported memories 
as co~npletely accurate. Somewhere between all and nothing 
lies a useful source of first hand inforn~ation from a1 
individual's personal history. This useful informati011 is 
uncovered through the herrne~leutic process. 
There is no doubt that as we search for explanations of 
events, the greater our pool of information The more rational 
our explanation will be. Time, maturity, experience, all 
co~ltribute to a greater inforniation pool for us to use to explain 
e\'cnts. 
Call we be totally certain that the events reported by 
ir~dividuals are accurale or can we be totally certain 
interpret at ions of past esperiences have not changed! No we 
cai~not. Iioivever, recollections are the only ~ ; l ) ~  the researcher 
11~1s to le21r1i first hand of the individuals' past histories. 
Altho~~gli  this method is not flawless, it is the best to01 
available. 'CV:'hen it is combined with the retrospective reports 
of others ~ ~ 1 1 0  were "there" and treated by meam of the 
herrneneutic process, the h~o~vledge le,ir~~ed beconles strongel-. 
Appendix I 
RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
From Participant for Other Stakeholders 
I give my permission 
(name of research participant) for Cindy Green to contact 
( r m e  of 
stakeholder) regarding his or her contrib,ution to this research 
study. I understand he or she will be discussing his or her 
perceptioils of his or her successful and unsuccessful learning 
experiences arid a i y  a d  all other topics that he or she feels 
are relative to this. 
I specifically request that these topics derived from my 
interview not be mei~[ioned by the researcher. 
The researcher is a Dr,ake University doctoral candidate 
and r he research project will be presented to The School of 
Educatioi~ in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Degree of Doctor in Education. 
N m e  Date: 
\laritness: Date: 
Appendix J 
RELEASE OF INFORMATION 
from Potential Stakeholder to Participating 
Stakeholder 
I give my permission 
(name of potential research stakeholder) for you 
( 1 m e  of 
research participant) to give my name and home phoi~e 
number to Cindy Green as a possible participant in her research 
study. 
I understand I have not agreed to participate in the 
study. I have oi~ly agreed that my name and phone number 
 nay be provided to Cindy Green and that she may call me and 
explain the study. 
The researcher is a Drake University doctoral candidate 
and the research project will be presented to The School of 
Education in parlid fulfillment of the requirer~~ents for the 
Degree of Doctor in Education. 
hT.,ul~e: Date: 
Name of I'otential Participant: 
Appendix K 
INFORMED CONSENT: STAKEHOLDERS 
Purpose of this study 
The purpose of this research project is to investigate 
what faccors have ii~fluenced an individual's perspective 
regarding how he/she feels about his/her successiul and 
unsuccessful learning experiences. 
Responsibilities of the Participant 
You will be asked to talk with the researcher twice about 
the lecxnirrg esperiei~ces of one the research participants. 
These sessior~s will take one to hvo hours each. We will 
schedule then1 at times and places that are convenient to you. 
During these times, we will talk about your perceptions of this 
ii~cli\~idual's past and present successful and unsuccessful 
learning experiences. 
You will also be asked to keep a jour~lal or diary of your 
thoughts beweell intenlie~k~s. This jourl~d is for the purpose of 
recording things that come to mind between tlze times we meet 
together. For example, after our incen4ew, and possibly even 
several days later, )leu may r e~~ lcn~be r  infornlation you want to 
add to the  ii~formntion you have already reported. You will 
the11 jo4 do\lrn [here thoughts and feelings in ),our jaurll~ll and 
give it to the researcher at our next meeting. You may find 
that you have nothing further to report and thus not spend m y  
time writing in your journal. You may find that things do come 
to mind, and thus, you may want to spend ten to fifteell 
minutes as these thoughts occur recording them in your 
journal. 
You will also be asked to discuss the individual's changes 
you have witiiessed with others who have had similar 
experiences. During this discussion you ~ l f l  share and compare 
how your experiences are alike and different. You do not have 
to participate in the group experience to participate in the rest 
of the research project. Check below what you wish to do 
about group pLarticipatioiz. Unless you are "hugely" against or 
for the idea, I would advise waiting to decide (oprion i f3) .  Your 
idea about participation may change during the course of the 
intenriew process. You may like the idea now and hate it later, 
or 11~1te i t  rlow a ~ d  like it later. I t  is your choice and you may 
change your choice at any time. 
- 
1. I wish to participate in a group setting to discuss 
nly esperiences. 
2. 1 do not wish to participate in a group setting to 
discuss nly experiences. 
3. 3. have not decided if I want to participate in a 
group setting to discuss my experiences. I will 
decide later and anlend this consent form at that 
time. 
Benefits to the Participant 
A benefit of participating in this research project is the 
contributio~l that sharing your experiences can have to help 
others make positive changes in their lives. 
Confidentiality 
Your identity will be kept confidential. A typist will be 
transcribing your journals and our interviews, but: only first 
names \krill be used so only the researcher will know tvho you 
are. Neitlier your first nor last n;mle 1411 appear in the filial 
\witten project. Specific places or the llames of other people, 
such as students, advisors, or teachers, will NOT appear in the 
final k ~ i t t e ~ ~  project. 
You majr choose the type of use to which your 
information is put. Check one of the uses listed below. 
- You may directly quote me, but not nlellt ion my narrie 
o r  the names of others specific all^^. 
You may describe my situation, but you may not 
mention my name or the names of others specifically. 
- You may describe my situation in general, but not so 
specifically that anybody could identify me. 
-. You may not describe my situation at all. It is for your 
information oilly. YOU may only use it to draw 
conclusions about the research study. 
You may change your level of confidentially at m y  time 
during the project. In other words, if you initidly choose "you 
may directly quote me" and later change your mind, you may 
anend the form crossiilg oCf this original choice and rnahing a 
new choice. 
Voluntary I'articipation 
Your participation is completely voluntary. Should you 
decide during the project lZou no longer wish to continue your 
pi~rticip~ition, you maq* stop at any time; you are uildcr 110 
obligation r o  complete the project. You may withdraw at any 
time. 
Should you choose to participate at any le~rel, choose not 
to participate 211 all, or choose to discontinue your pL~i-ricipL~tioll, 
the participant's status in school or hidher academic standing 
will not be affected. 
Report Research Findings 
Once the project is finished you may request a photo copy 
of the final project. 
Researcher Information 
The researcher is a Drake University doctoral candidate 
and the research project will be presented to The School of 
Education in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
Degree of Doctor in Education. If you have any questioils about 
this research project, or if you would like to reach me any time 
during the project, I can be reached at the following numbers. 
Cindy Crcen Work: 515-225-1800, Home: 515-255-8146. 
Call iuly tiine. 
The Faculty Advisor for this project is S. Pike Hall. His 
phone ilumber is 1-5 15-2 79-3337. 
Please sign below, if you blsh to be a part of the project. 
Narale: Dare: 
\Yitness Date: 
Appendix L 
INTERVIEW GUIDELINES 
when did they graduate from high school? 
When did they first begin college? 
How long did they first attend college? 
How did they first leave college? 
When did tiley re-enroil in college? 
How many re-enrollment have they had? 
What are the dates (From this deternline length of time 
between re-enrollmer~ts)? 
Reasons for their current college enrollmen c? 
A personal assessment of hocv they are doing ill co'liege 
currently (Success failure attributions). 
Reasons for their traditional rnatriculatioil in college. 
A personal assessment of how they did in college during 
their traditional college experience (Success and failure 
attributions). 
A persoilal assessment of how they did in high school. 
(Succcss and failure attributions). Also GPA. ACT. 
Appendix M 
Table M1  
Protection of the Riehts of Research Participants. 
Title of Form Who gets the Who Signs the Who benefits 
form signed Form from the 
Release of 
Inforn~ation: 
from Potential 
Participant to 
Acadernic 
Advisor and/or 
Professor 
Protectioi? 
Consent: 
liesearc h 
Par- t icipant 
Informed 
Corlsent: 
Institu tioilal 
Release of 
Infol-lnatior~: 
fi-oln Potential 
Stakeholder to 
I1art-icipating 
Stakeholder 
Academic 
Advisor and/or 
Professor 
Researcher 
Researcher 
Research 
Participant 
Representative 
of Institutiorl 
Potential 
Participant 
Institution 
Researcher 
Academic 
Advisor 
Professor 
Institution 
Poteiztial 
Particirxmr 
Researcher 
Research Participant 
Participant Researc11e.r 
Potential Rcsearclz 
Stakeholder Par-ticipan t 
Potenlial 
St ,akcholder A_------ 
Researcher 
Title of Form Who gets the Who Signs the Who benefits 
form signed Form from the 
Release of 
Informa tion: 
from 
Participant for 
Other 
Stakeholders 
Collsclzt: 
Stakeholders 
Researcher Research 
Participant 
Potelltiid 
Stakeholder 
Protection 
Research 
Participant 
Potential 
Stakeholder 
Researcher 
Potential 
Stakeholder 
Rese,archer 
Appendix N 
Learned Helpless and Mastery Oriented 
Indep th Analysis for each participant 
Jason 
Included in this section are coding and in-depth 
explanations to help the reader identify Learned Helpless 
issues in the vignettes and relate them to Learned Helpless 
Theory. Once the reader becomes familiar with the Leaned 
Helpless identifying process, the coding will no 1011ger be 
necessary; therefore, it is provided only in Jason's verification 
of Learned I-Ieiplessness and Mastery Orientation. 
Perceptioil of Successes and Failures 
Jason believed he did not have the ability to succeed. 
The followiilg are vignettes from his life that provide evidence 
t l ~ t  he believed he failed because of Iack of ability, which is an 
inter~lal factor, and succeeded because of an easy college, luck, 
etc., which are external factors. 
IIe initidly formed the opiilio~l that he lacked ability in 
elementary school, but he continued to verify this throughout 
his educational experiences. Ile attended a privclte grade 
school with rigorous entrance requirements. He felt he was 
"barely" making it. He s;rid "I felt like ever)ronc nri%s Smarter 
than rile- I felt I was r~lllling to catch up. I felt out of breath 
like I just made it by the skin of my teeth." He believed he did 
not have the ability (internal focus) to perform on a equal 
academic plane (failure) with his peers. He compared his 
scores (failure) to his peers' scores, and if he did not receive 
the highest score, he perceived that he failed because of his 
illability (internal focus). This demonstrates that l-ie believed 
he failed because he lacked ability (an internal focus explaining 
failure) to earn the highest score in the class. He also felt 
inadequate (an internal focus explaining failure) to compete 
with the other students in his class. 
I-Ie continued to feel he lacked ability throughout his high 
scl~ool pears aid his first tllret years of college. In higli scllooi 
f-ic felt criticized (percei1,ed failure) by his teachers for Itis best 
efforts. He rationalized that he was criticized because of his 
inability (internal focus explai~li~lg failure) to perform work 
t l~ar  ~1-1ould not earn criticism. His first year of college his 
grades were poor (perceived failure) but passing. This 
provided to hinl additional proof of his innbilit y (in(erila1 focus 
explaining Pailure) to e'xn p~issi~lg grades. 
l-ris grades ~vel-e xcellent (success) his second year of 
college, but hc rationkdized the). were ecarned ar a commulliW 
college was easier school (estemd factor explaining 
success) than the college d ~ e r c  he earned poor grades his 
freshmall year. Because he believed his success was a result of 
easier college (external factor explaining success) rather 
than a result of his ability (internal factor), his success did not 
contradict his perception of his inability (internal factor). 
His third year of college was at a university he again 
perceived as rigorous, and consequently he believed he could 
not succeed because he lacked ability (internal focus explaining 
failure). Although his transcripts showed he was doing average 
ctrorlc that year in college, he believed he was failing. Jason 
derined academic achievements as earning "A's." Since he did 
not get "A's," he believed he did riot have the ability (an 
interrid focus esplainirig failure) to be successful. He 
eventually dropped out of college and took a manual labor job 
( percei\led failure) believing this job  as sa his abdi t)i would 
en~ible him to obrain. 
These a - e  just a few examples from Jason's life that 
illustrate his perceptioils of his successes and failures. H e  
coi~sisrently demonstrated b>. his perceptions ~ ~ h o u t  his life 
espericiices that he believed he railed because he lacked abiiit?; 
and succeeded because of esrerllal fixctors. This coi~tributts to 
run ;~ccurnuiation of evidence that demonstrates that he was 
Learned Helpless i l l  the ~ ~ 1 s t .  
Perception of Control 
Jason routinely believed he did not have coi~trol over the 
choices in his life. In reality his parents and grandparents 
made many of his choices, and he didn't think he could assert 
his personal wishes. The followi~~g are vignettes from his life- 
story that demonstrate that he believed he did not have control 
over cii-cumstcmces in his life. 
Jason's pxents  made the decision he would go to college, 
rather than technical school, which really interested him. His 
p ~ x e n t s  felt he was "too smart" to pursue a technicid 
occupation. His grandmother chose the college he would attend 
his freshman year. After a poor academic performance, his 
parents decided hc would attend a comnunity college his 
sophomore year and decided he ~vould attend a four yecar 
ullivcrsity his junior year. Jason obediently follocved each 
decision his parents a ~ d  gr,uldpare~~ts made for him. He 
indicated he did not beIieve he had any othcr options. This 
illustrates that Jason belim7ed he did not have personal optiolis 
(lacl; of control) at this point in this life. 
\471~en he felt unsuccessful in school after his junior yecar, 
he decided lo drop out of college. He believed this was the only 
solution lo his academic problems. After he dropped out, he 
did not have the support or guid;ulce of his family. 'rherefore, 
he cvns, for the first time, making iinportallt decisions 
independently. Since he was inexperienced at decision-making, 
and did not know how to look at options and make wise 
choices, he believed his only employment option was a manual 
labor job, something that did not require skill or ability. Again 
he felt he had no other choice. 
These are just a fcw examples from Jason's life-story that 
demonstrate he felt he did not have contl-01 over his life 
circumsta~ces. This consiseer~t demonstration of lack of coi~trol 
contributes to an accumulation of evidence chat he was 
1,eariled Helpless in tile past. 
Perceptions of Positive Outcome and Effort Independence 
Jason viewed outcome (and effort as independerlt of each 
other. I-lc believed his best effort in e l e m e n t q  school 
produced inferior scores in cornparis011 to his peers. Iie also 
believed his best efforts in high school produced teacher 
criticism. 
Jason's perceived lack of success, in spite of his perceived 
best effort, seemed to discourage a belief in a link between 
effort and outcome. Iiis best efforts produced criticism and 
imperfect- scores: thus, he reasoned, erfort did ilot produce 
success. 
These are just a few esanples from Jason's life that show 
11e belimred outcanle and effort iverc independent. He 
consistently demonstrated that he did not see a relationship 
between outcome and effort. This coiltributes to an 
accumulation of evidence that demoiis trates that he was 
Learned Helpless in the past. 
Responses to Successes and Failures 
Jason's respoilse to his failures was to quit trying and to 
feel humilialed that he failed. He felt humiliation because he 
felt he lacked the ability to succeed. To minimize the pain of 
humiliation, he quit trying. He said, "I  just got tired of it 
[failing]. I just did enough to get by, then I didn't have to deal 
with it." He mailaged to colltil~ue passing with little effort until 
his frcslzm,a~ year of college. At this time his lack of effort 
earned for him poor grddes, and his parents did not permit him 
to return to this college his soplzoinore year. Although l ~ e  
reiilly didn't want to return, he was humiliated to leave on 
these terms. 
After Jason's junior year, he gave up and dropped out of 
college. At this point he was so certain of his inabilities t h ~ t  he 
felt a manual labor job was all he could qualify for. Hc did not 
try ilgait~ to succeed nci~dernically until 1le returned to college a 
few years later, or to succeed again personally unril he got 
married and became a father. 
These are just a few examples from Jason's life that show 
his response to his success and failures. He consistently 
demonstrated that he experienced shame and humiliation in 
the face of failure. This coiltributes to an accumulation of 
evidence that demonstrates that he was Learned Helpless in 
the past. 
Summary of .Tasonls Learned Helplessness 
Jason consistently demor~strated in the telling of his life- 
story that he believed he lacked the ability to succeed, that he 
believed he did not have control over his life, and that he did 
not see a relationship between outcome md effort. To avoid 
feelings of hunliliatio~l and shame aft-er failing, he simple quit 
trying. This dernoilstrates that Jason was Learned Helpless in 
the past. IIis Learned Helpless state continued until 
approximately his early twenties. 
Paula 
Paula's Verification of Past Learned Helulessness 
The follo~vii~g section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Paula's life-stay that ellabled the researcher to 
identify her as Imrned Helpless. 
Perce~tior? of Successes and Failures 
Paula felt she did not have the ability to succeed 
personally or academically. The following are viglletres from 
her life that provide evidence that she believed she failed 
because of lack of ability and succeeded because of external 
forces. 
Paula had not bee11 confident of her academic ability 
since first grade. She struggled to catch up after a two-month 
illness and felt as if she was behind throughout the rest of her 
educational experience. She was retained in secor~d grade and 
she felt humiliation, saying, "I just always remember feeling 
like just kind of dumb and not feeling very good about myself 
because everyone knew I got held back." 
Paula struggled in high school and did not feel as if she 
had e'wned her high school diploma. She nJas pel-mitted to 
p.articip~te in graduation ceremonies one credit short, tvl~ich 
bras coilfirmatioil to her that she lacked the ability to "realljr" 
graduate in spite of the fact that she did finish the follouing 
summer. 
Paula did not feel she was wortily to recei\,e "caring" 
I'!-oln others. The s u ~ m c s  after high school graduation, her 
high school counselor took her to high school completion classes 
on Saturdny morning. Sometirncs lle a r r i~~ed  ro pick her up to 
find her sleeping in, and h e  \izould h a ~ e  to insist she get LIP and 
go to class. Others described this counselor as extremely caring 
but Paula described him as " just doing his job. He was just a 
caring person. He was intrigued by my life." She was not being 
ungrateful; she truly believed she was not worthy of this 
kindness so explained it with external justifications. 
She also Pelt she was a personal failure because she was 
p,ut of a dysfunctional fcmily, because of her chemical 
dependency problems, and because of a decision she made to 
have an abortion. These perceived failures were cotlfirmat ion 
to Paula that she did not have the ability to succeed personally. 
Perceptioiz of Control 
Paula routi~lely felt she did not have coiltrol over tlze her 
life. One esimple is she felt trapped in a dysfunctional fanlily. 
Her physical needs were met, but her emotioilal needs were 
not met. Paula felt she had no choices. She indicated her 
mother had told her that in spite of her home situation that she 
could inAe appropriate choice. Ilowever, Paula indicated she 
did not see tllis as an option. She said "I'm not trying to put 
the blame anjwhere, but it's your house, it's where you live. 
You have nowhere to go. I didn't pick that situation, 1 didn't 
pick my parents. T h q r  gave birth to me; that's nlhere I'm at. 
That's my life." 
Perceptions of Positive Outcome and Effort lndeoendence 
Paula viewed outcome and effort as independent of each 
other. She was preoccupied with her family situation and it 
took all her effort just to survive emotionally. She was drained 
of strength and thus was able to exert much effort in 
achievement situations. Because she never intentionally tried 
to achieve, she did not associate effort with success. She said, 
"I  just thought it [failure] was expected. I didn't expect aiy 
more or m y  less.'" 
Responses to Successes and Failures 
Paula responded to failure situatio~ls in her life by giving 
up. Because she did not see a relationship between outcome 
and effort, she did not intentionally try to achieve academically 
for many >.cars. She felt einbarrassment and shame, 
einbxrassed to be retained in second grade and to Pail 
academically throughout her life. She idso felt shame ~ v l ~ e n  
hospitalized for cheil~ical dependence and for a decision she 
made to have an abortion. 
Summary of I'aula's Lelvlled Helulessntss 
I1aula consistently demonstrated in the telling of her life- 
slorjr thal she belieired she lacked  he ability to succeed 
~rcadenlically or personali~~. She bclie\red she could not change 
her ability or gain control over her family situation. Since she 
did not see a relationship between outcome and effort, she did 
not feel that anything she did would correct the situation. To 
avoid feelings of humiliation and shame after failing, she 
simple quit trying. This demonstrates that Paula was Learned 
Helpless in the past. This continued until approximately her 
early twenties. 
Paula's Verification of Current 3lasrery Orientation 
The following section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Paula's history that enabled the researcller to 
identify her as currently Mastery Oriel? ted. 
Paula began to make the transition to Mastery Oriented 
in her early twenties when she began to believe ill and trust 
her ability. As a result of her new perceptio~l of herself, when 
she lvas freed fro111 family turmoil, she could realistically view 
her ability. She also ga1.e birth to her daughter and cvas 
responsibly providing for her. She began to focus on her 
studies, to work hard, and to succeed. This gave her evidence 
that she had ability and that effort and outcome were mutually 
dependent. Mihen she consisteiltly was able to trust her ability, 
to take contl-ol of her life, to recognize the relationship between 
outcorllc and effort, and to persist even in difficult situations, 
the transition to hlastcry Oriel2 tntion was co~~lplete. 
Some of the evidence that Paula is current Masrery 
Oriented is found in her current perceptions of recent successes 
and failures and some of the evidence is found in her new 
perceptions of her past successes and failures. Even though she 
is just 26 and does not have years of experiences to use as 
illustrations of her new perceptions, her new perceptions 
clearly demonstrate that she is Mastery Oriented. 
Perception of Successes and Failures Relative to .4bilitv 
Paula has a new perception of her abilities. During her 
pregnancy she lived with a single woman and her three 
children. This worncan provided Paula with a comfortable 
home, a pleasant e~ivironment, structure and guid'mce, and a 
close friendship. Paula loved her, loved living in her home, and 
flourisl-ted under her nurturance. For the first time in her life 
she lived in a peaceful envirol~ment. 
Paula was working part-time and going to college part 
time. She was focused, she was studying, and was getting the 
best grades in her life. Paula said, "I kicked butt." She was 
beginning to recognize that she had the ability to be successful 
in her endeavors wliether personal or academic. 
She coiitinued her success after her baby was born. She 
continued i11 college, she continued to work, and she coiitinued 
to care for her child. Her attitudes about her ability have 
became consis teiitly positive. 
Perception of Control 
Paula began to take control of her life at about the age of 
eighteen or nineteen. She currently perceives she has control 
over her persoilal and academic cir~umst~vlces arid has a new 
view of control issues from the past. 
Paula indicated that as a child she felt trapped in her 
faniily situation. She indicates chat as she looks back, she 
remembers friends who also lived in difficult home situations 
and did not react as she did by using drugs or alcol~ul. She now 
rccogrlizes that this was a cl~oice she made. She said, "I thought 
I had 110 choices; now I realize I made choices and the wrong 
01zes." 
Paula Izas taken control of her life. Her first independent 
adult decision was to continue her pregrlmcy and rear her 
child. At this time she made a number of choices that helped 
her take control of her life. She chose to accept help from 
Catholic Social Services, she chose to go to college part-time, 
and  she chose to work part-time. She has continued her 
pattern of wise choices. She works full-time for a major 
iilsurnnce company, is coinpleting an Associares of Arts degree. 
anci will soon becornt. 'I ful l  time nursir~g studcnl. 
Perceptions of Outcome and Effon Dependence 
Paula now views outcome and effort as mutually 
dependent. Paula began to see that if she worked hard the 
outcome was usually good. She studied for the first time in 
college and was getting "A's" and "Bfs," she was successfully 
providing for her child, and she viewed her graduation from 
high school as having been earned by her own effort. 
Paula indicated she now recognizes that she was the one 
who was respo~~sible for finishing fifteen of the sixteen credits 
liecesswy for graduation. She indicated rhat at the time she 
MTas focusing 011 the one hour she was short but noiv focuses on 
the fifteen she had finished. 
Paula begail to see the relationship between outcome and 
effort ~l1e11 she was experiencing success on the job and in 
college and ~v11ile pregnal~t with her daughter. She spent 
evenings studying and practicing her typing. She began to 
associate success and effort for the first time. 
Paula also irldicated that she was successfully caring for 
her child. S l~e  said, "I was feeding her, bathing her, getting her 
back ; ~ n d  Cort h to day care, clolhing her. I was doing it." She 
indicated caring for a child is a lot harder t h ~ u ~  she thought it 
would be, but that she ~ s s  succeeding. She was beginning to 
understand the relationship between outco~nc and effort. 
Responses to Successes and F C ~ I  ' I  ures 
Paula is feeling confident in her abilities and 
demolistrating her confidence by persevering in the face of 
difficult situations. 
The most recent example of a difficult situation is of 
Paula's attitude toward her ability is that she was recently 
ter~niitated from her job. She could have given up at that 
point. She could have placed blame on many external and 
uncoi~tsollable forces, b u t  she did not. She could have believed 
she simply doesn't have the ability to hold a professional 
position. She did not believe that either. She took 
responsibility for ctrh;it happened, made a pledge to prevent it 
from happening again, and is \vorkii~g t en tpo rq  jobs while 
looking for a new pernlment job. Paula feels pride in her 
acco~~tplishinents, but is not allowing this set back to prevent 
her frorn persist i i~g  in positive ei2deavors. 
Sun~mary of Paula's Verification of kIasterv Orientatiol~ 
Paula consistently demo~lstrates in the telling of her 
curreitt life-story that she is confident in her abilities. She 
feels proud of her personal and academic successes, and 
pnrticularl>. proud of her success as a mother. She has taken 
control of her life and is making wise choices for llerself. She 
recognizes that it  is tltrougll her own hard work that she is 
successful and continues to work toward completing an 
Associates of Arts  Degree. This demonstrates that Paula is 
currently Mastery Oriented. 
Jane 
Jane's Verification of Past Learned Helplessness 
The following section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Jane's life-story that enabled the researcher to 
identify her as Learned Ilelpless. 
Perception of Successes and Failures 
Jcme felt she didn't have the ability to succeed. She saw 
herself as a as a family ~nernber, she felt she was a 
failure acadenzically, and she felt she was a failure 
professionally. The following are vignettes from her life that 
provide evidence that she believed she failed because or lack of 
ability and succeeded because of external forces. 
Jane viewed herself as an inadequate famiIjV member. 
Because she 1t rx  not what her p'arents espected and could not 
c h ~ ~ n g e  that, she felt she failed to fulfill her role in the fanily. 
Jane had a difficult time in element'uy school, especially 
with reading and math. Because she struggled, performing 
poorly on daily work, she determilled she lacked abilitjv. She 
also conlpared her nvcmge grades to the excellent grades of 
her sisters. Her sisters received praise from her p;uents, their 
teachers, and their peers for their excellent academic 
performance. Jane did not receive such praise and surmised 
that praise is only given to those who have the ability to do 
excelIe~it work. She didn't get the same praise, so she believed 
she had inferior ability. 
JLme compared herself not only to her sisters, bu t  also to 
her peers. In high school her immediate group of friends were 
taking advanced classes while she was taking, as she describes 
it, "classes wit11 the dummies." 
Jane indicates she "flunked out" of college. I11 reality she 
failed one  class and passed three. However, she viewed [he 
situation as a total failure. Failing one class was additional 
e \ r i d c ~ ~ c e  to her that s l ~ e  did 11ot have the ability for- collcge. 
She was rotally focused on the failure and. did not see her three 
successful classes, so was not able to amend her perceptioil of 
her ability. 
Jane took her first job as a secretdry shortly aflcr she 
dropped out or college. She w ~ s  ternGnn~ed from his job for 
excessive absences. Despite s e v e l - a ~ c e - ~ ~ u n ~ e h g ,  slle felt she 
\\,as fired because she didn't have the ability to do tl1e i~ork .  
Jane felt she did not have control over her life. The most 
prominent roles Jane played while growing up were those of 
child and student. She felt helpless to play either of these roles 
adequately. She could not be the twin or the son her parents 
expected, and she could not be the quality of student she 
expected herself to be. 
Perceptions of Positive Outcome and Effort Independer~ce 
Jane viewed outcome and effort as i~ldepe~lde~lt of each 
other. When asked if she ever worked for a grade of "A" or "B" 
she said, "What for? I couldn't have done it." Convinced that 
she didn't have the ability to do well academically, she saw 110 
value in trying. 'CVhen she was fired from her first professional 
secretarial job for poor job attendance, she reasorled the 
termination was for lack of ability. Slze did see the relation5hiy 
betrveen attendance (effort) imd co~~tinued nlployment 
f success). 
Iiesvonses to Successes and Failures 
Jane's response to her failure was to quit trying. She also 
felt sl-iarne because she believed she lacked ability. \%'l1e11 Jane 
hi~d to recite in school, she ~.icw.ed her perfornlimce as so poor 
that she experienced ilumiliation. She felt she didn't h,we the 
ability to do better, nor did she feel extra effort would produce 
better results. She said, "I thought 1 could never ger better 
[grades] than I did, so I just didn't bother to try." She learned 
to get by through minimal effort. She said, "I figured out by 
then that I could stay out of trouble if I kept my mouth shut 
and handed in my homework. So I did. That's all 1 did." 
Summary of lane's Learned Helplessness 
J a ~ e  consistently demonstrated in the telling of her life- 
story that she believed she lacked the ability to succeed 
academically or personally. She felt she could not c11;ulge her 
ability or change herself in order to fit into her family of origin. 
Since she did not see a relationship between outcome and 
effort, she felt there ivas 11othing she could do to correct the 
situation. Therefore, she gave up in the face of failure. This 
demonstrates that Jane \vas Learned Helpless in the past. Her 
Learned Helpless stare colltiilcled until approximatel} her early 
thirties. 
Jane's Verification ofCur-rent Mastery Orientation 
The following section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Jane's history that enabled the researcher to 
identify her as currently Mastery Oriented. 
J a l e  began to make the transition in her early thirties 
when she began to believe in and trust her ability. As a result 
of her new perception of herself, she began to look at some of 
her old belief syste~ns differently. She began to acknowledge 
the past successes she had ignored and began to believe in her 
ability. When she was consistently able to trust her ability, 
take control of her life, recognize the relationship between 
outcome and effort, a ~ d  persist even in difficult situalions, the 
transition to -Mastery Orientatioil was complete. 
Some of the evidence that Jane is currently Mastery 
Oriellted is found in her current perceptions of recent successes 
and failures, and some of the evidence is found in her new 
perceptions of her past successes and failures. 
I-'erce~tion of Successes sad Failures 
Jane has a new perception of her abilities. As she 
rcvicwed her feelings regarding her ability, she indicated that 
she is ilowv a cornpetcnt and capable woman and was probably 
LI c-ompctent and capable child rund young adult as well, but at 
the time she "just didn't recognize it." 
Jane has revised her perceptions of her sisters' abilities 
the attention they received as children. Sllc realizes that 
they all had the siuine difriculties grobing up and have similixr 
difric-ulties as Lldults. j%'irh (his nerv reniir,xtion, she is able to 
see that the pedestal of perfectionist upon which she had 
placed her sisters On Was irrational. She &so believes her 
Parellts were probably unaware of her feelings toward the 
attention her sisters received. 
Jane also has a new perception of her academic 
endeavors as a youi~g student. She still recalls public recitation 
and classroom games as horrible experiences, but also 
recogi~izes that many of the children loved these activities alld 
looked f o ~ - ~ ~ a r d  to them as a treat. She ack~~owledge that the 
teacher was probably trying to reinforce learning bit11 fun 
activities, not trying to humiliate her. 
Jane also has changed her view of her single semester at 
college. Wl~ile going through the conmul~i ty college adrnissjons 
process, she llad the opportunity to see her New York 
University transcripts. She said she was surprised to find that 
she llad F.iiled ol~ly one class and got "C's" in three other classes. 
Slle renlembered feeling she had "flunked out," but now 
I-ealizes that she really did "pretty well." 
She also has a different view of being fired from her job. 
Sjle achi t s  she did have excessive absences and recogllizes that 
regular attendallce is important to employers. She 1 ~ 0 ~ '  kllows 
tllat she cvasn't fired for her lack of ability, but  for Poor 
;~lttcndance. 
Jane is workillg towards an Associare of Arts Degree from 
a community college. She is doing very well. She says, "I  guess 
1 knew I could do  it; 1 just needed to prove i t  to myself." She 
recognizes that she does have the ability to be successful in 
college and probably always has. She said, "I didn't know I 
could d o  i f .  I guess I probably could have; I just didn't know 
it." 
She feels successful as a wife and mother. She indicates 
that she feels like a capable and competent woman and 
recogllizes this is why she is successful both persorlally and 
academically. 
Perception of Control 
Jane spent the first thirty years of her life believing her 
life circumst,ulces were out of her control. She currently feel 
she lzas colztrol over her personal and academic circumstances 
and lias a new view of past control issues. 
Jane recognizes that although she could not change her 
gender or the fact that she was a single birth, she didn't lack 
va lue  ;IS a family member. She indicates she realizes that her 
plvents and others didn't view her as inferior; she just thought 
the). did. She indicates she feels she is and was a1 unique and 
valuable person. 
Jane also recognizes that when she was in grade school 
her reading and math difficulties were probably the result of a 
learning disability that was undiagnosed. She indicates this 
probably contributed to her feelings of 1;lcking control in her 
personal learning experiences, Jane now takes control of her 
personal leanling experience by accepting help with her study 
skills at the community college Learning center. 
Percept-ions of Outcome and Effort Depencience 
Jane now views outcome and effort as n?utually 
dependent. This is evidenced by her new attitude toward 
effort and outcome in her past anci the effort she in~entional.tlly 
i~lvests in success currently. 
Jane was terminated from her first career secretarial 
position at the age of nineteen. She felt at the time she lacked 
the ability to do the job. Now she realizes her termination was 
result of her lack of effort to go to work dail>?, not her lack of 
abili t j r .  
Jane is working hard at the community college and 
earning escellent grades. She attributes her success to hard 
work and wise clloices. 
J iu~e  also recogilizes that successful families don't just 
happen; the). result from making the iamily the first priority 
;ind investing the necessary el'for-t. 
Responses t o  Successes and Failures 
Jane is feeling confident in her abilities and demonstrates 
her confidence by consistent effort and pride in her 
accomplishments. She recognizes that her old feelings of 
inability and lack of control were debilitating to the point that 
she  just quit trying. She feels if she had persisted, she could 
have been successful. She indicates she has occasionally had 
difficulty with h e r  present studies and might have been 
ternpted to quit if she had not felt confident in her ability. She 
indicates that she feels a great deal of pride in her 
achievements in college and in her life in general. 
S~inln1x-y of lane's Verification of Masten1 Orientation 
Jane begail to recogilize her potential ill her early thirties. 
With t11at came two rnajor realizations. The first was that she 
had  value because she is a unique individual. She also realizes 
she had untapped abilities. lYil11 these realizations came a new 
perception of h e r  successes and failures. She learned that her 
failures ~uere  n o t  a result of inability, but rather the result of 
lack of effort, wllile her successes were a result of her ability. 
Jnne co~~sisrent ly  demonstrated in the telling of her 
cul-rent life-~101-y that she is confident in her abilities. She 
feels pl-otrd of h e r  success in her rnxriage and FLr~nil)r and in 
her college studies. She has taken cotltrol of her life and is 
malting wise choices for herself. She recognizes that it is 
through her own hard work that she is successful. This 
demonstrates that Jane is currently Mastery Oriented. 
Larry 
Larry's Verification of Past Learned Helplessness 
The following section provides a surnmarqi of the 
evidence from Larry's life-story that enabled the researcher to 
identify him as Leariled Helpless. 
Perce~tion of Successes and Failures 
Larry felt he didn't llave the ability to succeed personally 
o r  academically. The f o l l o ~ i ~ ~ g  are vignettes from his life that 
provide evidence that he believed he failed because of lack of 
a bilil y and succeeded because of external forces. 
He initially formed this opirliorl at the age of seven or 
eight ,after he was taken from his mother and adopted by an 
abusi~re aunt and uncle. He felt he did not have the ability to 
b e  successful as a member of his adopted family. J-Te continued 
to fccl he did not have the ability to succeed in school, in 
college, or in w~estling. He attributed his successes to e r re r~~a l  
forces, but  his failures to his i~~abi l i ty .  
Larry did well academically all through school. Larry 
indicated he was afraid to fail, fearing severe punishment, 
including beatings. Despite achieving well academically, he 
never attributed his success to his own ability; rather he felt he 
succeeded in order to avoid punishment. 
When Larry transferred to a new high school his seilior 
year, he judged i t  to be more difficult academically. He 
indicates, "I got by because I was a senior, and you kind of get 
that sei~ior push. Teachers don't want seniors to fail." He 
attributed his academic success to 2111 external focus: teachers 
not wanting seniors to fail. Larry participated in a school-.tvork 
program his senior year of high school. His perception was that 
this program was for s tudc~~ts  MJ~IO, "were not college material" 
and attributed his success to an "easy progr,m." 
LLwry has achieved recogilition in westling through his 
representation of the lJnited Stares, competing against teams 
from Japan, Korea, and other countries. As an All An~er ica~  iin 
cvi-estling, he ivon sevel-id regional Olympic trials and trained 
with the Olympic tern1 in Colorado Springs, I-law~i. and West 
Point. When asked if he felt as if he were a successful wrestler 
during the time he was competing interi~ationnll>., he replied, 
"No, I didn't win a gold ruedal iin the Olympics." FIe was 
senrching for estcmal validation of his ability. 
Larry reports that he got "C's" and "B's" in college as a 
freshman and sophomore. He says, "I didn't do too hot. I 
wasn't focused. I didn't have good study habits, especially at 
first. [Name of college] was a nurturing environment. The 
professors were good to you." He reports his grades were a 
result of the efforts of others, the professors in a nurturing 
environment, the coaches, etc., but not a result of his own 
ability. 
Larry also reports that he was academically ineligible to 
wrestle in college his junior and senior years. He did not have 
financial support fro111 his family and felt he needed to work 
long hours for school expenses, spending money, and board and 
room during school holidays. (Me was not able to spend 
holidays with his family.) bu ry  reports he felt he was failing 
because of his inabilities. He says, " I  felt 1 really didn't have 
business being in college anyway. 1 felt I just mTasn't sharp 
enough. E.l>f high school advisor told me not to go t-o college." 
PPI-ception of C o l ~ t r ~ l  
Llury routinely felt he did not have col~trol over the 
choices in his life. 111 reality, he was expected to comply ivith 
the  discipline i111d rules of his adopted parents e\'cn iahen the)' 
irere brutal. 'he follo~\ing are \?ignettfs from his life-story 
that provide evidence that he believed he did nor have control 
over circumstances in his life. 
Larry at the age of five was taken from the home of his 
birth mother by an aunt and uncle who later adopted him. His 
adopted parents were emotionally and sometimes physically 
abuse to him. He was assigned daily chores while his siblings 
were free to play. He was required to give up sports and jobs 
to care for his younger siblings. I-Iis adopted mother borrowed 
money from him and never repaid it. Larry felt trapped in this 
situation. He indicated he didn't dare cornplaii~ or he would be 
i11 "big trouble," nmea~ing physical punishment, grouizding, or 
extra chores. Larry felt he had 110 choice but to obey their 
wishes. 
I.arry transferred to a large rnid~wstern university for 
his junior and senior years in order to wrestle at a higher level 
of competition. He worked full time, went to school full time, 
~orl.;ed out ~~ r i t h  e wrestling team full time, and had a 
serious relationship wit11 a girl friend. He could not westle 
compelitively with the team, his girl friend became pregnancy. 
and he nr3s failing academically. Larry said that during that 
period ol  time, he felt his siluation "was almost hopeless." I-le 
felt he had no oytioi~s. 
Perceptions of Positive Outcome and Effort Indeuendence 
Larry viewed outcome and effort as iildepeildent of each 
other. When Larry was attending the university his junior and 
senior year, working long hours, practicing with the wrestling 
team, and dating, he had no time left for studying. He was 
acadenlically ineligible to cvrestle with the team. IJe did not 
see a relatioilship between the lack of study time and poor 
grades, but rather, felt his poor grades were a result of his 
inability. 
The one area in which Larry appeared see a relationship 
between positive outcome and effort was in his wrestling. 
However, his effort was actually for the purpose of covering his 
personal pain and was used as a delensive mech~u~isin to 
protect himself from experiencing debilitating emotional 
distress. It was not used explicitly to produce a positive 
outcome. Surprisingly, his diligence resulted in a state 
ch~unpion. In college, dthough he contii~ued to train ru~d 
contil~ued to wrestle well, academic ineligibility a i~d  illnesses at 
critical coinpelition times kept him from wjnl~ing 
ch:ullpionships and receiving additional public recognition. 
Since his training efforts were not rewarded with medals and 
titles, he be]ie\led positive outcoille ~ ~ l d  effort were 
independent. 
Responses to Successes and Failures 
Most Learned Helpless individuals simply give up when 
they feel they are unsuccessful. Larry, on the other hand, was 
not permitted by his adopted parents to simply quit. When 
Larry received a "D" in high school he was severely punished. 
So he did enough to make at least "C's" to avoid punishment. 
However, when he found himself in college in what he called "a 
hopeless situation," he no ioilger needed parental permissioi? to 
quit nor feared their reprisal, I-Ie dropped out of college and 
joined the army. 
Summary of Larry 's  Leariled Helplessness - 
Larry coilsisteil tly denlollstrated in the telling of his past 
life-story that he believed he lacked the ability to succeed 
personally and academically. He believed he was successful 
because others let him slip by and that he was failing because 
he did not have the  ability. He believed situations in his life 
were not uithiil his control, and he did not see a relationship 
between outcome atld effort. Eventually he just quit trying, 
dropped out of college and joined the army. This demonstrates 
that Larry was Leariled Iielpless in the past. His  earned 
tlelpless state con tin ued until approximately his late nventies. 
Larrgi's Verification of Current Mastery Orientation 
The following section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Larry's life-story that enabled the researcher to 
identify h im as currently Mastery Oriented. 
Larry began to make the transition in his mid to late 
twenties when h e  began to believe in and trsut his abilit~;. As 
a result of his new perception of himself, he began to feel 
successful. I-Ie experienced success in the army, success in his 
marriage, a ~ d  fir~ally academic success in college. I-Ie began to 
believe he had ability and was experiencing success that was a 
result of his personal effort. When he consistently was able to 
trust his ability, take coi?trol of his life, recognize the 
relationship behveen outcome and effort, and persist even in 
difficult situations, the tr,msition to Mastery Orientation was 
con~plete. 
Some of the e\!idence that Larry is currer~tly Mastery 
01-iei~ted is found in his current perceptions of recent successes 
and  failures and  soille of the evidence is found in his new 
perceptions of his past successes and failures. 
Perception of Successes and Failures 
1,arry has a neiv perception of his abilities. As La-rq; 
10olis back he can now ach~lowledge his success in high school 
and call credit his ability for this success. Ile no longer feels his 
good grades were because of an easy high school or because 
"teachers don't like to fail seniors." He believes he had the 
ability to earn his grades. He now credits his freshman and 
sophomore success to his ability, not just to a nurturing 
professor. Also, he no longer blames his lack of ability for his 
academic failure his junior and senior year of college. He 
acknowledges that he failed because he did not make time to 
study. 
Larry also recognizes that his wrestling career was a 
treme~ldous uccess. His failure to win an Olympic Gold Medal 
no longer negates lzis view of his wrestling successes. I-Ie sdd ,  
"'If I could brag . , , I know ~~vrestling really well. I workcd 
112ud to ear11 my stripes." If e credits his ability for his 
successful wrestliilg career. 
Larry feels successful in his life. He indicates hc has a 
good marriage, a wonderful son, and a career he really enjoys. 
I-Te is a successful teacher and successfully contiiiues his 
education. 
Perception of Co~ltrol 
Larry spent the first twenty yecars of his life feeling that 
mimy of his life circumst;rnces were as out of his control. He 
c u r r e n ~ l > ~  feels he Ins  control oiler his personal and academic 
c i rcu l~~s t  ances and has a new view of past control issues. 
Some of the reasons Larry felt his life was out of control 
as a child and young adult is because he did not see that he had 
options. He was not permitted to continue living with his birth 
mother, or to refuse to do an unfair portion of household 
chores, or to refuse to loan his adopted mother money, or to 
choose where he  would Live after his adopted parents divorced, 
or to participate in after school activities. 
Larry now trusts his abilities and trusts himself to make 
~trise choices. He has proven to himself that he is capable of 
wise choices. I-Ie chose a c~ueer he loves. He chose a wife who 
is his co~npmion and best friend. He chose a faith that governs 
his life. H e  feels that he is ill control of his life. 
Perceptioils of Outcome ;md Effort Denendence 
Larry now views outcome and effort as rnutuxlly 
dependent. This is evidenced by his new attitude toward effort 
and  outcome in his past and the effort he intentionally invests 
i n  success currently. 
Larry iiow has a new perspective of his failure in college 
his junior and senior jcu-. He recognizes that he was balancing 
an illcredible load and gii~es himself credit for doing it as well 
n s  he did. He 1;nows the reason lor his failure was his time 
commitment to work, his girl friend, and w-estling and his lack 
of time commitment to his studies. hlakng this connecrion \\'as 
very important for him because he no longer blamed what he 
perceived as his inability for his failure. 
Larry uncollsciously always recognized the connection 
between outcome and effect in athletics. However, because he 
believed not earning an Olympic medal negated his wrestling 
career as successful, he then was not free to recognize that 
training produces winning. Since he now views his wrestling 
career as successful, he is also able to recognize the relationship 
be tween outcome and effort. 
He also recognizes the relationship between outcome and 
effort in his relatioilship with his wife. Ile indicated marly 
friends and family members concentrated only on their careers 
which resulted in divorce. He indicated they had "a true 
affection" for each other, but kr1e\itr for this to continue, they 
needed to nurture their mutual comrnitn~ent. 
ISe attributes his success in his career to his effort, and 
guards his time from heavy involvement in curricular 
activities, sucl~ as coaching, to enable him to have tirne to 
de~ fo t e  to teaching. 
1Zesponses to Successes and Failures 
L a r r y  feels confident in his abilities and dcrno~~strates his 
confidence by not quitting in the face of difficult situations. 
Se~rer-a1 >.ears ago 1le ~vas  faced wit11 a difficult ernpl~)~rnent 
relationship. He easily could have given up  aid possibly would 
have if he were still Learned Helpless. But he did not give up. 
He worked to build a strong relationship and correct the 
situation. 
He feels a great d e d  of pride in his successful marriage 
and career. He is continuing to pursue additional certifications 
and a graduate degree. 
Summary of Larry's Verificatioil of Mastery Orientation 
Larry consistently demonstrated in the telling of his 
current  life-story that he is confident in his abilities. In his 
late twenties, he began to recognize his potential. He had 
wrestled successfully for the army, he had a successful family 
situation, and he had returned to college and was experiencing 
success. He felt he was making wise decisions and had control 
of his life. He could see the relationsl-rip between outcorne and 
erfort, a ~ d  his elforts were reaping success. This demonstrates 
that I~r1-y is currel~tly klastery Oriented. 
Doug's Verification of Past Learned Helolessness 
The following section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Doug's life-story that enabled the researcher to 
identify him as Learned Helpless. 
Perce~tion of Successes and Failures 
Doug felt he didn't have the ability to succeed. He 
formed this opinion in early elementary school where he was 
emotionally abused and inappropriately punished by several 
teachers. He felt he was abused because he was "stupid." Doug 
views his educational experience as a failure. He says from 
first grade on, "they [teachers] let me pass." Even his 
graduation from high school he viewed as unearned. He said, "1 
really hadn't dolie the work. Even if I did graduate, i t  wasn't 
the SiUIIe as the other kids." Doug felt he was a1 expert at 
acadernic fi~lure.  He sriid, "This has been goi12g 011 since first 
grade." 
Percept ion of Coi~trol 
Doug felt he did not ha1.e control over the circumstances 
in his life. I-Ie fell he was a victim of abuse in the educational 
system and was a victinl of his o\\n inability. As a victim of his 
owvn inability, he felt he was destined to failure in educational 
situations and destined to receive mistreatment from others, 
such as teachers, bosses, and coworkers. 
Because he saw himself as a victim, he felt he had no 
control over his life. He felt he could not control being free 
from physical and emotional abuse, or control whether or not 
he learned, or even control having satisfactory relatiollships 
with his peers. 
Perceptio~zs of Positive Outcome and Effort Indeper~del~ce - 
Doug viewed outcome ,and effort as independent of each 
other. Because he viewed his academic failures as a result of 
his inability, he was unable to see the value of trying, because 
his perceived inability would prevent a successful outcome. 
Also, because of his leariling disability, conventioi?al methods 
of leariliilg Lvere not successful for him. Thus, his best efforts 
produced failure, verifying to him that outcome and effort are 
independent. 
Responseso Successes and Failures 
Doug's response to his failures was to quit tqJing. He 
went through the motions of school, \\as passed along, but 
didn't try again. He simply quit believing he could contribute 
~ ~ n > ~ t h i n g  to his success and thus felt shame and humiliation. 
Summay of Doug's Learned Helplessness 
Doug consistently demonstrated in the telling of his past 
life-story that he believed he lacked the ability to succeed. He 
also believed he could not change his ability; therefore, he 
believed he had no control over his life. He did not recognize a 
relationship be tween outcome and effort. To avoid feelings of 
humiliatioil and shame after failing, he simple quit trying. This 
dernonsrrates that Doug was Learned Helpless in the past. His 
Learned I-Ielpless state continued until approsirnatcly his mid- 
thirties. 
Doug's Verificatio~~ of Currel~t Mastem - Orientation 
The following sectioil provides a sun1rn~a-y of the 
evidei2ce from Doug's lzistory that enables the researcher to 
identify him as curreiltly Mastery Oriented. 
Doug began to mL&e the transition to Mastery Oriented ill 
his personal life in his mid-twenties when he begal to believe 
in and  trust his ability. 4s a result of his new perception of 
himself, he began to experience successful employmcnt. He 
(mnsitioned academicallj. in his mid-thirties, again when he 
began to believe in his abilities, and as a result began to 
esperience academic success. He bas so certain that he could 
n o t  be successful academicnlly because of his learning 
disabilities that it tooh hiiu loilger to believe in himself 
academically. When he could consistently trust his ability, talie 
control of his life, recognize the relationship behveen outcome 
and effort, and persist even in difficult situations, the transition 
to Mastery Orientation was complete. 
Some of the evidence for Doug's Mastery Orientation is 
found in his current perceptions of recent successes and 
failures, and some of the evidence is found in his new 
perceptions of his past successes and failures. 
Perce~tion of Successes and Failures 
Doug has a new perceptioi~ of his abilities. Ile has 
returned to college to complete a bacl~elors degree. He did not 
work his freshman year; he simply concentrated on his studies 
S B ) ~ ~ I I ~ ,  "I  needed to get my confidence up." He had a successful 
first year with the exception of his English Proficiency test, 
which he took several times before passing. Doug's academic 
insecuri t ics began to be replaced by academic confidence. He 
indicates, "I  k11ow I'in better than I was." 
Doug indicates his view of has cha~ged. Ile s i d ,  
"You begin to stop thillking it's id\\qrs )IOU that caused the 
problem. You begin to look around and see the same thing 
happening to others and don't ~ ~ k e  it so personally ~m)~inore." 
Doug has pro\ren to hirntell, through hard work and 
collegc success, that he  c1oi.s 11;ive the ability to be successful in 
college. He indicates that even though occasionally he has 
academic difficulties, that overall he feels collfident in his 
abilities. His perception that he does have the ability to 
succeed in spite of some difficulties is evidence of his present 
Mastery Orientation. 
Perceptioi? of Control 
Doug spent the first twenty years of his life viewing his 
life circumstances as out of his control. He currelltly perceives 
rhat he  has control over his persorld and academic 
circumstaiices and has a new view of control issues from the 
past. 
Doug worked as a printer for appro.ximately eight years. 
H e  did well in this job, but wanted more. Recognizing that he 
had a lot to offer and that he had other career options, he made 
a career change. Doug also recognized that he could rake 
colltrol of his leariling disabilities difficulties by using yrovcli 
correc live techniques. 
rerceo tions of Our come and E f f o r t  Llepende~z 
Doug now views outcome ;u~d effort as mutually 
dependent. H e  recogllizcs thar his hard ~vorli earned hiin the 
outcome of a satisfying and successful career and that his 
efforts to learn adaptive learning straregies earned him the 
outcome of successful academic pursuits. 
Res~onses  to Successes and Failures 
Doug believes in his abilities, recognizes that he has 
control over his Iife, and recognizes the relatiol~ship betweell 
outcome and effort and thus persists in his current endeavors. 
Ei~en when situations are difficult academically, he continues to 
compensate for  the difficulty and does not give up. He feels 
pride in his academic success and anticipates graduation. 
Surnmstrv of Doug's Lrerification of Mastery Orient:ltion 
Doug consistel~tly demonstrated in the telling of his 
current life-s tory that hc is confident in l is  abilities, wl~ile 
recognizing &and coinpellsating for his learning disabilities. 
Because h e  underst~u~ds his past academic problems and has 
experienced success in his career, he trusts his abilities. He 
feels in control of his life and acknowledges his efforts are 
rewarded wi th successful outcomes. This den~onstrates that 
Doug is currently hlastery Oriented. 
Ted 
Ted's Verification of Past Learned Helolessness 
The following section provides a summary of the 
evidence from Ted's life-story that enabled the researcher to 
identify him as Learned Helpless. 
Perception of Successes and Failures 
Ted felt h e  didn't have the ability to succeed persollally 
o r  academically. The following are vignettes frorn his life that 
provide evidence that he believed he failed because of lack of 
ability. 
Ted's adopted maternal grandfather was very important 
to him. He was one of the few people that Ted felt really loved 
him. I-le found out in a Christmas card that his beloved 
grandfather had died several lnonths before. I asked Ted why 
he thought no one  told him about his grandfather's death. He 
said, "1 didn't think I deserved it [to know]." 
Ted felt lie did not deserve the unconditional love of an 
adult parent figure. Ted's foster Family ciurillg the last two 
years of high school met his physical and emotional needs. He 
says, "She really took good care of me, and 1 redly didn't 
de5en.e it. ' '  Ilc  aid, "She n7ns taking on n c h ~ ~ l t ) ~  Case b?. illen. 
Someone with sixteen years of problems that had nothing to do 
with her. She was just a loving and caring person." 
During Ted's childhood, all of his efforts were invested in 
survival. He lived i n  thirteen foster homes and three 
institutions from age six to eighteen. His memories of school 
consist of sitting in class and day-dreaming about how he 
"wished things were" and "feeling like a failure." 
Perception of Coi~trol 
Ted routinely felt lie did not have control over his life. 
H e  experienced lack of control regularly as his residence 
chmged,  his school changed, his social worker changed, his 
fr iends changed, etc. The followi~lg are vignettes from his life- 
s tory that provide evidence that he believed he did not have 
co l~t ro l  over circumstances ill his life. 
Ted ran away many times. The first time was when his 
adopted farher look him from school ~ i t h o u t  e r p l ~ u ~ ~ ~ t i o n  to 
live with him rather than his adopted mother. The police 
returned him to this adopted falher's home. Tcd learned that if 
y o u  run away, the police come after you. He learned this 
lesson several times in his life; eventually he stopped rullning 
away ;u~d reasoiled he could not control where he lived. ~ l e  felt 
trapped in this situation. . 
Ted  lived with thirteen family and in three institutions in 
his Life. With each move he had no choice. He was told where 
to live a n d  when to move. Many times Ted was hungry and 
had to sreal food. He saw no other option. When he was 
sixteen, he had run to his girl friend's home for asylum and 
refused to leave. Eventually he was permitted to stay. Even 
the11 he did not realize he had controlled this situation, because 
his efforts were focused on surviving in a more pleasant 
eln~ironmen t. 
Percevtions of Positive Outcome and Effort Iiidependellce 
Ted viewed outcome and effort as independent. Any 
effort h e  made to better his situation or even get ahray from a 
bad situation was rewarded with punishment. Me either was 
subjected to police intervention, or relocation, or other forms of 
puliishn~ent. He soon learned that his efforts did not produce 
favorable ou tcorne. Thus,  an interdependence between posi tjve 
outcome aid effort was not established. 
Res~onses  to Successes and Failures 
Ted felt he  was a personal failure. He felt his life 
situation was "hopeless." IIe never put forth a i y  effort in 
school. h u t  his school cllnnged so often that i t  didn't seem to 
matter. He also experienced shame resulting from feeling he 
didn't belong anywhere. 
Summary of Ted's Learned Hel~lessness 
Ted consistently demonstrated in the telling of his past 
life-story that he believed he lacked the ability to succeed 
personally or academically. He believed he had no control over 
the circumsta~ces in his life. He did not see a relationship 
between outcome and effort; he simply tried to survive from 
one new situation to mother. He also experienced shame as a 
result of his perception of inability and his lack of belongii~g. 
This demonstrates that Ted was Learned Helpless in the past. 
1-lis Learlled Helpless state coi~tinued until approsin~ately his 
early twenties. 
Ted's Verificaolz of Curreat Masterv Orientatio~ 
The following section provides a suinmary of the 
evidence from Ted's history that enabled the researcher to 
iden~ify him as currently hlastery Oriented. 
Ted began to make the transition to Mastery Oriented in 
his early twenties when he began to believe in and trust his 
ability. As a result of his new perception of himself, be became 
willing to take risks and espcrieilce success in his business and 
in learning situ3tioi1s. When he  consistentl~~ was able to trust 
his ability, take control of his life, recognize the relationship 
between outcome and effort, and persist even in difficult 
situations, the transition to Mastery Orientation was complete. 
Some of the evidence that Ted is currently Mastery 
Oriented is found in Ted's current perceptions of recent 
successes and failures and some of the evidence is found in his 
11ew perceptions of his past successes and failures. 
Perception of Successes and Failures 
Ted has a new perception of his abilities. As Ted looks 
back at the incident of his grandfather's death being concealed 
f rom he redizes he has changed his perception (from) he 
"didn't deserve it [to ki~orv]." He now recognizes that his 
adopted mother withlzeld the information because she is a very 
selfish person. She was caught up in her own life and her o w  
tragedy, and she didn't c'ue about him. 
Ted previously viewed himself as "stupid." Now he sees 
himself as intelligent. I11 inct when I asked him how he viewed 
his intelligence now, he said, "iVell, I'm in MENSA." Ted is 
successfully completing a bachelor's degree with a double 
major in business and psychology. He will graduate in May 
with honors. 
Ted describes himself as successful. He attributed his 
success to his :~biliQ, and hard rx~ork. 13e feels that he 1 1 3  
learned a lot over the years and that experience has been a 
good teacher. He also recognizes that he is successful as an 
entrepreneur. He indicates that his current success in business 
is because he was prepared to meet the challenges of the 
security business and it was the right time for private security: 
the two met and he is a success. 
Perception of Control 
Ted spent the first twenty years of his life viewing his 
life circumstances as out of his control. He indicated he decided 
not to be a victim. He described victims as helpless and said he 
is not helpless. H e  indicated he birthed his business wit11 
$5,000 of capital. I-Ie bought a used car, a used typeivriter, and 
opened the doors. I3e indicated he did everything at first. He 
patrolled, sold service, kept the books, etc. It was a one-man 
operation. 
Ile also indicated he cook control of his life by mL-iking 
\+ise decision about his personal life, his education, and his 
business. He said 110 lo~lger was he  at the inercy of social 
ser-vices. 
When tlze researcher ask Ted about the control he had 
over his life now, he said, "I  had bee11 so second-rare all my 
life. I \vanred to be first-rare for a change, and nothing N~CIS 
going to keep me from doing that. That was in my control." He 
feels he has the ability and has taken control over his life 
Perceptions of Outcome and Effort De~endence 
Ted now views outcome and effort as mutually 
dependent. This is demonstrated by his new attitude toward 
effort and outcome. He recognizes that through his hard work, 
his business and his education are successful. Ilis business is 
flourishing, and he will soon graduate with honors wit11 a 
Bacl~elor's degree. 
Kes~onses to Successes and Failures 
Ted is feeling confident in his abilities and demonst r a ~  ing 
his conf'idence by not quitling in the face of difficult situations. 
His busirless in the late 80s was in Chapter Eleven Bankruptcy. 
He could have walked away at that time, but didn't. Instead he 
persisted, received wise financid council, followed the council. 
and turned his business around. IJe feels pride in  his abilities 
and in his accon~plisl~ments. 
Su~nmnry of Ted's Verification of Mastery Orientation 
Ted consistently demonstrated in the tellillg of his 
current life-story that he is confident in his abilities. Ile feels 
proud of his succesh in his c;ireer, his success in hi5 mar-riage. 
and his success in his college studies. He has taken control of 
his life and is making wise clloices for himself. He recognizes 
that it is through his hard work that he is successful and 
continues to work toward his life's goals even in difficult times. 
This demonstrates that Ted is currently Mastery Oriented. 
